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1 Introduction

Over millions of years, living organisms evolved to develop materials that combine
exceptional structural properties, such as high strength, hardness and fracture tough-
ness, with morphological flexibility, i.e. the ability to adapt them to complex shapes.
This multiple functionality relies on the interaction between an organic protein ma-
trix and additional inorganic building blocks, present throughout all the levels of their
structural hierarchy [1–3].

Understanding the assembly and purpose of the individual components of these
materials, known as biominerals, gives new perspectives to the field of novel materials
development. In particular, promising applications are currently investigated in the
area of medical implants, where, for example, bone and dental replacement materials
or robust biocompatible surface coatings are needed for prosthetic devices. The design
of tissue akin to human bone promises here to close the gap between the properties
and requirements of hard tissue implants, which nowadays meet either mechanical or
physiological demands, but not both simultaneously [4].

Synthetic biominerals have also potential in the fabrication of biocide-free hull pro-
tection against marine fouling. By mimicking the antifouling strategies of marine or-
ganism (a combination of chemical, mechanical and physical defence [5]) environmen-
tally friendly coatings with long term mechanical stability are envisaged. Moreover,
when the principles of biomineralisation are transferred to other non-natural materials,
such as metal oxides, metals, magnetic substances, semiconductors and ceramics [6],
mechanically stable nanodevices with optical, electronic and magnetic properties can
be produced [7, 8].

However, not all the details of biogenic mineralization are understood. This cellular-
regulated process is highly complex and, in addition, forms a research topic where
several branches of science cross their fields of interest. Physicists and chemists, in
particular, understand biomineralization as a self-organization process where hierar-
chical structures are spontaneously produced in living organism. They seek for the
clarification of its basic principles, in order to not only copy biological systems, but
also simplify the governing rules [2].

In this dissertation a number of di!erent approaches is presented, aimed at extending
the knowledge on manufacturing techniques for new materials inspired by biological
processes known from biomineralization. The chosen path is to design molecule assem-
blies with specific functionalities starting from simple organic macromolecules, which
direct crystal growth and control the generation of specific morphologies. The basic
ideas of biomimetic mineralization are presented in the following sections.
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Figure 1.1: Biominerals: (a) Coccolithophores (here shown in a scanning electron (SEM)
micrograph) are single-celled algae, which surround themselves with an exo-skeleton of tiny
elliptical calcium carbonate platelets [9], (b) SEM of a mature sea urchin spine, which is a
composite of organic macromolecules and oriented calcite crystals [10], (c) bone with high
porosity (spongiosa) and calcified interconnecting pore network [11], (d) illustration of a min-
eralized collageneous fiber (the basic building block of bone) [11].

1.1 Biominerals

Biominerals are found in almost all life forms, where they mainly act as skeletons that
stabilize and protect the organic tissue. Before introducing the field of biomimetic
mineralization and the strategies behind the experimental work, the reader will be
familiarized with some typical examples of inorganic materials secreted by living or-
ganisms.

The tiniest examples of biominerals are those found in the exoskeletons of proto-
zoans, such as shells and spines. They are mainly composed of hydrated silica (SiO2!
xH2O) or calcium carbonate (CaCO3), and often have complex shapes. Figure 1.1 a,
for instance, shows an electron micrograph of a single celled alga (coccolithophore).
Coccolithophores produce circular CaCO3-platelets (coccoliths) that self-organize as
protecting sca!olds. More familiar biominerals are the shells of snails and mollusks,
which are often collected for their beautiful patterns. As their colorful light reflection
indicate, their micro-scale consists of periodic calcium carbonate sca!olds; similar are
also the hulls of crabs [12]. High-resolution images of a sea urchin spine, as the one
depicted in Fig. 1.1 b, reveal that they possess smooth, continuously-curved surfaces
and micrometer-sized pores [10]. Astonishingly, each spine is a single large magnesium-
containing calcium carbonate crystal [13].
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1.2 A model system: biogenic nacre

From the list of biominerals presented above, it can be already recognized that
the most common biologically-formed inorganic material is calcium carbonate. In the
following chapters the focus will be exclusively on this compound. Noteworthy, CaCO3

crystallizes in di!erent polymorphs, among which calcite and aragonite are the most
commonly encountered in biological systems.

For the sake of completeness, a second family of biominerals which includes the
human bone and teeth is introduced here. These so-called endoskeletons are primarily
composed of hydroxyapatite [2] and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Fig. 1.1 c shows an example of a tissue with high porosity and a sponge-like appearance
(spongiosa) taken from the inner part of a bone [11]. Its internal organization consists
of a mesh of calcified collagen fibers as sketched in Fig. 1.1 d. Such a structure is
relatively elastic and responsible for the high stability of the living bone.

Attempts to artificially grow crystals by classical crystallization processes, which do
not include organic compounds, produce very fragile results, unlike biologically-formed
minerals [14], which in addition exhibit more elaborate structures. This simple obser-
vation shows clearly how useful it is to understand and adopt nature’s strategies for the
development of materials with unique, novel properties. Mimicking the processes in-
volved in biologically controlled crystallization and applying them to artificial systems
is known as biomimetic mineralization.

1.2 A model system: biogenic nacre

To understand the working principles of biominerals, it is helpful to find a representa-
tive but relatively simple model structure. An eligible candidate is biogenic nacre,
a material located in the interior layer of many shells, such as oyster or abalone
(Fig. 1.2 a) and well-known for its remarkable properties [15, 16]. Nacre has a unique
”brick-and-mortar” hierarchical internal structure [17]:

The inner layer features a highly organized lamellar structure with alternating
layers of calcium carbonate and organic matrix (Fig. 1.2 b 1).

The calcium carbonate layer itself has a hierarchical structure, consisting of an
arrangement of oriented aragonite polygonal tablets, with a thickness of 200-
700 nm and lateral dimensions of a few micrometers (Fig. 1.2 b-e).

The aragonite tablets include oriented nanograins of several tenths of a nanome-
ter [18] (Fig. 1.2 c) and aligned nano-asperities (Fig. 1.2 d).

In addition to the specific stacking design, the nano-asperities contribute to the nacre’s
shear strength by acting as interlocks [20], while the nano-grains can deform and
rotate under an applied tensile load [21, 22]. The key role for the stability of the
composite is, however, played by the organic adhesive matrix which binds two adjacent
inorganic layers. This redistributes the stress in the bulk of nacre [17] and enhances
its characteristic toughness. The latter is suspected to depend on the existence of
long molecules with modules (folded or looped domains) that connect the inorganic
layers [23]. Upon tensile loading intermediate-strength bonds, holding together the
modules, consecutively break (sacrificial bonds) and the modules unfold or the loops

1The nacre sample and scanning electron micrograph were kindly provided by Kalina Malinova.
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Figure 1.2: The inner side of the abalone shell Haliotis (Paua) iris (a) contains a nacreous
layer with a hierarchial structure (b-e). (b) Scanning electron micrograph of aragonite tablets,
(c) AFM topographical image of one layer of platelets with nanograins (z-scale 100 nm) and (d)
aligned nano-asperities (z-scale 190nm) after incubation with 10%NaOCl in order to remove
the organic compounds. (e) Schematic representation of the model for nacre formation after
Addadi et al. [19]: (upper image) assembled organic matrix prior to mineral deposition and
(lower image) mineralized nacreous layer.

open avoiding the rupture of the molecule backbone (strong bonds). This way the
structure is stable even during large deformations.

The role of the organic phase in nacre is to not only stabilize the inorganic mate-
rial, but also guide the CaCO3 growth, as shown in Fig. 1.2 e, and contribute to its
distinctive structure as follows [19]:

Chitin macromolecules arrange into well-aligned fibers, producing a solid frame-
work that constrains the crystallization volume, confines the reaction environ-
ment and dictates the crystal orientation.

Hydrophobic silk proteins form a non-ordered gel-like phase and pre-fill the space
to be mineralized.

Lipid macromolecules stabilize amorphous CaCO3 in small particles which are
transported to the site of mineralization.

Nucleation occurs on the ordered chitin matrix and the crystals grow at the ex-
pense of the amorphous CaCO3 phase. During this process, the silk biopolymers
prevent uncontrolled crystallization (together with other inhibitors like magne-
sium, phosphate or other proteins) and are occluded into the crystal. Some
acidic proteins are localized at the center of aragonite polygons, where they may
be responsible for the selective nucleation of the polymorph aragonite.
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1.3 Biomimetic mineralization strategies

Noteworthy, the mineral is generated in an amorphous state. Assemblies of organic
molecules confine the geometry of the crystallization area, inhibit or initiate nucleation
and control the crystal direction and morphology. These findings serve as basis for
elaborating biomimetic mineralization strategies.

1.3 Biomimetic mineralization strategies

The more specific goals of biomineralization are to control crystal properties such
as size, shape, orientation, aggregation and texture, and correlate them with macro-
scopical characteristics such as mechanical stability. The rationale for the biomimetic
approach is that conventional crystallization methods, based on changes in the super-
saturation of aqueous solutions, do not fulfill most of those requirements reliably [24].
Epitaxial crystallization strategies, where organized substrates facilitate nucleation,
o!er more control, but the approach leads to crytals with inferior mechanical proper-
ties.

In contrast to the above, biomimetic mineralization takes place in aquous solutions
at (nearly) ambient conditions, simulating the conditions encountered in nature [25].
As shown in the previous section, living organisms control the crystallization process by
using organic modifiers and inorganic ions. Insoluble organic matrices (chitin, collagen,
etc.) dictate nucleation, while soluble organic constituents (aspartic acid rich proteins)
deliver an additional control over the mineral growth. This way, single crystals with
a variety of shapes and specific structures can be constructed. Many biologically-
formed minerals have even integrated organic molecules into their crystals, providing
an enhanced mechanical stability. They are composed of mesocrystals (single-crystal
mosaics), i.e. iso-oriented crystals consisting of nanocrystal assemblies mediated by
the organic material [26, 27].

To incorporate the above-mentioned observations into artificial mineralization pro-
cesses, one has first to understand the mechanisms by which the organic substances
interact with the inorganic components. In this thesis, the complexity of the prob-
lem will be reduced by first synthesizing simple polymers with single functionality
and then by investigating them individually. Since a great fraction of the organic
molecules, typically found in biologically-formed crystals directly at their surfaces, is
highly acidic (they contain a large amount of negatively charged functional groups
such as carboxylate (COO!), phosphate (PO3!

4 ) and sulfate groups (SO2!
4 ), we will

focus on crystallization controlled by acidic macromolecules. Recent studies indicate
that these couple with the mineral ions via electrostatic interactions.

The experiments, described in the subsequent chapters, follow the above mentioned
simplification guideline. A short literature review, intended to provide the reader with
the necessary technical background, and links to the relevant sections in the present
work are provided in the following sections.

1.3.1 Nucleation: the template e!ect and non-directive parameters

One approach to gain information about the organic/inorganic interplay is to study the
growth of inorganic materials in presence of synthetically structured and unstructured
organic matrices. The established method is to perform crystallization experiments

9



1 Introduction

! !

Figure 1.3: Crystal faces of a single calcite crystal (hexagonal unit cell) [28]. The Miller-
Bravais four-index system hkil for planes and faces is written as hk.l (i can be calculated from
h+ k + i = 0).

on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 2 [29, 30] and beneath various compressed Lang-
muir films 3 [24, 28, 31], as they provide highly organized surfaces with easily tunable
properties (see also Sec. 2.1.1).

Heywood and Mann, in particular, investigated the e!ects of monolayer charges and
packing conformation on the growth of inorganic crystals [24]. They focused on Lang-
muir films of simple amphiphilic compounds (CH3(CH2)17!24R) such as long chain
alkyl carboxylates (R=COOH), sulfates (R=OSO3), amines (R=NH2) and alcohols
(R=OH). Most experiments show that crystals grow exclusively at the solid/liquid
interface and nucleate in a preferred crystallographic orientation. In particular, the
specific organic structures present at this interface and their characteristic proper-
ties determine the preferential development of certain crystal faces (Fig. 1.3) in their
vicinity (and hence, a certain crystal morphology). The authors suggest that geomet-
ric correlation and stereochemical complementarity exist between the monolayer head
groups and the ions of the nucleated crystal face [24], and indicate a template-directed
crystallization process. These correspondences are illustrated in Fig. 1.4: the geometric
correlation is given by the match and symmetry of lattice parameters, while stereo-
chemical complementarity is seen in the three-dimensional geometric features (spatial
orientation).

However, this simple model fails to explain the findings of other studies, especially
when organic compounds with higher complexity are involved. For example, Fricke
et al. provide evidence against such a strict interdependence [28]. Their comparative
studies of CaCO3 growth beneath Langmuir films of macrocyclic polyacids 4 demon-

2SAMs are two-dimensional molecular matrices formed by molecules, which are chemisorbed onto
a substrate surface for which their head groups possess a special a!nity. Their properties such
as spatial geometry, symmetry, polarity, charge distribution and chemical functionality can be
tuned by varying molecule composition (especially the end-group identity), molecule length and
film density.

3Monolayers of amphiphilic molecules floating at the air/liquid interface.
4A macrocycle is a molecule containing a ring of more than about 10 atoms. In this context, the

10



1.3 Biomimetic mineralization strategies

Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram showing the geometrical match (left) and stereochemical com-
plementarity (right) between a stearic acid monolayer with carboxylate head groups (white
circles) and the carbonate ions in the {10.0} face of calcite [24]. The agreement between the
monolayer headgroup spacing and the distance of the carbonate ions indicates geometrical
match, while their consistent spatial arrangement is referred to as stereochemical complemen-
tary.

strate that non-directional parameters, such as average charge density and mean dipole
moment of the monolayer, are crucial factors for directed crystal growth and poly-
morph selection. Also, Lendrum and McGrath [31] recently investigated the influence
of charge density using, again, simpler organic compounds. In particular, they studied
calcite formation beneath mixed monolayers of octadecanoic acid (CH3(CH2)16COOH)
and octadecanol (CH3(CH2)17OH) in di!erent ratios. The authors conclude that nei-
ther geometric correlations/stereochemical complementarity, nor the above mentioned
non-directive parameters can explain individually the observed results. While non-
directive parameters may be of great importance for large charge densities, their in-
fluence decreases with the amount of charge per area, a regime where, in contrast,
symmetry, dipoles and lattice interactions gain in importance.

It remains however unclear to what extent these results are generally applicable
to more complex systems. The structure of natural protein matrices, for example,
is controlled by a comprehensive network of hydrogen bonds [32], which additionally
may interact with the salt ions in solution. The question of the role of hydrogen bond
systems in biomineralization will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 3. There,
experimental studies on Langmuir films of hydrogen-bonded oligoamides (short carbon
compounds containing the -CO-NH- functional group) will be presented, intending to
help clarifying whether geometrical or non-directional parameters are significant in
those systems.

Furthermore, living organism do not only produce organic matrix layers, but also
di!erent species of salt ions and soluble organic additives are present [19]. As detailed
in the following sections, they interfere actively with the adsorption of mineral at the
solid/liquid interface.

1.3.2 Morphology control by growth modifiers

As previously described, two-dimensional organic matrices have been shown to influ-
ence the growth of inorganic crystals. However, they only o!er a certain level of control

term macrocyclic polyacid relates to organic macromolecules with a hydrophobic macrocyclic body
and a large number of (more than four) hydrophilic carboxylic acid or hydroxy residues.
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1 Introduction

over mineralization, as properties like size, shape and morphology can not be tailored
by the sole presence of ordered organic matrices in supersaturated mineral solutions.

One way to induce specific crystal shapes is to control the growth speed of each sin-
gle crystal face individually. Various studies have already been performed on this issue
and have shown that the nucleation and morphology of CaCO3 crystals are influenced
by so-called growth modifiers [25], such as ions [30, 33], proteins [34, 35] and synthetic
polymers [36]. The controlling abilities of the soluble additives are interpreted as a
result of their adsorption on specific crystallographic faces of the growing crystals by
which they change their particular growth speed, or more specifically, their particular
surface energies [25]. This e!ect, predicted by Wul!’s rule, is justified by thermo-
dynamical considerations 5. Noteworthy, Han et. al [30] succeeded in fine-tuning the
CaCO3 crystal properties (uniform nucleating plane, shape, morphology) by combining
matrix-directed crystal nucleation with the addition of Mg2+ ions (typically found in
high concentrations in biological environment) while Heywood and Mann [24] produced
thin tabular calcite crystals by using Li+ ions.

These observations led to a novel approach in our research group, which will be
presented in Chapter 4. Here it will be shown how to successfully make use of such
assisting constituents in the formation of calcite thin films, which further serve as
building blocks for a nacre type material.

To summarize, the use of growth modifiers helps producing irregular single-crystals
but provides, however, only a limited control over the characteristics of the macroscop-
ical crystal. A radically di!erent approach to the application of additives is discussed
in the following paragraph.

1.3.3 Mineral molding via the amorphous phase

Despite the progress in producing single-crystals with varying shapes by a selective
change of the crystal’s surface energy with growth modifiers, one key question remains:
what is the mechanism that can mold single crystals into smooth convoluted shapes,
like the sea urchin spine?

The direction to be followed is hinted by the description of the nacre formation
process (Sec. 1.2). The discovery of an amorphous mineral phase in biominerals like
nacre [37] and sea urchin spine [38] suggests that, in both cases, crystallization must
proceed via a transient amorphous phase.

One of these transient materials is the amorphous phase of calcium carbonate, also
called ACC 6. Several investigations, devoted to understanding how this intermediate
phase develops, have led to the conclusion that, in a first step, amorphous nanopar-
ticles (nucleation clusters) establish in solution [27, 40–44]. In the second step they
associate with organic macromolecules (in solution or at the organic matrix), which
in turn stabilize the ACC by modification of its free activation energy for dissolution
and conversion into intermediate, more or less stable phases (kinetic control) [25, 27].
In this manner, amorphous material can accumulate and finally crystallize under the
control of the organic phase. Cölfen and Mann [27], in particular, emphasized the

5Wul"’s rule states that the equilibrium morphology of a crystal is defined by the minimum energy
resulting from the sum over all the exposed faces of the products between the face surface area and
surface energy.

6The discovered phase of CaCO3 is named amorphous, because it is isotropic in polarized light and
it is undiscernible to X-ray scattering experiments. It has nevertheless been shown that biogenic
ACC has a short-range order that varies between di"erent organisms [39].
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1.3 Biomimetic mineralization strategies
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Figure 1.5: a) Matrix-mediated interfacial control of nucleation and mesophase transformation
leading to oriented mesocrystals. The organic matrix is viewed as a dynamic interface, which
changes during the mineralization steps. b) Mesoscale transformation in the presence of organic
macromolecules (after [25]).

importance of the additional interfacial layer of biomacromolecules (matrix-mediated
interfacial control). They suggest that the amorphous inorganic nanoparticles, stabi-
lized by adsorbed macromolecules, aggregate due to interactions between their organic
shells. The amorphous mineral then crystallizes, spatially confined within the func-
tional matrix of organic molecules, which are partly anchored by connectors to the
insoluble (structural) matrix (Fig. 1.5 a). In this manner, building blocks of a single
crystal are formed, which constitute an iso-oriented mosaic structure stabilized and
organized by the biomolecules (Fig. 1.5 b).

Alternatively, a study of Pouget et al. [44] advanced the idea that the polymorph
of the crystal is controlled by the CO2 evaporation rate during mineralization, while
Gebauer et al. [43] propose a di!erent mechanism. Their experiment concludes that the
crystal polymorph is determined by a short-range order of the amorphous phase [39],
resulting from the variation of binding strength between the pre-nucleation clusters,
which in turn depends on the local pH-value.

In spite of the multitude of opinions on the origin of the crystal morphologies, which
still remains to be clarified, the authors agree on the point that the mineral is formed
by aggregation of nanoparticles from the solution. It is further accepted that organic
films and additives stabilize an intermediate amorphous mineral phase and can thus
e!ectively modify the crystallization process. When the intermediate amorphous state
is stabilized over su"ciently long periods of time, the mineral may even be molded
into any shape without any restrictions [13]. In particular, the experimental results of
Chapter 4 support this conclusion.

1.3.4 Mineralization via a polymer-induced liquid-precursor phase

The previous section summarized how non-classical crystals are formed by aggregation
of amorphous inorganic nanoparticles with and without organic shells. This nanoparti-
cle formation model has been however questioned. Recent work [45–48] has shown that,
upon addition of certain polymer additives into the crystallization solution, another
less-defined precursor state can be observed, called a polymer-induced-liquid-precursor
(PILP) phase. When anionic polymers (e.g. polyacrylic acid (PAA) and polyaspartic
acid) and eventually Mg2+ ions are added into the crystallization solution, the PILP
phase is observed and CaCO3 thin films, tablets and other non-equilibrium morpholo-
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gies form beneath acidic monolayers and on glass substrates.
Since PILP will be adressed repeatedly later in this work (Chapter 4), the general

procedure for its synthesis can be introduced here: to start with, additives are in-
troduced in calcium chloride (CaCl2) solution and then carbonate is slowly added by
vapor di!usion. Accordingly, a liquid-liquid phase separation is obtained, caused by
the accumulation of ions in the presence of the polymers and subsequent stabilization
of highly hydrated calcium carbonate. PILP then accumulates droplet-wise at liquid-
solid interfaces, forming smooth, continuous thin films, but only when the interfaces
are located within the di!usion distance from where the droplets occur. Subsequently,
water and most of the polymer are excluded, and a dense material mainly composed of
amorphous calcium carbonate is formed. During the pseudomorphic transformation of
the amorphous phase to crystalline material, the shape of the precursor is preserved,
leading to the variety of observed crystal morphologies.

A main challenge of the PILP model is to experimentally confirm its existence, due
to its transient and liquid nature. In Chapter 4, a material that can be interpreted
as a PILP phase will be discovered and explored, but there is no evidence that it
contributes to the process of calcite film formation.

1.4 Biomimetic systems and their characterization

As outlined in the above paragraphs, the structure and chemical composition of the
organic components influence dramatically the morphology and stability of minerals
and composite materials, in both natural and artificial systems. Despite numerous
e!orts to control crystal growth via organic matrices, we are far from reaching the goal
of creating complex crystal morphologies and high stability materials, and at the same
time minimize the number of ingredients and parameters, as required for potential
industrial applications.

The largely hypothetical nature of the principles and mechanisms advanced by the
previous investigations can be partially attributed to the lack of appropriate experi-
mental tools. Conceived within a research group whose goal is to advance the under-
standing of biomineralization in all its aspects, this thesis focuses on the investigative
side. Micro- and nanoscale experimental methods have been adapted for the challenges
of the biomineralization (typically: mismatch between the properties/scales of the very
soft organic structures and mineral substrates, liquid environment, etc.) and utilized
to capture the relevant processes down to the molecular level.

On the design side, a number of simple rules have been followed:

use organic molecules with a minimal number of di!erent functional groups per
molecule (simplicity).

select tunable parameters of organic matrix, such as density, chemical function-
ality (originating from the same chemical stem).

require the capability of adhering to various types of substrates (for application
purposes) and structuring (selective adhesion to substrate regions).

consider simple increments or combinations, relative to existing state-of-art biomin-
eralization schemes
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1.4 Biomimetic systems and their characterization

assure biocompatibility, i.e. compatibility between the grown crystalline sub-
strates and living cells

The experimental part of this thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter 3 focuses
on the elucidation of the basic rules of organic matrix design at water surfaces and it’s
specific influence on calcium carbonate crystal growth. For this purpose, the struc-
tural details of di!erent organic monolayers, consisting of simple amphiphilic nylon
oligomers, are evaluated as a function of the pH of the aqueous phase. Measurements
of the films’ electronic distribution via a strongly confined tunneling current (scan-
ning tunneling microscopy), compared with molecular simulations results, show that
intermolecular hydrogen bonds dominate over other interactions and determine the
two- and three-dimensional assembly of the organic molecules. Slight di!erences in
the atomic sequences influence the dimensionality of the hydrogen bond networks and
thus, organic matrices with a similar chemical composition but di!erent symmetries
are generated. An alternative platform for studies on directed CaCO3 is created by
using hairpin peptides with alternating hydrophilic/hydrophobic amino acid residues.

In Chapter 4, a poly(styrene)-block-poly(acrylic acid) monolayer and poly(acrylic
acid) additives are used to organize thin organic/inorganic (CaCO3) films via an amor-
phous precursor phase, which form building blocks of a more stable nacre-type com-
posite film. Here, it is of great interest how the material composition changes with
the successive procedure steps, and if the involved compounds lead to chemically and
mechanically stable films. atomic force microscopy (AFM), which is based on the me-
chanical (contact) sampling of surfaces, is used to determine the topography of the
composite films in various growth stages and environments. By combining AFM with
spectroscopical studies, the transition from the amorphous to the crystalline CaCO3

stage is monitored and a solid-solid phase transformation is identified. The mea-
surements also demonstrate a high stability of the crystallized film surfaces towards
mechanical wear in water. Thus, an important step towards the design of mechanically
stable organic/inorganic composite films is presented. However, simple scratch tests
in air reveal that the mechanical strength of the layered-composite material is much
inferior to that of nacre, leading to the conclusion that the method still needs to be
improved.

Chapter 5 describes the implementation of complete geometric constraint on CaCO3

crystal growth by the construction of a three dimensional surface grafted polymer
(brush) matrix. The target is to identify and characterize the parameters governing
the creation of hard tissue coatings with adjustable properties such as biocompati-
bility, which is specifically interesting for medical applications. In the experiment,
di!erent macromolecule designs (PMAA, PSPMA and PSBMA) and matrix pattern
with various structure sizes show a great influence on human mesenchymal stem cell
growth. The cells avoid the surfaces with grafted polymers and adhere to the structure
grooves. This behaviour is promoted by the low sti!ness of the polymer matrices, as
shown by force-distance measurements with the AFM. The application of the AFM for
mechanical tests (instead of the commonly used nanoindenters) is especially helpful in
this case, as its high-sensitivity detection system and the relatively small tip size of
the probes allow a very localized determination of the mechanical characteristics and
measurements of forces on the nano- and even piconewton scale. The interpretation of
the recorded data, however, is complex and the di!erent indentation models considered
are discussed in detail.

In summary, the thesis introduces three di!erent approaches for the clarification of
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the mechanisms of organically-controlled mineralization. To track the impact of the
di!erent factors, continuous monitoring of the resulting products has been required.
Not only the organic assemblies are characterized (chemical composition, molecular
arrangement, microscopic structure), but also their e!ects on the performance and
properties of the biomaterials (geometry, roughness, biocompatibility) have been de-
termined. Since the geometrical, topographical, optical and mechanical properties of
the organic matrices and the composite materials vary over several orders of magnitude,
the combination of di!erent characterization techniques, each covering limited but dif-
ferent length-scales, and creation of a unitary picture has been a considerable challenge.
While the main focus remained on the application of high resolution imaging methods,
microscopy, spectroscopic and scattering techniques have also been employed. AFM
and STM have been successfully applied to reveal correlations between the nanoscopic
structural as well as mechanical properties of the organic matrix and its macroscopic
characteristics in several di!erent environments. The following chapter introduces the
relevant experimental methods and instrumentations used.
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In the first chapter it has been pointed out that, in order to follow the model of
living organisms for designing composite materials, a targeted use of specific organ-
ic/inorganic modifiers, as well as complementary organic matrices is required. The
laboratory equivalent of modeling such processes will be to use flexible systems like
organic (mono-) layers with easily tunable properties, such as spatial geometry, sym-
metry, polarity, charge distribution and chemical functionality. In Chapters 3 to 5, two
main methods will be employed to obtain organic matrices with specific characteristics:
1) Langmuir films generated on water surfaces and 2) polymers selectively attached to
substrates in order to form polymer brushes. The film density, molecular composition,
functional groups and molecule length are going to be adjusted individually.

To understand the subtleties of each technique prior to using them in the subsequent
chapters, the di!erent film fabrication techniques and associated measurement and
characterization methods will be described in the next sections.

2.1 Assembly of organic matrices

2.1.1 Langmuir films

The Langmuir films described here will be applied in the experimental approaches pre-
sented in Chapter 3 and 4. They are generally prepared from amphiphilic molecules at
the liquid (l) / air (g) interface and can be transferred to solid substrates by horizontal
or vertical lift o! (Langmuir-Blodgett technique) [50]. Being dissolved in a solution
which quickly evaporates (e.g. chlorophorm), the molecules are dispensed drop by drop
onto the so-called subphase solution in a Langmuir trough (Fig. 2.1 I). The dispersed
substance d spreads if the surface tension of the subphase !lg is larger than the sum of
the interfacial tensions at the drops that form on the subphase surface, mediated by
the contact angle ": !lg > !dg cos " + !ld.

After solvent evaporation, the molecules typically form a loosely-packed lipid mono-
layer. They are in a state comparable to a two-dimensional gas, which can be approx-
imately described analogously to the ideal gas by an equation of state # · A = kBT ,
where # is the surface pressure, A the molecular area, kB the Boltzmann constant
and T the temperature. The surface pressure is defined as the di!erence between the
surface tension of the subphase !l and the monolayer !m: #=!l-!m. To create a highly
organized monolayer, the available area is reduced by bringing the mobile barriers of
the trough closer together, as indicated in Fig. 2.1 II. The inset also shows how, during
this process, pressure-area (#-A) isotherms are recorded at a constant temperature by
using a perfectly wettable (Wilhelmy) plate attached to a microbalance. The latter
measures the force acting on the plate when partially immersed into the subphase. The
surface pressure depends on the di!erence between the forces #F , measured with and
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of a surface pressure area isotherm with (dotted line) and
without (continous line) a phase transition from the liquid-expanded (LE) to a liquid-condensed
(LC) phase. I-III: fabrication steps of a Langmuir monolayer, IV: deposition onto a hydrophilic
substrate (adapted from [49]).

without the monolayer, as well as the width w and the thickness t of the plate [49]:

# =
#F

2(w + t)
. (2.1)

The area in the #-A isotherms is usually substituted by the molecular area

Am =
A

N
(2.2)

where the amount of spread molecules N depends on the concentration of the molecule
solvent C, its volume V and its molar mass M :

N = NA
CV

M
, (2.3)

and where NA is the Avogadro number.
When the film is compressed, the intermolecular interactions increase and the mo-

lecules at the interface start to order, such that the film essentially behaves like a
two-dimensional liquid. After a potential phase transition from the so-called liquid-
expanded (LE) state to a liquid-condensed (LC) phase, another transition to a solid-
like phase is induced, characterized by a steep and usually linear relationship between
surface pressure and molecular area (Fig. 2.1 III). Two possible shapes of #-A isotherms
are shown in Figure 2.1. Their appearance depends strongly on the type of subphase
and molecules involved. A characteristic value indicative of the type of solid packing
that can be obtained is the so-called limiting or “zero-pressure” molecular area A0,
indicated in Figure 2.1 in the pressure-area isotherm.
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2.1 Assembly of organic matrices

The last step of the Langmuir Blodgett technique, namely the transfer of the film
to a solid substrate, is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 IV: the substrate is vertically passed
through the film, which will adhere to it when the curvature of the meniscus at the
liquid/solid boundary aligns with the direction of motion. A measure of the e"ciency
of the monolayer-to-substrate transfer is given by the transfer ratio

TR =
AL

AS
, (2.4)

which compares the decrease in monolayer area at the air-water interface at constant
pressure (AL) to the area of the substrate immersed into the subphase (AS).

2.1.2 Polymer brushes

Chapter 5 focuses on the utilization of microstructured polymer brushes as a three-
dimensional template for inorganic implant coatings. A polymer film is termed ”poly-
mer brush” [51], when the chains of the polymer molecules are tethered by one end or
with few anchor points to a surface, and the grafting density is high enough to force
the polymer chains to stretch away from the surface.

Polymer brushes can be fabricated in two di!erent ways [52]: 1) via chemical bonding
of polymers to the surface (”grafting to”) or 2) by synthesizing the polymers directly
on the surface (”grafting from”). Only the latter approach yields polymer coatings
with high densities [53], which is why we concentrate on this method. The ”grafting
from” procedure is based on the di!usion of small monomer molecules to activated
initiator sites, or growing polymer chains, which are themselves covalently attached to
the surface [54, 55]. Typical initiator molecules are silanes [56] or thiols [57], which
form self-assembled monolayers on glass, silicon or gold, respectively. As a result, a
so-called surface-initiated (SI) polymerization appears, indicating that the polymer
chains grow from surface-attached initiator molecules. The polymer brushes used in
the work described here have been fabricated via atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP) [58]. An example is given in Figure 2.2 [59]. The method uses a halide (R-X),
i.e. a molecule with a halogen atom (X), and a transition metal complex [M(L)n]m,
(where L is the ligand) as an initiator and a catalyst, respectively. The polymeriza-
tion cycle begins with the transfer of a halide radical to the catalyst, which oxidizes
to a [M(L)nX]m+1 complex. The initiator transforms into a radical species itself (R·)
and this newly-formed radical site can react with a monomer in the polymerization
solution. The halide radical is then transferred back from the catalyst to the grow-
ing polymer chain; the cycle repeats and is closed by capping o! the radical chain
end, which then switches to the dormant state. The repetitive atom-transfer radical-
additions yield well-defined polymers with high molecular weight and narrow weight
distributions [60]. The kinetics of the reaction can be controlled by adjusting the ratio
of the metals with di!erent oxidation states and the utilized solvents [61].
There are already several techniques available for obtaining 3D-patterned polymer

brushes by limiting the subsequent polymer growth to defined areas. The most popu-
lar are micro-contact printing [62, 63], electron-beam lithography, ion-beam lithogra-
phy [64–66] and photolithography [67]. Among them, photolithography o!ers an es-
pecially simple route toward micro-structured polymer brushes. Precisely this method
has been used in chapter 5 to accurately control the surface topography of polymer
brush thin films: UV-light is projected through a photomask on the monolayer of a
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the fabrication of poly(methacrylic acid)(PMAA)
brushes via atom transfer radical polymerization of sodium methacrylate (NaMa) [59]. Silane
(initiator) molecules are covalently bound to the free OH-groups of an activated glass or silicon
surface. Poly(methacrylic acid) brushes are then grown in repetitive cycles in a reaction mixture
containing the NaMa monomer and a Cu/bipyridine catalyst.

photosensitive polymerization initiator, followed by polymerization which occurs ex-
clusively in the non-irradiated areas.

2.2 Characterization techniques

In order to identify and describe the complex organic and inorganic samples, we used
several techniques briefly described below. Due to their complexity and importance,
the STM and AFM methods are discussed in more detail.

2.2.1 General characterization techniques

Brewster angle microscopy (BAM)

when linearly polarized light is guided towards the water surface, no reflection
occurs at the Brewster incidence angle

$B = arctan
!nwater

nair

"
" arctan

!1.33
1

"
= 53" (2.5)

when the polarization direction is parallel to the incident plane. Under this
condition, the background water surface appears black and additional material
patches present at the air-water interface appear brighter, due to their di!erent
refractive index and the fact that a small amount of light gets reflected [68].

has been applied to analyze the morphology of organic Langmuir films on various
subphases of varying densities (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1.3).

Phase contrast light microscopy

is a microscopy technique based on the detection of phase shifts between di!racted
and direct light waves, due to refractive index di!erences between transparent
tissue and the surrounding medium. The image contrast is amplified by a phase
plate which enhances the interference e!ect [69].

has been applied in biocompatibility tests for the visualization of transparent
adhesive cells (with large topographical and density variations), normally barely
visible with common bright field illumination (Chapter 5, Sec. 5.2.3). Images of
cells appear darker in very dense or high regions (e.g. the area around the cell
nucleus) and brighter in less dense or areas lower than the background.
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Di!erential interference contrast microscopy (DIC)

takes (also) advantage of the phase shift between di!erent light waves. The
image is generated by the superposition of two identical bright field images, with
one spatially displaced by a Normarski-modified Wollaston prism. The image
contrast arises along the optical path length gradients [70].

has been used to visualize transparent patterned polymer brushes (Chapter 5,
Sec. 5.2.3), generally not very high and with moderately large topographical
variations. Highest contrast is obtained in areas with ridges and other steep
features (edges).

Polarized light microscopy

is e"cient on samples with birefringent properties. Image contrast is enhanced
when linearly polarized light passes through optically anisotropic regions of a
sample.

was particular useful for the analysis of thin birefringent films of crystalline cal-
cium carbonate. Brightness variations in images of CaCO3 layers (Chapter 4,
Sec. 4.3) reveal polycrystalline films consisting of micrometer-scale monocrys-
talline domains with di!erent orientations (with respect to the incident polarized
light).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

When a conductive material surface is sampled point by point with a focused
high-energy beam of electrons, they will interact with the sample, causing the
emission of characteristic x-rays, back-scattering (elastic scattering) and sec-
ondary electrons (inelastic scattering) which are then captured by a series of
detectors [71], providing either chemical contrast or three-dimensional informa-
tion of the features of the materials probed.

has been mainly applied to non-transparent CaCO3 (multi-)layers with distinct
topographical features and small crystals (Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3), which required
high-resolution imaging. The specimens are coated by vapor deposition with an
ultrathin layer of a conductive material (platinum) and electrically grounded, in
order to prevent the accumulation of electrostatic charges at the surface. The
distribution of secondary electrons is captured in micrographs which depend on
the angle between sample features and the incident electron beam, such that
topographical details can be detected with nanometer resolution.

Cryo-SEM: to avoid dehydration, PILP samples (Chapter 4) have been studied
in frozen state (at cryogenic temperatures). A special sample preparation was
necessary: the sample was 1) plunged into liquid propane (to avoid the formation
of water crystals), 2) platinum coated in a cooled set-up and 3) deposited onto
the SEM sample holder, which was cooled with liquid nitrogen. This way, the
visualization of a fully hydrated and chemically unmodified CaCO3 precursor
phase was made possible (Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.1).
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X-ray powder di!raction

is based on the elastic scattering of X-rays by the electrons of irradiated atoms
and molecules. The Fourier transform of the di!raction pattern delivers the elec-
tron density distribution of the assembly (when the phases of the di!racted waves
are known). Specimens in powder form are placed in the path of a collimated
X-ray beam at a certain angle " (between the sample plane and the incident
beam) and the X-ray detector is correspondingly rotated at 2" (angle between
incident and di!racted beam).

has been employed in this work to identify the particular crystallographic struc-
ture of polycrystalline CaCO3 films. The resulting di!ractograms (Chapter 4,
Sec. 4.3) display the measured scattered intensity distribution in arbitary units
at di!erent angles and is used to determine the material chracteristics (e.g. crys-
talline structure, lattice constants, preferred orientation of crystallites, etc.).

Raman spectroscopy

measures the frequency shifts of monochromatic light (typically visible) scattered
from a sample. The frequency of the scattered light is modulated by that of the
molecular vibrations in the sample and correspondingly shifted to lower (Stokes
scattering) or higher (anti-Stokes scattering) values. The frequency spectra of
the scattered light may then contain a main Rayleigh peak (for no Raman e!ect)
and additional side-peaks from which information on the molecular vibration
modes and consequently bond types can be determined.

has been used to identify the presence and location of amorphous CaCO3 on
substrates (Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.1).

Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)

the technique is based on measuring the absorption of IR light by a specimen
at frequencies matching the vibration of its molecules and from which those
can be identified. The advantage of FTIR is that many IR wavelengths can
be examined simultaneously. For this purpose, a polychromatic IR source is
used together with an interferometer that can generate a range of optical path
di!erences (“retardation”), e!ectively selecting the ranges of IR wavelengths that
pass through the sample. The detected interference signal is then converted to
an absorbtion Fourier spectrum [72].

has been applied to organic films (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1.3) and di!erent phases
of CaCO3 (Chapter 4, Sec. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) in order to identify the chemical
composition and characteristic functional groups of the investigated compounds.

2.2.2 Scanning tunneling microscopy

STM has been used to analyze the two-dimensional assemblies of organic monolayers
transferred to a conductive substrate (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1.4). The technique is based
on the detection of a small tunneling current (a few pA to nA) through an insulating
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Figure 2.3: Experimental STM setup for the constant-current mode. a) Working principle of
the Agilent 5500 STM [76]. b) Photograph of its’ scanner units for scan ranges of 10 m (left)
and 1 m (right), and c) the liquid cell used to scan organic adsorbate layers. The red arrow
indicates electrical connection between the conductive substrate and the electrical circuit of
the device.

layer (vacuum, air or liquid) between an extremely sharp metal tip (consisting of only a
few atoms) and a conductive surface, when a voltage is applied [73]. For this purpose,
the tip is brought very close to the surface (0.3-1 nm) [74], such that at a suitable
voltage VT (tens of mV. . . a few Volts), electrons can ovecome the potential barrier
between the two surfaces (see also in 3.4). The tunneling current behaves as

IT # VT e
!A!1/2d, (2.6)

where A = ((4#/h)2m)1/2 = 1.025 eV !1/2 Å!1, m is the free electron mass and $
the average barrier height (work function) between the two electrodes [73]. Since IT
strongly depends on the gap d between the tip and the sample, tunneling is limited
to a very small area. Therefore, by collecting closely spaced data points over a scan
area, high resolution images of the electronic structure of conductive surfaces can be
achieved.

Details of electrically non-conductive organic assemblies (geometrical parameters,
molecular structure) can also be studied by STM when the molecules are adsorbed
(ideally as monolayers) on a conducting substrate (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1.4). The for-
mation of a rigid two-dimensional assembly (via strong intermolecular forces, such as
hydrogen bonds or adsorbate-substrate interactions, known for alkyl chains on highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite [75]) is required to immobilize the molecules when the
measurements are performed at room temperature. When the adsorbates modify the
tunneling current between the tip and the substrate su"ciently, STM reveals their
molecular structure and organisation (see also Section 3.4).

The basic STM setup used in this thesis, an Agilent 5500 device, is shown in Fig-
ure 2.3. The device can be operated in two di!erent modes:
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Figure 2.4: Graphite crystal structure and interatomic distances. a) The colored circles
represent the carbon atoms, the blue arrows are two of three unit cell vectors. b) and c)
(left) STM images of HOPG scanned with Uset=0.5V and a scan speed of 48.8 lines/s (b)
and Uset=1.0V with 48.8 lines/s (c) in the constant height modus with an electrochemically
etched tip. The varying brown shade (color intensity) depicts di!erent values for the measured
tunneling current (black corresponds to no current, the white color represents the maximum
current). b) and c) (right) Corresponding power spectra. The orange scale bar illustrates the
relationship between wavenumber k and actual distance x.

(1) In the constant current mode a open-loop controlled stage changes the z -position
of the tip while keeping the current constant. More precisley, the measured tun-
nel current is digitized and compared with a setpoint current, then corrected by a
proportional-integral controller of the STM. Finally, the conditioned signal (such that
the deviation to the setpoint current is minimized) is DA-converted and amplified to
drive the scanner and correct the position of the tip. Since they are able to perform
minimal displacements with a precision in the sub-Ångström range, piezoelectric scan-
ners, as shown in Fig. 2.3 b, are employed. From the displacement of the tip (given
by the voltage applied to the piezoelectric scanner), a height map of the electronic
structure of the surface can be generated. In case the sample is composed of only one
kind of atomic species, this data reflects the real surface topography, otherwise the
interpretation is more complex, since di!erent atomic species may produce di!erent
tunneling currents for a given bias voltage.

(2) In the constant height mode, the probe is scanned across the surface at a fixed
height and only changes in the tunneling current are recorded. This method is not
suitable for very rough surfaces, but practical for atomic scale images, which are often
taken at high scan speeds. Here, the velocity is not restricted by the response time of
the feedback loop and the piezoelectric driver that follows the surface features under
the tip.
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2.2 Characterization techniques

Substrate and calibration grid: graphite

The STM studies on electrically non-conductive substances, described in Chapter 3,
involve highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) as conductive substrate. The rea-
son for using HOPG is that graphite surfaces have a well-defined electronic structure
(simplifies image analyses), which can be attributed to the unique organization of
the graphite crystal, and, in contrast to the alternative - single crystals of gold, the
substrates are easy to maintain and cost-e"cient. Graphite is a layered crystal of co-
valently bonded carbon atoms arranged in a planar honeycomb structure, where the
individual layers only interact via relatively weak Van-der-Waals interactions. Fresh
and clean surfaces can be obtained by simply attaching an adhesive tape and pulling-
o! the top-most layer(s). As shown in Fig. 2.4 a, single graphene sheets are stacked in
an ABABA-type succession of parallel layers such that half of the atoms in one layer
is located above a hexagon center of the next layer, while the other half lays above
another atom [77]. The scheme also shows the distance between neighbouring carbon
atoms and the corresponding lattice constant (2.13 Å).

Since the dimensions of graphite are well-known, the STM scanner unit can be cal-
ibrated by scanning bare graphite. Figure 2.4 b and c show typical STM scans of
graphite in constant height mode and their power spectra (square of the amplitude
modulus of the two-dimensional FFT), obtained with the ImageJ software [78]. Due
to the integral nature of the FFT, this is a fast method for determining the average
size of any periodic structures. To be precise, the FFT is applied directly to the 8-bit
intensity images, where the image size (128 x 128 pixels) corresponds to the physical
scan dimension of 4 x 4 nm. The square of its amplitude modulus is plotted in the
(reciprocal) wavenumber space with the center coordinates kx=2#/(width of the scan)
and (similarily calculated) ky. For convenience, wavenumbers smaller than the min-
imum wavenumber are not shown. The orange circle in the figure marks all points
with values equal to the maximum wavenumber k = 2#/(2 pixel·(4 nm/128 pixels))
and corresponds to the smallest distance that can be resolved (Nyquist theorem). The
relationship between wavenumbers and distances x = 2#/k in this representation is
indicated in Figure 2.4 b (right side). In Fig. 2.4 b and c, a number of “peaks” is ob-
served in the Fourier space that indicate the lattice orientations in the real space and
give the average lattice spacings between 2.0 and 2.2 Å; this corresponds theoretically
to a lattice which would only contain every second atom of a regular graphite crystal
(spacing of 2.13 Å). This observation is not surprising, since it is a common occurence
that STM scans detects only half of the grapite atoms [79]. Noteworthy, relative angles
between features, either in the Fourier or the real space, are preserved.

An interesting feature of the two STM images is that their current maxima are
not equivalent. Possible explanations for this asymmetry are given by Marti [80]
and Sinitsyna et al. [81]. Nevertheless, the STM images of graphite always contain
the periodicity of its lattice, making it a convenient reference substrate for scanner
calibration at small scales and, due to its defined periodicity, a perfect substrate for
the investigation of organic thin films (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1.4).

STM probes

STM probes typically consist of thin metal-wires (e.g. tungsten, platinum-iridium (Pt-
Ir), gold) with point-like tips. For the experiments described in this thesis, Pt-Ir wires
were used, as they are especially suitable for measurements under ambient conditions.
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Figure 2.5: a) Setup for the STM tip fabrication with the electrochemical etching method
(1-electrical connectors, 2-platinum loop, 3-film of 3M KOH:3M KCN spanning the metal
loop, 4-Pt/Ir wire (90:10), 5-KOH/KCN reservoir, 6-water bath). A thin electrolytic film is
generated by immersing the Pt loop into the KOH/KCN reservoir. Upon application of an AC
voltage (Ueff=4.3V) between the Pt loop and the Pt/Ir wire an etching process starts and
the diameter of the Pt/Ir wire is reduced where it passes through the electrolytic film. It is
additionally thinned out by the weight of the lower part of the wire and finally separates. The
etching process is stopped in the water bath. b)-e) Scannning electron micrographs of freshly
prepared Pt/Ir tips using mechanical shear (b and c) or electrochemical etching (d and e).

Platinum is an inert material, while iridium increases the sti!ness of the metal, meaking
the STM probes more resistent to damage during the tip-sample contact. Ideally, the
tips are atomically sharp, but most fabrication techniques yield rather large tips with
ragged profiles. The asperity closest to the surface is then responsible for tunneling [82].

Among the di!erent fabrication techniques (such as grinding [73], cutting [83], elec-
trochemical etching and polishing [84], chemical vapor [85] or electron beam deposi-
tion [86], ion milling [87] and others [82, 88]), mechanical as well as electrochemical
etching methods are the most popular. Figure 2.5 b and c show scanning electron
micrographs of a Pt-Ir tip, which has been prepared by mechanical cutting and by
shearing a thin wire with small pliers. It is obvious, that this preparation method
has many disadvantages, such as broad shape variations, lack of symmetry, a large
cone angle and a high probability of obtaining multiply-pronged tips [89]. However,
this kind of tip is su"cient when atomically flat surfaces are imaged (e.g. graphite,
as shown Fig. 2.4 d, e). Due to the simplicity and speed of mechanical cutting, we
utilized this technique when a high consumption of STM tips was expected.

In order to resolve the electronic structure of organic adsorbates with large topo-
graphical variations, reproducible and symmetric tip shapes with higher aspect ratios
(ratio of tip length to diameter) were required. For this purpose, an electrochemical
etching techique was applied where a metal wire is locally exposed to a specific elec-
trolyte and an electrochemical reaction is initiated by the application of an AC voltage
between the wire and a second electrode. To limit the material dissolution to a small
region [88, 90], the loop technique was chosen, where an inert metal loop serves as
second electrode as well as frame for a thin electrolyte film, as shown in Fig. 2.5 a.
Etching the wire results in a neck shape near the air/liquid/solid interface, which
thins out until the wire breaks under its own weight. The plastic deformation during
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Figure 2.6: a) Optical lever detection system and b) interatomic force-distance curve.

the tensile shearing of the wire is responsible for the formation of a sharp tip [84].
It is essential that the etching process is stopped immediately after the wire breaks.
This problem was solved by catching the falling part of the wire in water. The up-
per part is not usable in most cases, as the etching continues as long as the contact
with the electrolyte under voltage is maintained, leading to blunt tips. To prevent
this e!ect, an automated electronic shut-o! control can be added. Other parameters
that influence the tip morphology are the shape of the meniscus which surrounds the
wire, the thickness of the electrolyte film, the magnitude of the applied voltage and
its type (DC or AC), the gas bubble formation, the involved chemical compounds and
the electrolyte concentration [82, 88, 90, 91]. In particular, the recipe of Colton et
al. [92] was followed, which uses a mixture (1:1) of potassium cyanide (KCN) and
potassium hydroxide (KOH) and an AC voltage with Ueff=3.5V and f=50Hz. Dur-
ing etching, the cyanide ions bind to the platinum and water-soluble cyanoplatinate
complexes are formed, leading to the dissolution of the Pt-Ir wire. KOH inhibits the
formation of the extremely poisonous hydrogen cyanide (HCN) by reducing the H3O+

ion concentration. As shown in Fig. 2.5 d and e, the procedure often leads to STM
tips with mechanical deformations. Alternative set-ups involve quivers, tubes and/or
foam cushions which dampen the fall and catch the wires vertically, thus preventing
tip bending [84, 88]. To reduce the etching time (20-40min with the setup shown in
Fig. 2.5 a), the tips can be preshaped with a high etching rate, and then sharpened
with the loop-technique [93, 94]. This two-step procedure enables the production of
STM tips with high aspect ratio near the tip apex, which allows probing of surfaces
with significant roughness, but a low aspect ratio away from the apex, which reduces
mechanical oscillations during scanning.

2.2.3 Atomic force microscopy

Because of its versatility, AFM [95] is the most important technique for the character-
ization of composite materials and their components in this thesis.

During AFM, surfaces are scanned with a probe consisting of a cantilever (typically
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Figure 2.7: Crystallographic structure of muscovite mica [98]: a) side view and b) and top
views. c) AFM deflection image of a freshly cleaved mica surface covered with ultrapure water
(% =18M%·cm). The scans were performed in contact mode with a scan rate of 24Hz, feedback
gains around 0 and a deflection of 0.7mV. The nominal tip radius was 10 nm and the spring
constant 0.5N/m. The measured periodicity of 0.51 nm matches well the theoretical value of
0.519nm between the centers of the SiO4 tetrahedra shown in (b)

with a length of 100 m and a width of 10 m) and a sharp tip at one end (typically with
a tip radius of about 10 nm) as shown in Fig. 2.6 a. When the cantilever is brought close
to the surface, it bends due to interactions between the tip and the surface. Mainly
Van-der-Waals and atomic repulsion forces contribute to the tip-sample interactions in
AFM. A simple, approximate describtion of the mechanisms involved [96] is provided
by an interatomic Lennard-Jones-force (see also Fig. 2.6 b):

FLennard!Jones(r) = $A

r7
+

B

r13
. (2.7)

A detailed discussion about the involved forces can be found in [97] and references
therein. Among others, magnetic and electrostatic forces can a!ect the beam deflection
when non-grounded cantilevers with appropiate coatings are used.

In the experimental setup used in this thesis, the deflection of the cantilever is
detected by a laser beam focused on its free end (Fig. 2.6 a). In this optical detection
system, the reflected light is directed to a 4-quadrant segment photodiode, which
is used to correlate the position of the laser spot to the cantilever deflection. The
di!erence between the signal of the upper and the lower segments (T-B-signal) gives
the vertical deflection, while the di!erence between the left and the right segments
(L-R-signal) represents the lateral deflection caused by friction between the tip and
the sample.

Similar to STM, an open feedback loop is used to drives the piezoelectric scanner,
which accurately controls the position of the cantilever or sample up to displacements
of about 100 m (vertically sub-Ångström resolution, laterally a few nanometers). The
Agilent scanners (model AFM 5500) used in this work, consist either of piezoactuators
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in shape of cylindrical tubes (large scanner: 90 m! 90 m! 7 m) or four separate
plates (small scanner 9! 9! 2 m). The scanners are prone to aging e!ects, i.e in
case of frequent use, the displacement of piezo-elements at a certain applied voltage
increases with time. To correct these errors, calibration grids with known dimen-
sions are imaged and the correction factors are implemented in the software, therefore
allowing precise measurements [99]. Calibration grids are generally composed of litho-
graphically structured silicon, which is why calibration grids are only available with
pitch sizes down to several tenths of nanometers. If structures with even smaller scales
need to be resolved with AFM, the scanner unit can be calibrated by resolving a known
crystal structure, such as the mica lattice 1 (Fig. 2.7). The step by step procedure is
described in [100].

Nonlinearities, hysteresis and creep [101] mainly occur for large scan ranges and
step heights, or for large scan range changes between consecutive scans. The resulting
errors were most e!ectively avoided by the addition of another feedback loop (closed-
loop-setup), where the actual displacement of the scanner is permanently measured by
three additional sensors (e.g. capacitive, optical or with strain-gauge techniques) and
corrected instantaneously. However, for high-resolution imaging this method was not
applicable, due to the decreased signal-to-noise ratio of the additional electronics. In
this case, measurements have been performed with the open-loop setup, i.e. without
the additional feedback loop.

Operation Modes

The AFM can be operated in various scanning and force-measurement modes. In
order to produce topographical images, the device can be basically run in the contact
mode, non-contact mode or intermittent contact mode. Variations of these techniques
allow characterization of the magnetic, electric and elastic properties of the surface, as
well as friction and adhesion [101]. Quantitative measurements of the adhesion forces,
sample sti!ness, elastic modulus E, and even bond-rupture lengths are possible when
force-distance-curves are recorded. Similar results can be obtained when the surface is
scanned in the pulsed-force mode [102]. The methods used in this work are described
in detail below.

In contact mode, the probe is brought very close to the sample surface, i.e. the
measurements are performed in the repulsive regime of the tip-sample interactions
(Fig. 2.6 b). During scanning, the deflection of the cantilever is kept constant (constant
force mode) 2, such that the movement of the scanner corresponds (in most cases) to
the topography of the sample. The normal force F applied to the surface is given by
Hooke’s law F=k·&z, with k, the bending elastic constant of the cantilever, and &z, the
displacement of the tip relative to its position when the cantilever is not deflected. Due
to the small distance between the AFM tip and the surface, this mode can damage soft
samples, which in turn contaminate the probe tip. The e!ects can be kept small by
using large tip radii and small spring constants (k<1N/m). This technique was only

1Muscovite mica with the chemical formula KAl2(Si3AlO10)(OH)2 is a layered silicate mineral, which
can be easily cleaved with a sharp object leading to clean large-area single-crystal surfaces. Its
cleavage plane is defined by the location of potassium ions which provide a weak electrostatic
bonding between adjacent aluminosilicate layers. The surface of the cleaved substrate consists of
a hexagonal sheet of SiO4 tetrahedra with randomly distributed potassium ions [98].

2Flat and very hard surfaces can alternatively be scanned in constant height mode where the deflection
of the cantilever represents the surface topography.
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Figure 2.8: Cantilever deflection at characteristic points of the force-distance curve.

applied in liquid environments, where cantilevers with large spherical tips (r = 1m)
have been employed, which due to their geometry do not vibrate at high enough
frequencies to be used in intermittent contact mode (Chapter 5).

The intermittent contact mode, also called tapping mode, was most frequently used
for topographical measurements, since in this mode the samples are not exposed to
lateral forces. Here, a cantilever with the mass m is excited to oscillate at a frequency
close to its first bending mode resonance frequency

'0 =
(0

2#
=

1

2#

#
k

m
. (2.8)

The oscillation amplitude is in the range of several tens of nm, and during each oscil-
lation cycle the cantilever tip touches the surface. Thus, the tip-sample interactions
alternate between the attractive and the repulsive regime (Fig. 2.6 b). The total force
gradient gives rise to a shift in the resonance frequency which is now [103]

' #0 =
1

2#

#
keff
m

=
1

2#

#
(k + &F/&z)

m
. (2.9)

Usually the excitation frequency is kept constant and the change of amplitude is mea-
sured (amplitude modulation AFM). Surfaces can be scanned either by maintaining
the amplitude (and regulating the cantilever height) or keeping the cantilever height
constant, which is a case only suitable for flat surfaces.

Force measurements

In Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3, polymer brushes in liquid environment were indented
with cantilevers with spherically shaped tips, in order to determine their mechanical
response and possible changes in their configuration. To obtain the so-called force-
distance curves, the cantilever is approached to the surface until a certain bending is
reached and retracted again. During this process, the T-B-photodiode signal (deflec-
tion of the cantilever) and the z-piezo displacement are recorded. For large tip-sample
separations, no forces are detectable and the deflection is zero, as seen in Fig. 2.8 A.
At point B, attractive forces between the tip and the surface cause the cantilever to
snap-in into contact and suddenly bend slightly towards the surface (Fig. 2.8 B). Fur-
ther extension of the piezo towards the surface leads to an increasing deflection of the
cantilever away from the surface (Fig. 2.8 C). The slope of the corresponding part (C)
of the diode signal-extension curve reflects the elastic properties of the surface. If the
cantilever is su"ciently sti!, its tip indents into the measured sample. If no plastic
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Figure 2.9: Force-distance curve on a soft material with elasto-plastic properties and (right)
definition of the contact point.

deformation occurs, the deflection curve obtained when the piezo retracts is similar
to the curve described during the approach phase. The snap-back point (Fig. 2.8D)
is often shifted when compared to the snap-in point, due to the adhesion mechanisms
causing it: capillary forces due to thin layers of water (typical for samples in air),
chemical bonds that form during contact or other types of interactions [104]. Beyond
this point (D), the probe tip is free again. Follwing this procedure, force-displacement
rather than force-distance curves are obtained [96], because the actual distance be-
tween the tip and the sample di!ers from the piezo position through the cantilever
bending combined with the sample deformation. The photodiode signal is converted
into a cantilever deflection using the sensitivity of the AFM setup:

&z(nm) =
1

sensitivity(V/nm)
· TBsignal(V ). (2.10)

The sensitivity is obtained when the AFM tip is brought in contact with a very sti!
surface (e.g. a silicon wafer). Here the piezo movement matches the cantilever deflec-
tion and the recorded T-B signal can be directly assigned to a deflection in nm. The
sensitivity is defined as the slope of the force curve in the T-B versus z-piezo position
diagram. To determine the force acting on the sample, Hooke’s law is applied, where
the nominal value for the bending constant k is given by the manufacturer of the can-
tilever. However, the specified tolerances are usually very large, such that k of each
cantilever has to be determined individually (see below).

In order to calculate the tip indentation & into soft surfaces, the bending of the
cantilever is subtracted from the total z-piezo displacement for each force value indi-
vidually and &(F=0)=&z(F=0) is set at the contact point, as shown in Figure 2.9 (left).
The determination of the contact point can be very challenging. Most commonly, in
the absence of attractive forces, the contact point is determined as indicated in Fig. 2.9
(right) by extending of the non-contact zero-force line and the linearly increasing con-
tact regime, both fitted by straight lines. The intersection point of the two lines is then
defined as contact point [105]. However, this method is not applicable for deformable
surfaces, such as the polymer brush matrices described in Chapter 5, as the contact
part of the force curve is in general non-linear and a considerable amount of data in
the low force regime would be otherwise ignored. To avoid artifacts, other criteria have
to be introduced. Practically, one may take the contact point as the position where
the data deviates from the linear fit of the zero-force line by more than a conveniently
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defined threshold value (Fig. 2.9, right). Similarly, a criterion can be considered for
the local slope in the force-displacement curve. However, such criteria depend strongly
on the noise in the data and the actual shape of the zero-force line. In our case, the
convenient technique is the visual determination of the contact point. Alternatively,
the contact point can be determined indirectly by a least squares fit, as proposed by
Dimitriadis et al. [106], provided the data is assumed to be described by a certain
physical model.

AFM probes and calibration

The AFM cantilevers that were used in this work were fabricated from silicon or
silicon nitride with rectangular or triangular beam profiles. Their properties are de-
scribed by the Young’s modulus of the material and their geometry (length" 100 m,
width" 10 m and thickness" 1 m) [107]. Typically, softer cantilevers with bending
constants between 0.08 and 2N/m were selected for contact mode applications, and
sti!er probes with k=2...50 N/m for intermittent contact mode. High nominal eigen-
frequencies in the kHz-range were common, such that the cantilevers themselves were
not the limiting factor in the scanning speed. Depending on the fabrication procedure,
the cantilever tips are pyramidical or conical, with tip radii smaller than 30 nm. In
some of the experiments, where force measurements have been performed on very soft
tissue, large tips with well-defined shapes were required. For this purpose, spherical
particles are attached to the cantilever beam.

Common calibration procedures, used to determine the spring constant k of a can-
tilever lead to values with a certainty of 10-40% [99, 108, 109]. Typical methods involve
theoretical calculations based on cantilever dimensions and materials properties [110],
measurement of gravitational deflection, changes of the resonance frequency due to
added masses [111] or the cantilever deflection when the probe is pressed against a cal-
ibrated reference cantilever [109]. These approaches are time consuming and therefore
not suitable for our experiments, where a frequent characterization is required.

The approach used in this thesis is a more practical solution, which is to estimate
the spring constants with the simple method of Cleveland et al. [111] which uses the
measured resonance frequency of the unloaded cantilever (Eq. (2.8)). For a cantilever
beam of rectangular cross section (thickness t, width w, length l) with the spring
constant

k =
Et3w

4l3
(2.11)

and mass m " %wtl, the following dependence is derived:

k = 2#3l3w

#
%3

E
· '03 = C · '03, (2.12)

where E is the elastic modulus and % the density of the cantilever. Assuming, that
only the cantilever thickness varies considerably during the production process, i.e. w,
l and E do not change, C is a constant and can be calculated from

C =
knom
'3nom

, (2.13)

using the specifications of the manufacturer knom and 'nom. A. Kleiner [112] showed
that the resulting spring constants deviate less than 3% from the values determined
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Figure 2.10: The finite dimensions of the AFM probe lead to artifacts in topographical
images. a) Small tip radii produce less distortion than large tip radii. b) When high objects
are sampled, the opening angle 2) of the tip becomes important. The measured widths w!

are typically larger than the actual feature widths w. The height h of isolated objects can
be determined accurately (h!

1 = h), the measured height h2 of close objects depends on their
distance and the tip geometry. The lattice constant d of periodic structures can be revealed
despite the probe-generated artifacts

with the technique of ’added masses’, whose accuracy is in the range of 20% [109].
Since only the measurement of the cantilever resonance frequency is required (typically
implemented in every AFM control software), this method is a quick and relatively
precise way for the calibration of cantilevers.

For comparison, we also determined k by the analysis of the thermal noise of the
probe. For this purpose, the deflection of the cantilever (built in the AFM probe
holder) is recorded over time and its statistics analyzed. The method is based on the
equipartition theorem, which states that on average the terms in the Hamiltonian of
a system that are quadratically dependent on a generalized coordinate are equal to
kBT/2, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature [113].
Assuming that the cantilever behaves as an ideal spring , this leads to

%Hkin& = %1
2
m(2

0z
2& = 1

2
kBT ' k =

kBT

%z2& (2.14)

where %z2& is the mean-square cantilever displacement. During the experiments, other
contributions besides the thermal fluctuations are present, and therefore, a corrected
value is used for %z2&:

k =
kBT

P
, (2.15)

where P is the area below the power spectral density of z which fits a Lorentzian
shaped peak [113]. In addition, the geometry of the oscillator should be taken into
account for non-ideal cantilever springs.

Probe tip performance

Surface scans obtained with AFM are always a result of the convolution of the tip
geometry and the features being imaged. Resolving small surface variations is greatly
a!ected by the size of the tip radius (Fig. 2.10 a), while images of samples with
tall features show additional artifacts induced by large opening angles of the tip
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(Fig. 2.10 b) [99]. When the tip radius is small in comparison to the sample feature
widths and the half of the tip-opening angle smaller than the typical angle inside the
structure valleys, then the probe-generated artifacts are minimal and the topography
measurements are su"ciently accurate.
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3 Organic matrices for biomineralization

3.1 Nylon oligomers

3.1.1 Introduction

Organic polymers and matrix layers, incorporated into biominerals, have been rec-
ognized to be directly involved into the inorganic crystallization process. They can
control the crystal’s properties such as size, shape, morphology and orientation with
respect to the nucleation plane and are responsible for the high mechanical stability
of biological grown minerals.

In order to develop organic matrices for potential industrial application, a set of
design requirements have to be taken into account, as mentioned in Section 1.3: the
ability of self-organization and film formation, as well as simplicity of the molecular
structure combined with easily adjustable matrix properties.

These criteria are theoretically fulfilled using nylon oligomers 1, which are simply
composed of a hydrophobic alkyl chain and a hydrophilic diamide with a carboxylate
functional group (Fig. 3.1) 2. Due to their amphiphilic nature, these molecules are
likely to arrange at hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces (or at a liquid/air interface)
into monolayers on which CaCO3 crystals can grow. Properties such as molecular
conformation and density can then be adjusted by changing the surface pressure or
the subphase composition [114].

Earlier work has shown that similar short nylon oligomers without hydrophobic tails
indeed arrange into highly organized thin films on hydrophilic substrates [115, 116]
with the molecular axis approximately perpendicular to the substrate surface. Their
order and stability is provided by a firm hydrogen bond network. This way a surface
saturated with functional end groups (e.g. carboxylates) is produced and their dis-
tance is determined by the packing of the molecules in the monolayer. Popovitz-Biro
et al. [117] accordingly demonstrated that a nylon [6.6]-like oligomer forms crystalline
monolayers on water, with their chains tilted about 44" from the surface normal. It
is suspected that an additional hydrophobic rest, namely a long alkyl chain, could
enhance the stability of these films at the liquid/air interface. A similar mechanism
is considered to play an important role in nature, for example, in the case of the
matrix-proteins of mollusk shells, which adopt a two-dimensional *-pleated sheet con-
formation 3 with the hydrophilic acid residues being positioned only at one side of the

1Oligomers consist of only few monomers, while polymers can be composed of an unlimited large
number of monomer units.

2This type of nylon-oligomer is characterized by the general chemical formula:
CH3(CH2)l ! CO !NH ! (CH2)m !NH ! CO ! (CH2)n ! COOH . The oligoamide is coded
by the number of carbon atoms in its components, such that the number of C-atoms of the diamine
(i.e. between the amide bondings) is indicated first, and that of C-atoms in the carboxylic acid
second.

3A !-pleated protein sheet is formed when peptide chains occur in an almost fully-extended confor-
mation and hydrogen bonds are formed between the amide (NH-) groups and the carbonyl (C=O-)
groups of the juxtaposed strands.
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Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of the nylon oligomers used in this study. (a) 6-
oxo-6-(6-stearamido-hexylamino) hexanoic acid (C18-nylon [6.6]), (b) 5-oxo-5-(7-stearamido-
heptylamino) pentanoic acid (C18-nylon [7.5])

sheet of molecules [32, 118]. This configuration results in an organized array of car-
boxylate ligands, forming a well-defined sca!old suitable for the adsorption of minerals
(calcium ions). Accordingly, to initiate CaCO3 mineralization underneath the nylon
derivative films, carboxylate head groups have to be implemented in their structure.

In the following sections, studies on the structure of thin films of the amphiphilic
nylon derivates are described. They will establish that C18-[m,n]-type nylon oligomers
(Fig. 3.1) form, as well, highly-ordered hydrogen bonding networks and assemble in
monolayers with opposing hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. In addition, when
moderately compressed, the molecules form stable films at various surfaces, such as
subphases with varying pH and solid substrates. This way organic films are created,
serving as matrices in mineralization processes.

To simulate the impact of di!erent packing arrangements on the matrix properties
(and inorganic crystal nucleation), an assembly of two types of molecules, containing
an even-even and an odd-odd nylon, was investigated. These compositions were chosen
because [m,n] type nylon polymers with an even number m predominantly exhibit two-
dimensional hydrogen-bonded sheet pattern, as known from their crystal structures
(see [119–121] and references herein). Odd-odd [m,m+2] nylons (m=odd), in contrast,
form a three-dimensional network of hydrogen bonds [122, 123], which is also confirmed
for analogously structured nylon oligomers [115]. Choosing C18-nylon oligomers with
the same molecular but di!erent structural formula could therefore result in matrices
which may have the same average properties, but di!er in geometry (e.g. molecular
distances, angles). The expected geometry is sketched in Fig. 3.2. Comparing the
features of the minerals which grow in the vicinity of the matrices should help to
clarify the relevance of di!erent models, such as the template hypothesis, introduced
in Sec. 1.3.1.

The next section, 3.1.2, gives details on the utilized materials, film formation and
characterization techniques. The experimental results are organized in two sections.
In the first part Sec. 3.1.3, the C18-[m,n] type nylon oligomer films are investigated
with respect to their microscopic appearance and stability on di!erent hydrophilic
surfaces, including subphases with varying pH. Although the Langmuir films had to
be transferred from the subphases to solid substrates (which we chose hydrophilic) in
order to apply the necessary range of characterization techniques, the film structures
remained stable and the experimental results will be shown to be valid for the self-
assembly on liquid subphases. The determination of the matrices’ molecular structure
by STM, which is the topic of the second section 3.1.4, required the transfer of the
Langmuir films onto well-defined conductive graphite surfaces which are hydrophobic.
On this type of substrate, the Langmuir film turned out to be unstable, as indicated
by the molecular rearrangement and formation of electrically non-conductive mono-
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cross-section:

top-view:

water

Figure 3.2:Model of the assembly of nylon deratives on the water surface (red circles: carboxyl
groups, green circles: amide groups, zigzag-lines: alkyl chains and dashed lines: hydrogen-
bonds). Left: C18-nylon [6.6] molecules form two-dimensional hydrogen bonded molecule sheets
and the carboxylate head groups form a simple cubic lattice at the water surface. Right: C18-
nylon [7.5] molecules form a three-dimensional H-bond network while the interface between
the Langmuir film and the subphase is characterized by a hexagonal structure.

and multilayers of flat rods. Therefore, the molecules were physisorbed 4 from solution
to the graphite substrate, a method which is widely used to produce organic molecu-
lar monolayers for STM investigations [124–126]. The successfully imaged electronic
structures of the nylon derivatives have been compared with theoretical simulations of
the assemblies, and a summary of the C18-nylon oligomer film properties is given in
Section 3.1.5. The molecular structure of the monolayers, simulated and measured on
graphite, will be then compared with the monolayer features on water and mica from
AFM measurements and analyzed regarding the suitability for CaCO3 crystallization.

3.1.2 Experimental approach

The two compounds (6-oxo-6-(6-stearamidohexylamino) hexanoic acid and 5-oxo-5-(7-
stearamidoheptylamino) pentanoic acid (Fig. 3.1), in the following called C18-nylon
[6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5], were synthesized by Dr. B. Bredenkötter following a proce-
dure described in [127].

Langmuir films of C18-nylon [6.6] or C18-nylon [7.5] were prepared by Dr. H. Gong
in a rectangular double-barrier trough (NIMA 702BAM) at room temperature (22 "C).
The compounds were dissolved in a solution of methanol and chloroform (1:9) with
a concentration of 1mg/mL, and spread onto the subphase of either ultrapure water
(% >18M%·cm [128]) or aqueous solutions with di!erent pH (adjusted by adding HCl
or NaOH). After evaporation of the solvent (approx. 15min), the molecule layer was
compressed at a barrier speed of 15 cm2/min and surface pressure-area (#-A) isotherms

4Pysisorbed molecules are not chemically bound to the substrate but interact with it via long-range
Van-der-Waals interactions. Until they are immobilized by intermolecular hydrogen bonds or other
forces they are free to rotate and translate. Therefore the thermodynamically most stable assembly
is likely to form.
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were recorded. Brewster angle microscopy was then performed at various target pres-
sures using a BAM-2 (I-Elli2000 from Nanofilm Technology) 5. Images of the film were
recorded with a lateral resolution of 2 m while the size of each BAM image corresponds
to a monolayer area of 430 m in width.

In order to analyze the surface topography and the electronic structure of the
Langmuir-Blodgett films with AFM and STM, respectively, a single molecule layer was
transferred onto freshly cleaved muscovite mica and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG from MikroMasch) by the LB technique. The substrate was immersed into the
subphase before the monolayer was spread onto the subphase surface and compressed
to a certain target pressure (equal to the molecular area of 40 Å2 per molecule). The
substrate was then lifted o! from the subphase at a speed of 2mm/min. After drying,
the samples were scanned with an Agilent 5500 atomic force microscope in intermit-
tent contact mode with a damped amplitude of about 3/4 of the free amplitude (i.e.
15 nm) and Olympus cantilevers OMCL-AC240TS. The scanner unit calibration on
the nanometer scale was surveyed using the fast-scanning-method on mica, described
in Sec. 2.2.3. STM studies have been performed with the same setup but a di!erent
scanning unit, specially equipped for the detection of tunneling currents. The cali-
bration was done in constant current mode using a freshly cleaved graphite sample,
as indicated in Sec. 2.2.2. The electronic structure of the nylon oligomers adsorbed
on graphite was measured in constant current mode in saturated octanol solutions
with electrochemically etched platinum-iridium (Pt-Ir) alloy wires (ratio 90:10) from
Advent Research Materials Ltd. The electrochemical etchant solutions (KOH, KCN)
were purchased from Merck Chemicals.

Transmission FT-IR spectra of the LB multilayers (40 layers each) on CaF2 sub-
strates have been obtained using a Bruker IFS113v spectrometer 6. The films were
transferred from pure water (pH5-6) and pH12 subphases at a surface pressure of
5mN/m. This value corresponds to a molecular area of about 30 and 40 Å2 per mo-
lecule for C18-nylon [6.6] on water and pH12 subphase, respectively, and 30 Å2 per
molecule for C18-nylon [7.5] on all subphases.

3.1.3 pH-Dependence

The microscopic structure and stability of the C18-nylon oligomer films on water has
been investigated experimentally by varying the pH value of the solution, as this is
one of the most important factors that controls the electrostatic based interactions
(hydrogen bonds) through the number of charges in the subphase. Its value has been
varied from pH4 to pH12.

Surface #-A isotherms

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 present the surface pressure-area isotherms of both C18-nylon [6.6]
and C18-nylon [7.5] on subphases with di!erent pH values. For pH lower than 9,
the isotherms exhibit a consistent behavior for the limiting areas and onset points,
indicating that the molecular interactions and packing arrangements do not di!er
significantly. With a limiting area of about 30 Å2, and an onset point of around 40-
50 Å2, the isotherms are in good agreement with the isotherms of nylon [6.6] polymers

5The support of Dr. H. Gong with the performance of the "-A isotherms and the BAM measurements
is kindly appreciated.

6The assistance of E. Kaltenecker with the FT-IR measurements is kindly acknowledged.
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3.1 Nylon oligomers

Figure 3.3: Surface pressure-area isotherms of C18-Nylon [6.6] on di!erent pH subphases at
room temperature (approx. 22 "C).

on water recorded in previous studies at 20-25 "C [129], where the nylons arrange into
hydrogen-bonded sheets parallel (not perpendicular) to the water surface.

Deviations are obvious for larger pH values. The isotherms of the two C18-nylon
oligoamides on the subphase with pH11 (Fig. 3.3, 3.4) shift to lower molecular areas
at high surface pressures, with a limiting area of about 23 Å2 for both molecules. This
value is similar to the limiting area of 25 Å2 found by Popovitz-Biro et al. [117] for nylon
[6.6]-like oligomers, which were shown to align almost perpendicularly to the water
surface. On subphases with pH12, the isotherms of the C18-nylon oligoamides shift to
even lower molecular areas with a limiting area close to 20 Å2, which matches well the
cross-sectional area of an alkyl chain of about 20 Å2 [130], suggesting that at pH12
the molecules are either oriented with their chain axis perpendicular to the subphase
surface or they form multilayer structures. Closer inspection of the isotherm recorded
for the C18-nylon [7.5] oligomer shows a likely phase transition at around 3mN/m
starting at a surface coverage of about 60 Å2, as indicated by the local plateau. The
isotherms of both nylon derivatives at pH12 are expanded at low pressures (onset area
of about 130 Å2) in comparison to the experiments on pure water and weak alkaline
solutions.

The class of e!ects observed here (appearance of phase transitions, large onset ar-
eas) has been shown to be temperature dependent in the case of nylon [6.6] polymers
at the water surface [131]. Wang et al. suggest that the phase transition indicates
the formation of micro-fibrils (stacked monolayer sheets) which coexist with the mono-
layer. At low temperatures the hydrogen bondings between the surface film and the
water subphase are stronger than at higher temperatures. Because in that case, the
polymer chains cannot move freely and enhance the interaction between the nylon [6.6]
segments, a phase transition can only occur at a high surface pressure, when su"cient
energy is brought into the system. At higher temperatures, in contrast, the interactions
between the polymers and the subphase are weakened and consequently the transition
takes place at lower surface pressure or is even continuous. For the amphiphilic ny-
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Figure 3.4: Surface pressure-area isotherms of C18-Nylon [7.5] on di!erent pH subphases at
room temperature (approx. 22 "C).

lon derivatives a continuous transition from the LE to the LC state is observed at a
high temperature on neutral or basic subphases, while a distinct phase transition takes
place on strong alkaline subphases. This indicates that a high content of hydroxy-ions
in the subphase enhances the molecule-subphase interactions (for example by the de-
protonation of the carboxyl groups). The transition area, found in our experiments,
may mark the region where the hydrophilic nylon chains are forced from an alignment
parallel to the water surface into a more upright position or where multilayers start to
form (as also indicated by the isotherms shift to lower molecular areas).

Brewster angle microscopy (BAM)

To reveal the morphology and phase behavior of the Langmuir films, BAM was per-
formed on water and alkaline subphases, as shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6. Loose aggregates
were observed for C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5] on the water subphase (pH5-6)
for large surface areas, while the film density increased upon further compression.
At molecular surface areas of 60 Å2 and 40 Å2 the water surfaces are not completely
covered by the aggregates, indicating that compression mainly moves the molecule do-
mains closer together. This agrees well with the according #-A isotherms, which show
no pressure increase between these two areas. For smaller surface areas the pressure
grows steeply, indicating that the molecules interact strongly. The BAM images do
not show remarkable topological changes of the Langmuir film structure in course of
the compression, confirming a continuous transition to the LC-state. The same be-
haviour and similar morphologies were detected on pH9 subphases (not shown here).
On the subphase of pH11, in contrast, well-defined crescent-moon and irregular star
shaped domains were observed when compressing C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5]
to a molecular area of 60 Å2. These domain shapes, consistently di!erent from the
ones observed before, indicate variations of the interactions within the systems. Dur-
ing compression, the film density increased but the morphologies of the film domains
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Figure 3.5: Brewster angle microscope images of C18-Nylon [6.6] on water with di!erent pH
values (width of the images: 430 m). The area values at the top indicate the corresponding
molecular areas at which the images were taken.
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Figure 3.6: Brewster angle microscope images of C18-Nylon [7.5] on water with di!erent pH
values (width of the images: 430 m).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.7: AFM topographies of C18-nylon [6.6] LB-films transferred from water to mica
with an image size of (a) 30! 30 m and (b) 8! 8 m, and scans of C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers
with an image size of (c) 50! 50 m and (d) 8! 8 m.

did not alter, reflecting, again, a continuous phase transition. At pH12, the Lang-
muir films were comprised of monolayer patches with similar characteristics (star- and
comet-shapes), but their individual shapes varied and their sizes increased significantly
upon compression from 60 Å2 to 40 Å2 and 30 Å2. According to the #-A isotherms, at
this degree of confinement, a distinct phase transition from the LE to the LC state
takes place, while the Langmuir films should be stable and compressed when the molec-
ular area is further reduced. Indeed, no large morphology changes occurred when the
surface area was reduced from 30 Å2 to 25 Å2.

Atomic force microscopy

Analogue to the BAM experimental conditions, the AFM topography measurements
were performed on oligoamide Langmuir films on mica, prepared and transferred from
subphases with di!erent pH and confined to an area of 40 Å2 per molecule. The sim-
ilarities between the obtained structure shapes show that mica is a perfect substitute
for the water surface and, therefore, a convenient solid substrate for the investigation
of structural details of Langmuir films. The images in Fig. 3.7 show that the films of
C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5] on water consist of fiber bundles with an average
length smaller than 5 m and disordered areas with shorter fibers. The film heights
are uniform with 2.0 nm± 0.3 nm and match the length of the hydrophobic tail of the
nylon oligomers, as obtained from structural models of the molecules shown later in
this section (Fig. 3.19). Interestingly, for the C18-nylon [7.5] molecules, single fibers
with a well-defined width of around 32± 1 nm can be observed. The profiles of the
fibers (Fig. 3.8 b) and the occasional splitting (Fig. 3.8 a) indicate that the strands
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Figure 3.8: AFM scan (1! 1 m) of a C18-nylon [7.5] monolayer transferred from water to
mica (a). Splitting of the fibers is visible in di!erent areas (indicated by white arrows). The
profile (b) of the fibers (dashed line), averaged over 50 profiles, indicates that the fibers consist
of at least two elements. The height distribution (c) shows two distinct peaks (for the substrate
and the fibers) which are used to determine the height of the fibers (2 nm).

consist of at least two elements.

When spread on solutions with pH11 and 12, the films are similar in height, but
significantly di!erent in shape (Fig. 3.9). On pH11 solutions, the C18-nylon [6.6]
molecules arrange in 2.2 nm high spiral-shaped assemblies of fibers with tail-like endings
(Fig. 3.9 a, b). Some parts are covered by a second layer of rectangular patches,
confirming the formation of multilayers, also indicated by the surface pressure-area
isotherms (Fig. 3.3). Their height, of only 0.8 nm, hints at an arrangement of molecules
in this layer that lay flat on top of the hydrophobic side of the Langmuir film. On
the same subphase, the nylon [7.5] oligomers form large, slightly looped 2.1 nm thick
film patches (Fig. 3.9 e). On the subphase with pH12, the level of disorder further
decreases and the average length scale of the film structures increases. The shapes of
the star- and comet-shaped domains formed by C18-nylon [6.6] resemble spherulites,
which typically form during polymer crystallization and are believed to develop from
stacked lamellae [132]. The observed domains have sizes of several tenths of m, a film
height of about 2.4-2.8 nm and patches on top with a height up to 1.4 nm (Fig. 3.9 c,
d). This exceptionally large height is consistent with the isotherm of C18-nylon [6.6]
at pH12, showing an anomalous progression (Fig. 3.3). C18-nylon [7.5] films instead
consisted of 2.2 nm high, large and very dense film patches, occasionally with up to
6 nm thick deposits on top and at the film edges (Fig. 3.9 f).

Small-scale AFM scans resolve the actual fibril structure of the C18-nylon [7.5] mono-
layers transferred from subphases with pH12. Figure 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 show details
of monolayers overgrown with fibers in di!erent states. In Fig. 3.10, the features are
low in height (<2 nm) and align in two directions, which di!er by an average an-
gle of 32 ", while profile A indicates that the fibers grow in steps of h=0.3-0.4 nm.
This height range is in good agreement with the intermolecular distance between two
molecules (lying flat on top of each other) obtained from simulated 3D packing models
(see Section ”Molecular simulations”). The underlying monolayer shows a faint stripe
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.9: Topographical images (50! 50 m and 8! 8 m) of C18-nylon [6.6] Langmuir films
on mica, transferred from subphase with pH11 (a and b) and pH12 (c and d) and C18-nylon
[7.5] monolayers transferred from subphase with (e) pH11 and (f) pH 12.
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Figure 3.10: AFM scan (2! 2 m) of a C18-nylon [7.5] Langmuir film, transferred from NaOH
solution with pH 12 to mica, in a region where the nylon [7.5] oligomer monolayer is occasionally
occupied by 3 dimensional fibrils. The white arrow marks an area, where the monolayer itself
can be identified to be composed of well aligned fibers. Profile A shows repeating steps of
h=0.3nm-0.4 nm, profile B (averaged over 10 lines) shows that the periodicity of the monolayer
stripe pattern and the distance of the overgrowing fibers match with d "20nm.

pattern, oriented parallel to one of the directions specified above (an area where this
is prominently visible is marked by a white arrow in Fig. 3.10). The periodicity d of
the stripes matches the width of the overgrowing fibers of about 18 nm, as shown by
the cross-section B.

Figure 3.11 a shows a more advanced pattern of slightly branched 3-dimensional
strands with heights up to 5.9 nm and an average distance of 26.6 nm (profile C). De-
spite the overall uniformity of the structures, some areas exhibit lower-height features
with smaller widths of about 8.8 nm (white arrows and profile D and E). Consequently,
the large scale fibers are composed of bundled sub-fibers which lie side by side and
on top of each other. The dense coverage of the nylon [7.5] oligomer monolayer in
Fig. 3.11 b allows a statistical analysis of the structures. The 2-D Fourier analysis of
the image, performed with the ImageJ software [78] (inset) uncovers that the angles
at which the fibers bend vary between 20 " and )= 42 ". This result agrees well with
the angle of 32 " dominating the less dense fiber structure on top of the Langmuir
monolayers (Fig. 3.10) and indicates the existence of the same monolayer (not clearly
visible in Fig. 3.11) underneath the more advanced fibres. The corresponding height
distribution, plotted in Fig. 3.11 b shows a first sharp peak for the monolayer at 2.1 nm
and a wider distribution for the overgrown fibrils with a maximum at 5.0 nm.

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy

Measurements of FT-IR spectra on the transferred LB multilayers (Fig. 3.12) show
the chemical composition of C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5] assemblies on di!erent
pH subphases and the bulk material. The absorption peaks and assignments are listed
in Table 3.1 and are used to interpret the presence of the involved chemical bonds
from the measured FT-IR spectra. The spectra, shown in Figure 3.12, contain mainly
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(a) The AFM topography (1" 1 m) shows various positions where the fibers divide themselves
into sub-fibers (indicated by white arrows). The profile at position C includes the monolayer, with
a height of 1.6 nm-1.9 nm, and fibers, with a height up to 5.9 nm and an average width of 26.6 nm.
The profiles at the position D and E are averaged over 10 scan lines. The average distance between
the sub-fibers at D is 8.8 nm
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(b) The monolayer is covered by a dense arrangement of 3-dimensional fibers with a high degree
of branching. (left) Topographical image (2" 2 m) and its FFT (inset). The fibers fold with a
max. angle of #= 42 !. (top right) The height distribution reveals a sharp peak for the monolayer
(2.1 nm) and a rather wide height distribution for the fibers (with a maximum at 5 nm). (below)
The structures also bend.

Figure 3.11: AFM analysis of C18-nylon [7.5] LB-films with 3 dimensional fibrils on top,
transferred from NaOH solution with pH 12 to mica.
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Figure 3.12: FT-IR spectra of C18-nylon [6.6] (a) and C18-nylon [7.5] (b) bulk materials and
multilayers on CaF2 substrates, transferred from di!erent subphases. For comparison, the
absorbance spectra were normalized relative to the CH2 asymmetric stretch band at 2919cm#1

(which is expected to be independent from the subphase pH).
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Band position Band position of Band position of
of solid LB film from water LB film from pH12 Band assignment

material (cm"1) subphase (cm"1) subphase (cm"1) and references
C18-Nylon [6.6] / C18-Nylon [6.6] / C18-Nylon [6.6] /
C18-Nylon [7.5] C18-Nylon [7.5] C18-Nylon [7.5]

3305/3346 3305/3336 3305/3297
Hydrogen bonded

NH stretch [129, 136–138]

2919/2919 2919/2919 2919/2918
CH2 asymmetric
stretching [139]

2851/2851 2851/2851
2851/2850 CH2 symmetric

stretching [139]

1727/1729 1729/1729
Carboxylic acid

C=O stretching [139]
1694/1696 1694/1695 amide I [133, 134]
1634/1636 1633/1635 1634/1637 amide I [133, 134, 140, 141]
1538/1527 1538/1530 amide II [129, 133, 137]

1471/1474 1471/1473 1469/1469
CH2 scissoring next to

NH group [129, 137, 141]

1417/1424
CH2 scissoring next to

CO group [129, 136, 141]

Table 3.1: FT-IR absorption bands and assignments of C18-Nylon [6.6] and C18-Nylon [7.5]
LB-films and their bulk materials.

CH2 stretching bands and vibration frequencies typical for polypeptides such as nylon
[6.6] polymers (see references in Table 3.1). When spectra of the bulk material and
multilayers from di!erent subphases are compared, subtle di!erences can be noticed.
Unlike the bulk material, the thin films absorb frequencies assigned to the carboxylic
acid stretching but produce no signal by methylene positioned next to that group.
These changes are attributed to the di!erent symmetries of the charge distribution in
the 3- and the 2-dimensional assembly of nylon derivatives with (hydrogen bonded)
carboxylic acid functional groups.

While the bulk material and the LB-film transferred from pure water show a split of
the amide I band into a large peak at around 1635 cm!1 and a small peak at 1695 cm!1

(indicating the presence of an antiparallel-chain pleated sheet [133–135]), the spectra
of the LB-films transferred from pH11 and pH12 subphase only contain one peak.
Additionally, the intensity and position of the amide II band at around 1530 cm!1

change and the signal of the carboxylic acid stretch is enhanced. These changes are
likely to be rooted in a modification of charge symmetry induced by adsorption of ions
from solution and a weakening or breakage of the hydrogen bonds between the amide
and carboxylic functional groups. The variations in peak intensity may also indicate a
reorientation of the vibrating atomic groups (in respect of the incoming electric field
vector).

3.1.4 High-resolution imaging on graphite substrates

After the characterization of film morphology at m-scale, the following features of the
characteristic intermolecular bonds are established:

Both types of molecules form hydrogen bonded *-sheets at moderate pH and
assemble to well-defined microscopic fibers.
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On highly alkaline subphases, the hydrogen bond network is weakened and
the film morphologies change into densely packed films. Occasionally three-
dimensional molecular patterns (e.g. fibrils) occur.

The two di!erent nylons show small di!erences in the assembling process (shape
and size).

The exact packing arrangements and therewith the geometry of the organic matrices
remain however unclear. In order to resolve the film structure in detail, the nylon
oligomer assemblies will be investigated with STM on electrically conductive graphite
substrates. To ensure that by the Langmuir Blodgett technique su"ciently thin films
(which allow electron transport through the insulating material) are transferred to the
substrate, the samples will be first analyzed with AFM.

AFM on graphite

When transferred to graphite, the Langmuir films of both nylon oligomers dissociate
into smaller structures. The molecules rearrange in accordance with the underlying
graphite substrate, which occurs in three di!erent forms:

The Langmuir films develop rectangular substructures (indicated by white dashed
lines in Fig. 3.13 a.

The graphite substrate is uniformly covered by mono- and multi-layered molecule
bands that have three main orientations (Fig. 3.13 b-f).

The nylon [7.5] derivative forms exceptionally high assemblies with the same
preferential directions (Fig. 3.13 b, c).

Because of the formation of high electrically isolating multilayer structures, the as-
sembly of the nylon derivatives, starting directly from a Langmuir film, cannot be
investigated with STM under these conditions. An alternative approach that guaran-
tees the adsorption of one molecular monolayer on graphite, is described in the next
section. The method applied here, however, gives a first impression of the arrange-
ment of the nylon derivatives on graphite. Figure 3.14 (left) shows a topographical
image of C18-nylon [7.5] on graphite, which has been created by overlapping the images
of four successive AFM scans. The first scan, found in the lower part of the image, was
performed in close proximity to a decomposing Langmuir film patch (not shown here),
while each following scan was done at a larger distance in respect to the Langmuir
film patch. Accordingly, nylon oligomer bands stack into multilayers in the lower part
of the image (high concentration of molecules) but form a monolayer in the upper-
most part of the image (low concentration of molecules). To identify the height of the
structures, the height distribution of selected areas was calculated (Fig. 3.14, right).
Field A shows a continuous distribution with a full width at half maximum of about
0.3 nm, indicating that molecules have adsorbed at the graphite surface (the measured
corrugation of graphite is typically (0.1 nm [79, 142]), while B, C and D additionally
show discrete steps of 0.3-0.4 nm confirming a multilayer structure. The layer height,
being smaller than 0.4 nm, is far below the one measured on mica substrates (about
2 nm) and hence, the molecules must prefer a much flatter configuration on graphite
than on mica. The same conclusion can be drawn from the measured widths of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.13: Topographical images of C18-nylon [7.5] LB-films transferred to graphite from
NaOH solution with pH12. The original films decompose and the molecules rearrange (a).
The observed structures align in three di!erent directions, as indicated by the white arrows
shown in (b) and (c). The angles of 120 " between these orientations, verified by the hexagonal
structure of the Fourier transform of the height maps (inset in (d)), reflect the symmetry of
the underlying hexagonal graphite lattice which the C18-nylon [6.6] molecules follow (f).
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Figure 3.14: High resolution topographical image of C18-nylon [7.5] on graphite, stitched
from several AFM images (successively shifted in horizontal direction) scanned at di!erent
positions on the substrate. The molecular film is transferred from NaOH solution with pH12.
The artificial height step generated at the border between two overlapped images are due to
image processing and should be ignored. The height distributions of the fields A to D (marked
in blue and shown on the right), confirm a multilayered structure of the nylon bands with the
similar specific height (0.3 nm-0.4 nm).
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Figure 3.15: Langmuir film of C18-nylon [7.5] transferred from solution with pH4 to graphite
and imaged with AFM. (a) and (b): Fibers cover large areas of graphite. They form domains
and align in mainly three directions. Note, that the topographical image in (a) was flattened
by plane and polynominal background subtraction. Thus the image does not reflect the real
topographical characteristics of the graphite substrate. (c) and (d): The fibers have irregular
shapes and align according to underlying rod structures.

molecule bands. The average distance between repeating stripe pattern of the mono-
layer of 8.7 nm± 0.1 nm and the distance between the rods in the lower part of the
image of 9.2 nm± 0.2 nm are about of twice the length of a C18-nylon [7.5] molecule
(Fig. 3.19), indicating that the molecular chain is parallel to the substrate surface. A
more detailed interpretation of the molecule assembly on graphite is not possible, as
the dense molecule pattern have periodicities in the range of the AFM tip size.

In addition to the rod-like structures, 3-dimensional fibers, similar to those ones on
nylon [7.5] oligomer monolayers transferred to mica and prepared at pH12 (Fig. 3.11),
are observed for the same compound on graphite when prepared at pH4 (Fig. 3.15).
Their average width is 24.7 nm±0.8 nm and their average height is 4.0 nm±0.1 nm.
With their length of up to a few micrometers, they spread unobstructed by graphite
steps over large areas and retain mainly the three directions given by the graphite
lattice (Fig. 3.15 a, b). Figure 3.15 b and c show that the fibers grow on -and partly
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consist of- strongly aligned bands of molecules. The fibers have slightly undulated
shapes, in contrast to the strands observed on the hydrophobic side of the Langmuir
films on mica, when they are aligned in directions that deviate from the orientation of
the underlying bands.

Scanning tunneling microscopy

With STM, the details of the C18-nylon oligomer assemblies on graphite can be re-
solved down to the Å-scale. As shown before, with STM the Langmuir films trans-
ferred from water cannot be investigated directly on graphite due to the rearrangement
of the molecules into thick electrically isolating multilayered structures. To promote
the formation of molecular monolayers, the nylon derivatives have been dissolved in
octanol solutions and the measurements were conducted on monolayers spontaneously
physisorbed at the graphite octanol interface. For the STM scans, constant current
mode was used, with tunneling currents between 200...800 pA and bias voltages be-
tween 1.0...1.7 V. These values are similar to the operating conditions reported to be
required for imaging alkane adsorbates and alkyl derivatives on graphite [124, 143–148].
Many trials were needed before observing ordered layers.

As obvious from Fig. 3.16, the contrast and resolution of the STM images vary
slightly between the C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers. Image properties
depend in particular on tip morphology (see Sec. 2.2.2) and scanning parameters. In
order to demonstrate the consistency of the measurements, the adsorbates have been
imaged with di!erent scan sizes, scan angles and with varying electrical parameters.

Both molecular species organize in lamellae. Occasionally, domain boundaries were
found, intersecting at 120 " angles (Fig. 3.16 a, b), indicating that the molecules align in
accordance with the symmetry of the graphite substrate and confirming the interpre-
tation of the previous AFM results. However, the periodicity of the lamellar structures
is slightly smaller than the one measured with the AFM (" 9 nm): for C18-nylon [6.6]
7.5± 0.4 nm and for C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers 8.3± 0.4 nm. In addition, a second
pattern with a period of 5.0± 0.3 nm is observed for the nylon [6.6] oligomer films.
Since the STM scans were performed in octanol, the domain boundaries were very
mobile, and during a single scan a complete rearrangement of the molecules on the
graphite surface could be observed. Such monolayer changes can be seen in Fig. 3.16 b
and c. Figure 3.16 b shows two subsequent scans of nylon [6.6] oligomers adsorbing on
graphite, separated by 4 minutes. The largest domain A (left side of the scan), grows
at the expense of a smaller domain B. The latter Figure 3.16 c shows how C18-nylon
[7.5] film gaps fill up with molecules in between two scans, also revealing that the
lamellae have a finer structure. The absence of one of at least two constituents of this
structure is visible in the marked region of the pictures.

Along the axis of the lamellae, periodic pattern on two scales can be observed.
The STM images of both nylons reveal repetitive structures with a distance of about
2 nm, but the pattern is more distinct for the C18-nylon [7.5] oligomer. As shown
in Fig. 3.17 a its appearance can vary within one scan, indicating changes in the tip-
sample interactions, possibly caused by temporary adsorbates at the STM-tip. A
much finer structure similar to the one observed for alkane monolayers on graphite
(Appendix 3.4.2) is mainly visible in the STM images of C18-nylon [6.6] (Fig. 3.17 b).

In order to extract the typical dimensions of the structures, 2-dimensional FFTs
were applied to all recorded scans, as described in Sec. 2.2.2. Figure 3.18 (right) shows
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(a) Representative STM images of the C18-nylon oligomer monolayers. Left: C18-nylon [6.6],
U=1.26V, I=0.26 nA, image size: 50 x 50 nm Right: C18-nylon [7.5], U=1.65V, I=0.66 nA,
image size: 95 x 95 nm
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(b) C18-nylon [6.6] domain boundaries vary during the STM measurements (indicated with
white circles). Scan parameter: U=1.23V, I=0.22 nA, image size: 100 nmx 100 nm. Left:
Top to bottom scan. Right: Ensuing bottom to top scan at the same position 6 minutes
later.

1.5 nm

0.0 nm

1.5 nm

0.0 nm

(c) C18-nylon [7.5] domain gaps vary during the STM measurements (indicated with white
circles). Scan parameter: U=1V, I=0.75 nA, image size: 100 nmx50 nm. Left: Top to
bottom scan. Right: Ensuing bottom to top scan at the same position 4 minutes later.

Figure 3.16: STM topographies of C18-nylon oligomer monolayers adsorbed on graphite.
The samples were scanned with di!erent Pt-Ir tips. All images are FFT filtered in horizontal
direction.
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(a) STM scans of C18-nylon [7.5] on graphite with U=1.00V, I=0.75 nA (left and right) and
U=1.06V, I=0.77 nA (center).
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(b) Left: STM scan of C18-nylon [6.6] on graphite with U=1.26V, I=0.29 nA and U=1.26V,
I=0.26 nA (scanning direction rotated about 45 !).

Figure 3.17: Typical STM topographies of the investigated Nylon oligomers. The unit cells
of the periodic height pattern, identified by the FFT-method (Table 3.2 and 3.3), are marked
in black, an example for two vectors +a and +b that span a unit cell and the corresponding angles
) and * are inserted in blue color.

representative power spectra (square of the amplitude modulus of the two-dimensional
FFT) of scanned C18-nylon [7.5] and C18-nylon [6.6] monolayers (left). They give a
more detailed view on the band structure of the molecule films. The intensity peaks,
which are situated on straight lines perpendicular to the orientation of the bands in
the STM scans, reflect the periodicity along the width of the band. The peak, which is
closest to the central point indicates a distance between the molecule bands of about
8 nm. The intensity peaks situated on a virtual line running through the center of the
FFT image and parallel to the orientation of the bands indicate periodicities along the
length of the molecule bands. The peak closest to the central point reveals a periodic
length of about 2 nm (more precisely 1.95 nm for the [6.6]- and 2.10 nm for [7.5]-nylon
oligomer). The more distant peaks reflect that the bands also posses a much finer
structure, for example with a period about five times smaller, namely 0.46 nm and
0.42 nm for the [6.6]- and the [7.5]-nylon oligomers, respectively. These values are very
close to twice the graphite lattice distance observed in STM images (0.213 nm! 2 =
0.426 nm).

The FFTs of the C18-nylon [6.6] topographical STM images (Fig. 3.18 b, right)
reveal also the hexagonal configuration of the graphite (peaks with periodic distances
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(a) Left: STM topography of C18-nylon [7.5] on graphite obtained for U=1V and I=0.75 nA
in octanol with a scan width of 52 nm (512 pixel) and the same length. Right: power spec-
trum (in arbitrary units) plotted in the reciprocal space with the center at (kx= 2"/52 nm,
ky=2"/52 nm). The blue circle marks all points with k = 2"/(2 pixels·(52 nm/512 pixels)).
The relationship between wavenumber k and actual distance x is indicated by the scale.
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(b) Left: STM topography of C18-nylon [6.6] on graphite obtained for U=1.26V and
I=0.26 nA in octanol with a scan width of 25 nm (257 pixel) and the same length. Right:
power spectrum in arbitrary units. The peaks enclosed in blue dashed-line circles indicate
the underlying hexagonal graphite structure.

1.5 nA

0.0 nA

(c) Left: STM current of C18-nylon [7.5] on graphite obtained for U=0.8V and I=1nA in
octanol with a scan width of 10 nm (512 pixel) and the same length. Right: power spectrum
in arbitrary units. The blue circles (left) indicate a hexagonal superlattice.

Figure 3.18: Analysis of STM topographies using the 2-dimensional FFT.
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cell type
| +a | | +b | ) * )+* area
(nm) (nm) (deg) (deg) (deg) (nm2)

a1b1 0.46 8.78 61.9 3.8 65.7 3.6
a1b2 0.46 7.41 60.5 12.3 72.8 3.3
a1b3 0.47 7.88 58.4 20.7 79.1 3.6
a1b4 0.47 7.83 60.1 31.4 91.5 3.7
a1b5 0.45 5.73 59.8 3.9 63.6 2.3
a1b6 0.45 5.39 59.8 12.4 72.2 2.3
a1b7 0.44 5.64 57.0 20.7 77.7 2.4
a1b8 0.44 5.34 57.4 30.7 88.1 2.3
a2b9 1.98 7.99 60.1 19.8 79.9 15.6
a2b10 1.92 5.35 58.4 20.7 79.1 10.1

Table 3.2: Vector lengths, angles and unit cell areas derived from the power spectra of the STM
topographies of C18-nylon [6.6] monolayers on graphite, averaged over several measurements.
The notations used are consistent with Fig. 3.17.

of 0.21 nm). It is obvious that the substrate (graphite lattice) dominates the imaged
electronic structures. From the positions of these peaks, it can be observed, that the
C18-nylon [6.6] molecule bands are oriented along the nearest neighbor direction of the
graphite atoms.

The C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers show a di!erent picture. Since topographical STM
images did not resolve the graphite lattice underneath the organic monolayer, the
scanning mode was switched to the constant height mode, and the STM tip was brought
very close to the substrate, and accordingly the scans had to be performed at high
tunneling currents and low bias voltages. In Figure 3.18(c), a representative STM
image and the corresponding 2D-power spectrum show that the graphite lattice still
cannot be fully resolved, as some of the expected periodicity peaks in the Fourier image
are missing. However, the underlying hexagonal structure can be identified locally
(Fig. 3.18(c), left), although with a lattice distance of 0.42 nm instead of 0.21 nm 7. This
pattern indicates that in the physical space the C18-nylon [7.5] bands are orientated
di!erently than the C18-nylon [6.6] bands, namely parallel to a graphite lattice vector.

For further interpretation of the molecular arrangements in STM images, the the-
oretical structure derived from molecular simulations was compared with the experi-
mental results. To obtain starting values for the simulation studies, several possible
combinations of the vectors +a and +b forming unit cells were derived from lattice dis-
tances determined with the FFT method (see Fig. 3.17) and the respective angles were
calculated. Cells with surface area within ± 0.2 nm2 were considered equivalent. The
selected possibilities are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 together with the corresponding
angles and cell areas.

7The hexagonal pattern constitutes a interference pattern obtained from overlapping the graphite
structure and the network of adsorbed molecules.
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cell type
| +a | | +b | ) * )+* area
(nm) (nm) (deg) (deg) (deg) (nm2)

a1b1 0.41 9.03 58.3 4.3 62.6 3.3
a1b2 0.42 7.92 56.7 27.0 83.7 3.3
a1b3 0.43 8.11 56.7 41.9 98.6 3.4
a2b4 2.06 8.52 58.3 11.7 70.0 16.6
a2b5 2.10 7.90 56.4 26.3 82.8 16.4
a2b6 2.09 7.93 56.4 42.8 99.3 16.3
a2b7 2.13 8.51 56.8 56.4 113.2 16.7

Table 3.3: Vector lengths, angles and unit cell areas derived from the power spectra of the
STM topographies of C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers on graphite (see Fig. 3.17), averaged over
several measurements.

&'(!'")""("'")

&'(&'")""(*!")

Figure 3.19: Ball-stick model and measured chain lengths of C18-nylon [6.6] (top) and C18-
nylon [7.5] (bottom) calculated with the ”COMPASS” force-field. The color assignment is:
white-hydrogen, grey-carbon, blue-nitrogen and red-oxygen.

Molecular simulations

In order to find the molecular assembly that leads to the observed periodic pattern on
graphite, force-field calculations were performed 8, employing the ”COMPASS” force-
field (Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Stud-
ies) [149] with the ”COMPASS27” parameter set as integrated in Accelrys Materials
Studio, V6.0. Through extensive parametrization the COMPASS forcefield enables
accurate and simultaneous prediction of gas-phase properties (structural, conforma-
tional, vibrational, etc.) and condensed-phase properties (equation of state, cohesive
energies, etc.) for a broad range of molecules such as polymers and inorganic materials.
The structural models of single molecules of C18-nylon 6.6 and C18-nylon 5.7, gleaned
from those forcefield calculations, are shown in Fig. 3.19. 3D periodic packing models
were calculated within the “Forcite” module of Accelrys Materials Studio V6.0 using
the principle of energy minimization. Prior to setting periodic boundary conditions,
dimers of C18-nylon [6.6] (and C18-nylon [5.7], respectively) were simulated in the gas
phase, such that the molecules were connected via hydrogen-bonds between juxtaposed
carboxylic acid moieties. These dimers were then filled into orthorhombic cells with

8kindly provided by Prof. Dr. D. Volkmer
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slightly larger dimensions. Both, molecules as well as periodic cells (i.e. cell axes and
angles), were allowed to relax in the next calculation step and the resulting packing
arrangement was inspected visually. Several attempts were required until the result-
ing packing arrangements reached an optimum density and the maximum number of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds, helping to stabilize the arrangement of molecular lay-
ers. Finally, symmetry checks were performed in order to define appropriate unit cells
comprising the smallest possible volume and the highest crystallographic symmetry.
Where necessary coordinate and cell transformations of the original simulation cells
were applied.

The results of the simulations can be summarized as follows: As the intermolec-
ular interaction potentials of the nylon [6.6] and the nylon [7.5] derivatives are rela-
tively weak (mainly Van-der-Waals interactions), the packing configuration is by no
means unique. A narrow selection of the possible packing arrangements that optimize
the hydrogen bond patterns and maximize the hydrophilic / hydrophobic interactions
are shown in Fig. 3.20 in the CPK representation 9. Crystallographic parameters
(cell dimensions, atom coordinates) of the simulated packing models are given in Ap-
pendix 3.4.

At a first glance, the packing patterns agree size-wise with the experimental re-
sults previously presented. As indicated in Fig. 3.21, the C18-nylon [6.6] and the
C18-nylon [7.5] derivatives form monolayers that are similarly dense but vary in their
3-dimensional packing behaviour. The di!erent perspectives of the crystalline pack-
ing of the C18-nylon [6.6] compound, shown in Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21, indicate an
e"cient packing in unimolecular two-dimensional flat lamellae. Within the lamellae,
the molecules are cross-linked by hydrogen bonds between the amide functional- and
the carboxylic acid head-groups. All hydrogen bonds are co-planar with the lamel-
lae. The position of successive lamellae is therefore primarily due to van-der-Waals
interactions and one can predict that the free molecules will exhibit a high tendency
to form unimolecular flat films on surfaces. These films can be basically divided into
two types of packing patterns, determined by how the molecules of two neighbored
lamellae oriented, either in the same (Fig. 3.20 a) or opposite direction (Fig. 3.20 b).
Following the classical latin denomination, the two configurations will be termed cis 10

and trans 11, respectively. The motifs cannot be easily distinguished by the width of
the stripe patterns: the trans-configuration has a periodic width of 7.84 nm, whereas
the cis-pattern is only slightly narrower (7.72 nm). Due to their similarity, the unit
cell parameters of both configurations (specified in Fig 3.20 a and b) agree very well
with the measured unit cell a1b4 listed in Table 3.2.

The packing of the C18-nylon [7.5] derivative (Fig. 3.20 c) is comparable to the
trans-packing of the nylon [6.6] derivative, aside from a major di!erence: in the case
of nylon [7.5] two out of four possible amide H-bonds are not longer coplanar to the
packing plane of the lamella (Fig. 3.21). Consequently, the nylon [7.5] molecules must
arrange in a 3-dimensional hydrogen bond network and one expects a high tendency for
aggregation into layered stacks. With a periodicity of 8.20 nm, the nylon [7.5] stripes
are also remarkably wider than the nylon [6.6] stripe pattern. The unit cell specified in

9A 3D-model where the atoms are represented by spheres with radii and center-to-center distances
proportional to the actual atom radii and distances. It’s name originates from the three chemists
R. Corey, L. Pauling and W. Koltun who introduced it.

10latin for ”at the same side”
11latin for ”at the other side”
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(a) Cis-configuration of C18-nylon [6.6] with triclinic unit cell: a=4.99 Å and
b=77.23 Å (green), c=4.06 Å (perpendicular to the image plane), #=65.23 ! (angle
between b and c), ! =88.75 ! (angle between a and c), $=90.69 ! (angle between a
and b).
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(b) Trans-configuration of C18-nylon [6.6] with triclinic unit cell: a=4.96 Å,
b=78.41 Å, c=4.06 Å, #=93.19 !, ! =65.23 !, $=89.02 !.
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(c) Trans-configuration of C18-nylon [7.5] with triclinic unit cell: a=4.84 Å,
b=84.99 Å, c=4.05 Å, #=99.48 !, ! =65.07 !, $=78.83 !.

Figure 3.20: Possible packings of the nylon oligomers (with indicated unit cells) based on the
results of molecular simulations. The molecules are displayed using the CPK-model. The color
assignment is: white-hydrogen, grey-carbon, blue-nitrogen and red-oxygen.
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(a) Projection of the simulated crystal packings shown along the axis of the molecules. Left:
co-planar hydrogen bonds between the C18-nylon [6.6] molecules. The molecular distance in
the packing plane is 4.99 Å for the cis- and 4.96 Å for the trans-configuration Right: for C18-
nylon [7.5], two identical hydrogen bonds intersect each other at an angle of approximately
50 !.

(b) View perpendicular to the molecular backbones of (left) C18-nylon [6.6],
and (right) C18-nylon [7.5].

Figure 3.21: Illustration of the di!erent intermolecular hydrogen-bond systems of the nylon
oligomers, as resulting from molecular simulations (light blue and red dashed lines). For color
assignment, see previous figure.
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Fig 3.20 c cannot be clearly assigned to one of the measured cells a1b1 or a1b2, which
is attributed to the high uncertainty of the measurements caused by the low image
resolution and high fraction of the electronic structure of graphite in the STM scans.

In summary, the above results are consistent with previous investigations on packing
motifs of simpler nylon compounds without hydrophobic tails [115, 116, 119–123, 150].
Such studies support molecular arrangements where nylon [m,n]-compounds with an
even number m of methylene groups form two-dimensionally linked structures, while
molecules with an odd number of methylene groups generate in most cases a three-
dimensional network.

3.1.5 Discussion and summary

Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers of C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5] oligomers were
synthesized for the purpose of designing two almost-identical organic matrices for
biomineralization. Due to the di!erent extent of their intermolecular hydrogen bond
network (2- or 3-dimensional), the two nylon derivatives were thought to provide, at
moderate subphase pH, two (only) geometrically distinguishable matrices for the ad-
sorption of calcium ions and therewith for calcium carbonate crystal growth. The two
configurations that would lead to this result, a cubic and a hexagonal lattice, were il-
lustrated in Fig. 3.2. Both nylon derivatives were shown to assemble into highly stable,
well-ordered films at the air-water interface and to aggregate forming dense lamellae
on graphite. A comprehensive picture of the molecular packing arrangement within
the organic layers was obtained from #-A isotherms, a series of AFM, FT-IR and STM
measurements and molecular mechanics simulations.

Packing arrangement and orientation on graphite

The most significant details of the two-dimensional molecular network have been pro-
vided by STM measurements of the molecules adsorbed on graphite and their compar-
ison against molecular simulations, which predict a distinct hydrogen bond network
but neglect any substrate e!ects. It can be concluded that di!erent environments only
influence the orientation of the nylon derivative layers (matching angles between the
monolayer features and the geometry of the underlying carbon crystal lattice), but do
not a!ect the assembly of the amphiphiles, i.e. the intermolecular interactions (as long
as the ability to form hydrogen bonds remains una!ected). The latter is shown by the
good agreement between the dimensions of the modeled molecule packings (Fig. 3.20)
and the geometries in the STM images (Fig. 3.16 - 3.18). The fact that a graphite sur-
face does not alter the hydrogen bond network between polyamides was also reported
earlier by Sano et al. [151, 152], who predicted that graphite o!ers a convenient plat-
form for the investigation of the dominating interactions within polyamide networks.
This statement and the experimental results of this chapter confirm the approach where
we investigate the C18-nylon two-dimensional packing behaviour on graphite and then
deduce from these results the assembly on mica and water (where we could not apply
high resolution characterization methods).

The molecular mechanics simulations show that, in order to optimize the intermolec-
ular interactions (hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic / hydrophobic interactions), both the
C18-nylon [6.6] and the C18-nylon [7.5] molecules arrange into two-dimensional lamellae
with a width of 7.7 nm or 7.8 nm (for cis- or trans-configuration) and 8.2 nm (trans-
configuration), respectively. The corresponding STM images confirm this picture,
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showing stripe patterns with the same repetition rates (7.5 ± 0.4 nm and 8.3 ± 0.4 nm,
respectively). The measurements, however, were not accurate enough to determine if
the C18-nylon [6.6] molecules adopted the cis-, the trans-configuration, or both.

A closer look at the STM height images of the Nylon derivatives adsorbed to graphite
resolves, however, their relative orientation, with respect to each other and to the
graphite substrate. Observed wide bright bands and thinner dark bands (Fig. 3.16 -
3.18) can be attributed to the fact that the molecules of neighbored lamellae adopt
a head to head conformation, confirming the alignment of the simulated structures
shown in Fig. 3.20. A qualitative comparison of these features with the patterns found
by Hibino et al. [146] in a STM study of a series of fatty acids even allows an assign-
ment to the actual atomic groups. Parts of the bright bands correspond to the alkyl
units, while the dark regions represent the opposing hydrogen bonded carboxyl groups.
This correlation is also confirmed by theoretical models based on the perturbation and
density functional theories [148, 153]. Accordingly, the monolayer areas with missing
dark bands, seen in the C18-nylon [6.6] STM images (Fig. 3.16 a and 3.17 b), can be
interpreted as an interruption of the molecular head-to-head alignment. The period-
icity (5.0± 0.3 nm) in such regions could not be calculated theoretically, most likely
because solvent molecules have been build into the nylon oligomer lattice.

The relative orientation of the nylon derivatives on graphite, as well as the (elec-
tronic) structure of the molecules and graphite alone, are strongly related to the fine
structure of the recorded STM topographies (see Sec. 2.2.2), and this can be used
to interpret the repetition pattern seen in the C18-nylon images. It is significant to
analyze the complete measured pattern, in order to exclude inconsistencies with the
simulated structures. The molecular mechanics simulations (Fig. 3.20) predict that
the C18-nylon [6.6] molecules are tilted ± 60 ... 65 " with respect to the lamellae’s axis
and those are, as shown in Fig. 3.18, aligned to the hexagonal symmetry (in the near-
est neighbor direction) of the graphite lattice. In other words, the (long) axes of the
C18-nylon [6.6] molecules are oriented in a nearest neighbor direction of the graphite
atoms. This result is supported by the studies of Sano et al., who have observed for
nylon 6 polyamides a similar preferential alignment to the graphite network [151]. The
particular arrangement is caused by the presence of the hydrogen bond network, since
the opposite is true for similar polymers not interconnected by such bonds. In the
latter case the molecules are aligned along the graphite lattice vectors [151] (30" ro-
tated). A comparison of the distance between two C18-nylon [6.6] molecules within one
lamella simulated (0.44 nm) and measured (0.45 nm) reveals a small mismatch with the
unit of the underlying HOPG grid (0.49 nm or twice the distance between second-next
carbon atoms). According to Rabe et al. [144, 145, 154] such small deviations create
an interference e!ect between the carbon chains of the molecules and the underlying
substrate, resulting in a Moiré pattern in the STM images. This e!ect was indeed
observed in form of height elevations with a repetition rate of 1.98 nm. The additional
brightness variations within one molecule band (Fig. 3.17 and 3.18), perpendicular to
the row direction, may be caused by the di!erent electronic densities of the atomic
groups within the individual molecules (peptide and alkyl groups), as well as a similar
low commensurability between the molecule units and the graphite lattice along the
length of the molecules [124, 155].

The STM images of C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers exhibit very similar stripe patterns in
comparison to the C18-nylon [6.6] films (Fig. 3.17 and 3.18). The topographical scans
are dominated by Moiré pattern with a periodicity of 2.1 nm. In some images a lamellar
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structure could also be observed, but the periodicity of about 0.42 nm deviates slightly
from the theoretical value of about 0.48 nm. We believe this to be a consequence of
the image’s low resolution rather than bad fit of the model.

Bringing the STM tip close to the surface in the constant height mode triggered the
appearance of the underlying graphite lattice. The resulting images (Fig. 3.18 c) show
that the nylon [7.5] oligomer bands are oriented in the direction of a graphite lattice
vector and 90 " in respect to the nearest neighbor direction. The molecular mechanics
simulations predict an angle of approximately 80 " between the hydrophilic part of the
molecules and the molecule band axis (and around 75 " between the alkyl chains and
the molecule band axis). Consequently, the direction of the molecule backbones is close
to the nearest neighbour direction of graphite but deviates by an angle of about 10 ".
This deviation may explain the extensive Moiré pattern observed in the STM images
of the C18-nylon [7.5] compound.

To summarize the topology analysis, both the C18-nylon [6.6] and the C18-nylon
[7.5] oligomers adsorb flatly on top of the ordered graphite lattice. They organize
into two-dimensional lamellae enforced by a specific network of hydrogen bonds and
arrange such that the direction of the molecular axis is close to the nearest neighbor
direction of graphite.

Two-dimensional assembly on hydrophilic surfaces

The case where films are deposited on water, or even on hydrophilic mica, is slightly
di!erent. The molecules have a rather elevated position, as indicated by the #-A
isotherms (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4) and by the homogeneous monolayer height of 2 nm mea-
sured on mica. The latter is comparable to the hydrophobic chain length and 5 times
higher than an unimolecular film where the molecules would lay flat on the substrate.

Our experimental results indicate that the nylon chains of the C18-nylon derivatives
can adopt two configurations: either parallel to the hydrophilic surface, or in an upright
position, but tilted with an angle given by the characteristic crystalline molecular
structure in Fig. 3.20. With a molecular length of about 4.1 nm (provided the C18-
nylon derivatives assume the same stretched configuration as on graphite substrates)
and a film height of about 2 nm for both C18-nylon oligomers, the angle between the
molecules and the surface normal amounts on mica to 61 ". This value contradicts
the angles of 30 ", 25 " and 13 ", obtained from the simulated molecule structures
(Fig. 3.20). One can only conclude that the real configuration of the nylon-derivatives
deviates from the simulated one. Irrespective of the nylon-chain orientation (parallel
or tilted with respect to the hydrophilic surface), the hydrophobic alkyl-chain bends
relative to the nylon backbone, such that film heights of about 2 nm are realized.

Possible sources of experimental error may be the use of wrong scanning parameters
leading to a high compression of the monolayers, or weakened H-bonds, which would
allow for a larger distance between the amide functional groups and a larger tilting
angle of the nylon backbones. Varying the oscillation amplitude of the AFM cantilever,
however, did not reveal significant changes in the measured film heights and the com-
pression of the film by the AFM probe can therefore be excluded. The same is true for
the case of broken H-bonds, since FTIR spectra demonstrate that hydrogen bonds be-
tween the oligomers are actually present (The molecules also form fibrous structures at
microscopic scales, as well as spherulitic shapes similar to polymeric peptides, known
to build hydrogen bonded lamellar structures [132, 156, 157]).
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Indeed, the relatively large molecular areas of the nylon oligomers on water (Fig 3.3
and 3.4) indicate that the hydrophilic nylon chains are oriented approximately parallel
to the water surface. The structures of the monolayers therefore deviate from our
model shown in Fig. 3.2, and due to the identical chain length and width of nylon
[6.6] and nylon [7.5], result in two almost identical matrices of carboxylic acids. The
consequences of this conclusion for the choice of the two nylon oligomers as organic
matrices will be discussed below.

The appearance of well-defined periodic fiber structures (with widths, which are a
multiple of around 9nm) not only on the water, but also on highly alkaline solutions,
indicate that the arrangement of the C18-nylon [7.5] molecules did not undergo signif-
icant changes when spread on subphases with di!erent pH. Similarly, a certain band
structure was encountered repeatedly in C18-nylon [6.6] Langmuir monolayer patches
on all subphases. In fact, the subphase pH does not alter the molecule arrangements
in the range of pH3 to pH11 as the surface pressure-area isotherms have identical
shapes. In highly alkaline environments ()pH11), the films become more compress-
ible (due to multilayer formation or tilting of the nylon chains) and FT-IR absorption
peaks indicating the presence of hydrogen bonded *-sheets disappear. The character-
istics indicate a significant change in the monolayer assembly, most likely caused by a
less-stable intermolecular bond system.

Network formation in the third dimension

Despite the similarities of the C18-nylon [6.6] and the C18-nylon [7.5] monolayers, the
interactions within the two monomolecular films show a major di!erence. C18-nylon
[6.6] molecules are theoretically interconnected by four H-bonds, which are oriented
in one plane forming a flat molecular sheet, while C18-nylon [7.5] molecules develop
a three-dimensional network, having two out of four bond groups turned out of the
packing plane (Fig. 3.21). These di!erences will impact the molecule’s ability to build
three-dimensional structures, as confirmed below.

According to AFM topographical images (Fig. 3.9, 3.13 f and 3.14), both C18-nylon
oligomers form monolayers covering large areas, and only occasionally second or even
third layers form on top of each other. Typically, at least one additional layer forms on
top of the Langmuir monolayers deposited on hydrophilic substrates. The molecules
lie, however, flat on top of these monolayers, showing that their hydrophobic upper side
influences the molecules aggregation in a way similar to the graphite surface. While
no complex structures were found for the C18-[6.6] nylon compound, C18-nylon [7.5]
assembles in rods and fibers on both the mono- and multilayers formed on graphite,
as well as the additional molecule layer on top of the LB-films (Fig. 3.10, 3.11, 3.13,
3.15). Full-characterization of these assemblies was not always possible. The rods are
most likely a three-dimensional continuation of the underlying single layer structure,
as their dimensions and orientation are related to each other. The geometry of the
fiber assemblies is, however, much more complicated, as seen in their less uniform
diameter (compared to rods), their sub-fiber-structure and their extension over large
distances. Their orientations, however, were as well strongly influenced by the under-
lying molecule layers. Theoretically, there are many possible mechanisms by which
amphiphiles can aggregate to form three dimensional rods and fibers. For example,
they can build up micellar disks that aggregate to bilayer rods [158], or form bilayer
sheets which bend to form helical ribbons, mono- or multilayer tubules. In this thesis,
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it was not possible to identify the actual mechanism, since the data does not provide
su"cient information to determine the fiber composition. Further experiments were
not performed, as they would have been beyond the scope of this work, to characterize
the molecular structure of the nylon oligomer Langmuir-Blodgett films.

Summary

Thin films of both even-even and odd-odd C18-nylon derivatives were investigated
for their suitability as organic matrices for the control of inorganic crystallization
processes. The monolayers’ packing arrangements have been derived from molecular
mechanics simulations and comparative measurements on solid substrates. However,
within this extensive experimental investigation the modeled structures of two geomet-
rically distinguishable matrices for the adsorption of calcium ions as shown in Fig. 3.2
could not be confirmed. This mismatch is not caused by the actual crystal structures of
C18-nylon [6.6] and C18-nylon [7.5] (they have proven to form a 2- and a 3-dimensional
hydrogen bond network, as expected), but the fact that the nylon chains do not adopt
an upright position, but align parallel to the water surface.

Parallel investigations ([114] and unpublished work from the same research group)
show that both types of organic matrices have the ability to initiate CaCO3 crystal
growth. There is however no recognizable e!ect on the morphology or orientation of
the inorganic crystals growing beneath the monolayers. Therefore, the nylon chains
may indeed align parallel to the water surface and the resulting organic matrices are
very similar with a low density of relevant biomineralization (carboxylic acid) groups.
Among other possibilities that may have led to this outcome are as follows:

the distances and angles between the carboxylic functional groups are not com-
mensurate with the dimensions of specific CaCO3 crystal faces (template model,
Sec. 1.3.1).

the exact molecular order of the organic matrices only plays a minor role and the
average physical parameters (e.g. charge density) don not vary enough (theory
of ’non-directive parameters’, Sec. 1.3.1).

improper flexibility and monolayer structure evolution during crystallization [159].

Due to this amount of aggravating parameters, it is necessary to alternatively find
a more reliable model system for the investigation of controlled crystal growth. Good
candidates are molecules whose structures have more features in common with the
naturally occuring proteins than the nylon derivatives, and accordingly more potential
for successfully influencing mineral growth. An example is given in the next Section 3.3.
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3.2 Films of hairpin peptides

3.2.1 Introduction

The C18-nylon oligomers have been shown not to have the necessary resemblance to
natural matrix molecules for potential control of CaCO3 crystal growth. As indicated
in Sec. 3.1.5, the next step would be to equip the nylon chains with additional func-
tional groups which preserve the ability of self-assembly. An even more promising
path is to synthesize short polypeptides using a certain sequence of amino acids, as
in naturally formed biominerals [160]. Acidic peptides with alternating hydrophobic
and hydrophilic amino acids [161–165] are well-known examples for molecules forming
stable beta-sheet monolayers at the air-water interface.

For the approach, presented in the following, four almost identical amphiphilic hair-
pin peptides were synthesized 12. All molecules contained hydrophobic side-chains,
originating from phenylalanine (Phe) and hydrophilic side-chains, provided by either
aspartic acid (Asp), glutamic acid (Glu), aspartic acid and serine (Ser), or glutamic
acid and serine. The peptide denominations and their molecular structures are shown
in Fig. 3.22 a-d. To avoid a random coil structure and initiate the peptide hairpin con-
formation, i.e. a *-turn that leads to an alternate direction of the molecule strand and
assists the formations of intra-chain hydrogen bonds between the NH and CO groups,
the motif -D-Pro-Gly- (dextro-proline-glycine) was introduced [166, 167]. Using a va-
riety of amino-acid sequences was intended to help evaluating the e!ect of the distinct
atomic groups and charges on inorganic crystal growth. Asp and Glu, for example,
contain carboxylic groups that are charged at physiological pH (pH7.4), while serine
has polar uncharged side chains due to its hydroxyl groups. All three compounds are
common in water-soluble proteins isolated from mollusk shells and are associated with
calcite and aragonite crystal nucleation [28].

The current chapter will show that the peptides fold into the designated hairpin
shape and form dense monolayers at hydrophilic surfaces. The peptide 1b molecules
(Fig. 3.22 b) arrange, similar to the nylon oligomers discussed before, into elements
with high molecular order, more precisely two-dimensional fibers. With basically the
same methods already used in Sec. 3.1, it will be proven that the group of peptides
described above has high potential for providing a set of suitable matrices for the
control of inorganic mineralization.

3.2.2 Monolayer characterization

Surface #-A Isotherms and FT-IR spectra

To start with the investigation of the two-dimensional peptide assemblies at the water
surface, #-A isotherms and FT-IR spectra were recorded for all four substances. The
measurements were performed as described in Sec. 3.1.2. For spreading the peptides on
the water surface, 0.2mg of the substance were dissolved per 1ml chloroform solution
with 10% dimethylformamide (DMF) to enhance dissolution.

Figure 3.23(a) shows representative #-A isotherms of all peptides on water at room
temperature. All isotherms exhibit two liquid expanded stages separated by a phase

12The hairpin peptides were synthesized and kindly provided by Yi Yang with Norbert Sewald from
the Department of Chemistry, Bielefeld University.
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(a) H-Asp-(Phe-Asp)3-D-Pro-Gly-Asp-(Phe-Asp)3OH (referred
to in the text as peptide 1a)

(b) H-Glu-(Phe-Glu)3-D-Pro-Gly-Glu-(Phe-Glu)3OH (peptide
1b)

(c) H-Asp-Phe-Ser-Phe-Asp-Phe-Ser-D-Pro-Gly-Asp-Phe-Ser-
Phe-Asp-Phe-Ser-OH (peptide 2a)

(d) H-Glu-Phe-Ser-Phe-Glu-Phe-Ser-D-Pro-Gly-Glu-Phe-Ser-
Phe-Glu-Phe-Ser-OH (peptide 2b)

Figure 3.22: Molecule structures of four hairpin peptides with di!erent hydrophobic side-
chains.
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Figure 3.23: Surface pressure-area isotherms of all peptides at 22 "C on a water surface (a)
and according FTIR spectra of the films transferred to CaF2 substrates (b).

transition. The limiting areas of the first stage are about 225 to 250 Å2. In compar-
ison, molecular modeling of the peptides similar to that in Sec. 3.1.3, which assumes
an ordered hairpin packing arrangement with the long molecular axes parallel to the
water surface (as proposed in reference [163]), gives an occupied area of 259 Å2 for one
peptide, closely matching the measured values for the 1b and 2a peptides (Fig. 3.23 a).
This supports the conclusion that the synthesized compounds form indeed highly or-
ganized films on the water surface. The limiting area of the second phase is about
half the area of the first liquid expanded limiting area (here visible for the 1a com-
pound: A=110 Å2), indicating that the peptides form double layers during the phase
transition. The collapse of the peptide 1b and 2b monolayers takes place at higher pres-
sures (22-37mN/m) than the one of the peptides 1a and 2a (15-28mN/m), pointing
to higher rigidity and stronger intermolecular interactions in the former monolayers.
However, all monolayers are very flexible, as indicated by the fact that no obvious
collapse pressure within the range of compression can be seen. Isenberg et al. [165]
came to a similar conclusion when studying the compression behaviour of monolayers
formed by (straight) peptides. The measured values for the collapse pressure agree
well with the results reported before for related linear peptides on deionized water
(25-40mN/m [161, 162, 165]), as these values are expected to depend mainly on inter-
molecular interactions and only weakly on the chain geometry.

To confirm the secondary structure of the peptides (hairpin *-sheet instead of ran-
dom coil) FT-IR spectra were measured and analyzed after transferring approximately
40 peptide monolayers onto CaF2 substrates, as shown in Fig 3.23 b. The IR absorp-
tion band between 1600-1700 cm!1 corresponds to the amide I stretching band (see
Sec. 3.1.3), while the peak positions between this range are characteristic for the sec-
ondary structure of peptides [135]. In all peptide spectra, two amide I vibrational
peaks are resolved, one at around 1630 cm!1 and another smaller one at 1696 cm!1,
indicating the presence of a *-pleated sheet structure (Sec. 3.1.3). An additional peak
at 1712 cm!1 only exists for the peptide 1b compound and indicates the carbonyl
stretching vibration of the hydrogen bonded glutamic acid side-chain [135, 168].
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(a) peptide 1a and crosssection (dashed
blue line)
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Figure 3.24: AFM topographical images of all peptide LB-films transferred from the water
surface to mica.

Atomic Force Microscopy

The AFM analysis was performed after transferring the Langmuir films at #=15mN/m
onto solid substrates (mica or graphite), using standard scanning probes from Nanosen-
sors (PPP-FMR) with tip radii smaller than 7 nm (nominal elastic bending constant
k=2.8N/m). Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show that all four peptides form dense films on
hydrophilic surfaces, each with a distinct morphology. Both the peptide 1b and 2b
Langmuir films transferred to mica organize in fibrous structures, while the peptides
1a and 2a form connected clusters with random shapes. At least the peptide 1a LB-
film appears to consist of a double layer, as indicated by the cross-section shown
in Fig. 3.24 a. This observation can be ascribed to the pressure of 15mN/m dur-
ing the monolayer transfer, at which, according to the corresponding #-A isotherm
(Fig. 3.23 a), the Langmuir film already starts to collapse.

The close-up in Fig. 3.25 reveals more details of the peptide 1b layer structure. The
AFM topographical images show patches with highly regular stripe pattern but no
preferential orientation from one patch to another (Fig. 3.25 a and b, left side). AFM
phase images recorded with low feedback gains (Figure 3.25 a and b, right side), show
a further sub-structure. Each band identified in the topography scans, consists of two
sub-bands at an average distance of 3.1± 0.1 nm. As the phase of an oscillating AFM
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tip depends on the specimen properties (such as elasticity and adhesion [169, 170]),
the contrast in the images may result from the tip interaction with hydrophobic and
hydrophilic areas of the sample, or more specifically, with the peptide molecules (hy-
drophobic side-chains and hydrophilic termini) and mica (in the film gaps) or partially
adsorbed water molecules.

The interpretation follows from the investigation of Powers et al. [163], who report
similar stripe patterns but do not resolve the aggregation into double-bands. Their
AFM investigations focused on LB-films of *-hairpin peptides with di!erent amino
acids but the same alternating hydrophilic / hydrophobic structure, which were as well
transferred to mica. Powers et al. assume that the molecules lie flat on the hy-
drophilic substrate and associate by hydrogen bonding in the direction perpendicular
to the strands to form *-sheets. These sheets are assembled laterally along their po-
lar interfaces (composed of the termini) and their non-polar interfaces (composed of
-D-Pro-Gly- turns) via electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, respectively. Ac-
cording to their interpretation the individual ridges in the AFM images correspond to
pairs of *-sheets assembled along their polar interfaces.

Molecular model calculations show that this model can also be applied to our peptide
1b monolayers (Fig. 3.26). The calculated length of each *-hairpin strand amounts to
2.7-2.8 nm and where the additional bonding distance of 0.2 nm between two opposed
hairpin peptides is added, the total intermolecular distance is around 3nm, matching
well the AFM results for the stripe distance 3.1±0.1 nm. In addition, the double
bands shown in Fig. 3.25 a (right) indicate di!erent bonding strengths between the
two di!erent interfaces of the sub-fibres, confirming the model proposed by Powers et
al..

To analyze the validity of the proposed peptide arrangement, it is essential to resolve
the structure of the Langmuir Blodgett monolayers at molecular level. Preliminary
AFM scans of the peptide 1b Langmuir films transferred to graphite confirm this
direction: the topography images (Fig. 3.27), reveal a band structure similar to the
one observed on mica with the same periodicity (" 6 nm). The images also show that
the graphite substrate initiates the decomposition of the LB-monolayer (as seen in
Fig. 3.27 a) and a realignment of the molecules according to the orientation of the
graphite lattice (Fig. 3.27 b). This behaviour has been already described for C18-nylon
derivatives (see Sec. 3.1.4), but the analysis for the peptides could not be performed
within the time frame of this theses. STM measurements are recommended to be
conducted on solid substrates, accordingly.

3.2.3 Discussion and summary

To improve the design of the organic matrices introduced in Section 3.1, the film forma-
tion of four peptides with alternating hydrophilic/hydrophobic amino acid residues was
investigated. Each peptide is characterized by an individual combination of hydrophilic
amino acids, inserted without changing the remaining structure and intended to help
determining the specific roles of the various modules in biomineralization processes.

Experiments were shown indicating that all four peptides adopt a *-sheet confor-
mation at the air/water-interface, but LB-film properties, such as the film rigidity and
morphology, di!er remarkably, as derived from #-A-isotherms and AFM topographies,
respectively. The peptide 1b compound, with the highest number of glutamic acid
side-chains (the most common in nature) uncovered, in particular, remarkable char-
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(a) Left: AFM height image (1 mx1 m) measured in constant amplitude mode
(with high gains for the feedback loop), Right: AFM phase image (0.2 mx 0.2 m)
measured at nearly constant height (with very low gains).
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(b) AFM height (left) and phase image (right) measured with low gains
(0.1 mx 0.1 m).

Figure 3.25: Langmuir Blodgett Films of 1b hairpin peptides on mica.

!6.9 Å

Figure 3.26: Suggested *-hairpin arrangement of the 1b peptides at the air/water interface
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(a) Peptide LB-films dissociate into mono- and multilayered structures (left). The
monolayers reveal a highly ordered stripe pattern (right: image FFT-filtered)
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(b) Another scanning area on the same substrate.

Figure 3.27: AFM topographical images of Langmuir Blodgett Films of 1b hairpin peptides
on graphite.

acteristics. Its monolayer components are dense and well-ordered, and the measured
AFM images even allow us to formulate a rough model of its molecular assembly. The
results indicate a tail-to-tail configuration, i.e. where the molecules form hairpins that
interconnect to cross-* sheets (molecule bands) via electrostatic and van der Waals
interactions (Fig. 3.26). A direct proof and the inner details of the model, however,
still need to be confirmed by resolving the molecular assembly of all four peptide
monolayers with STM. Such measurements would also clarify whether their packing
arrangements are di!erent, as indicated by their distinct properties on the microscopic
scale.

An investigation of the CaCO3 mineralization process underneath the peptide mono-
layers, performed by Dr. H. Gong in parallel to the work described here [171], has
confirmed meanwhile that the monolayer design is indeed very suitable for the control
of crystallization: the grown CaCO3 crystals exhibit di!erent morphologies or crystals
face orientations (Fig 3.28), a solid indication that the structure or geometry factors
of the monolayers influence the final crystal morphology or polymorph selection. The
next step after analyzing the molecular structure of the peptide monolayers would be
to identify the key factors that influence the mineralization process.
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Figure 3.28: Crystals of CaCO3 grown beneath peptide monolayers. Calcite with (10.0)
and (12.2) crystal faces are found when grown beneath the monolayer of peptide 1a (a), calcite
with (01.2) crystal faces develop beneath the peptides 1b (b) and 2b (d) and 10.4 rhombohedra
crystals with a concave pyramidal-shaped face are present beneath the peptides 2a (c) and 2b
(d).
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3.3 Conclusion

Langmuir monolayers of two types of organic molecules with several functional groups
have been investigated in this chapter. They were designed to initiate CaCO3 crystal
growth and control the mineralization process. To determine the e!ect of the molec-
ular assembly and of functional groups within the monolayers, the molecules were
chosen such that the functional chemical groups could be varied without changing the
composition of the molecular backbone:

two di!erent nylon oligomers with a carboxylic acid terminal group and a hy-
drophobic tail were kept as simple as possible (linear molecule), di!erent mono-
layer geometries were targeted by the variation of the number of methylene-
groups between the amide groups and the amide and carboxylic functional group.

four amphiphilic peptides with a distinct sequence of hydrophilic and hydropho-
bic amino acids had a slightly more complicated architecture (hairpin shape),
carboxylic side chains were varied in length, and the polarity of the hydrophilic
residues was varied by combining carboxylic acid with hydroxyl side chains.

While both molecule groups form stable Langmuir films at the water surface and
initiate CaCO3 crystal growth, only the hairpin peptides influenced the mineralization
process remarkably. The lack of control that the nylon oligomers have on crystal
growth may be a result of only minor geometric di!erences between the di!erent types
of monolayers at the air-water interface. It is also noticed that their monolayers are
less flexible than the ones of the hairpin peptides (as seen from the slopes of the #-A
isotherms in Fig 3.3, 3.4 and 3.23, for example). Additionally, it emerges that, despite
the comparable dimensions of the distances between the carboxylic acid and hydroxyl
functional groups in all assemblies, the overall density of functional groups is smaller
in the peptide monolayers (Fig 3.21 and 3.26). To refine these results future work
involving a more detailed analysis of the peptide packing arrangements is required (see
Sec. 3.2.3).

The investigations presented above build a solid investigative basis for the evaluation
of the factors influencing mineralization underneath organic thin films. The proposed
design of hairpin peptide monolayers seems to have great potential for future investi-
gations that target the control of inorganic crystal growth. In addition, the results,
made in particular possible through the combination of several complementing exper-
imental techniques, can be applied in other research fields: for example, by resolving
the supramolecular structures of the two nylon derivatives, an important contribution
has been made in the understanding of molecular self-assembling processes, en route
to the formation of macroscopic materials. The molecules can be further understood
as a basic framework for potential applications in optics, sensor technology or elec-
tronics. In this context they may be equipped with di!erent / additional functional
groups. Last but not least, the Langmuir Blodgett films, themselves, may serve as a
model system for biological membranes for the investigation of specific or nonspecific
interactions between the monolayer and subphase additives [172].
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3.4 Appendix

3.4.1 Tunneling mechanism through organic thin films

When STM experiments of conductors are performed in vacuum, tunneling takes place
at energies very near the Fermi level of the tip Et

f and the substrate Es
f (Fig. 3.29 a-

c [173]). These are the energies that separate occupied and unoccupied electronic
states at T=0K. Upon application of a bias voltage between substrate and tip, the
Fermi level of the tip shifts relative to that of the substrate and electrons can tunnel
out of states just below Et

f into substrate states of the surface just above Es
f or vice-

versa. The tunneling direction depends on the sign of the bias potential. When organic
molecules are brought onto the substrate, their electronic structure adds to the energy
scheme. Typically, it consists of occupied molecular orbitals, including the HOMO-
state (highest occupied state) and unoccupied (virtual) molecular orbitals, including
the LUMO-state (lowest unoccupied energy level). Figure 3.29 d [125] shows a possible
energy level diagram (the exact locations of the molecular states relative to Es

f is not
known). This picture can be altered by strong electric fields, temperature and solvent
molecules.

In the case of organic molecules adsorbed on graphite, the electronic structure is
barely perturbed by the substrate, because its chemical inertness prevents chemical
bonding and favors physisorption. Hence, the tunneling process can be explained
(similar to electron tunneling through Xe atoms on a Ni surface [174]) by a weak mixing
of the otherwise well-separated adsorbate energy states and the surface electronic states
near the Fermi level [124]. This provides the surface the spatial extent of the adsorbate
wave function and creates a channel for tunneling, that would ordinarily be absent
at such large distances from the surface. Otherwise, when the energy states of the
adsorbates lie very near to the Fermi level of the substrate, a strong mixing between the
electronic levels can occur (resonant interactions between the energy states) [153, 175].
In this case, the surface not only takes the spatial shape of the adsorbate wave function,
but also has its character mainly described by the molecule electronic structure, which
leads to di"culties in separating substrate and adsorbate properties.

Generally, the LUMO states are expected to have the largest e!ect on the tunneling
mechanism, because unfilled or virtual orbitals are more extended in space than occu-
pied orbitals [153] and LUMOs, in particular, are frequently the nearest to the surface
Fermi level [124]. Other factors that influence the tunneling-e!ect are: the size of the
involved atoms [124], the orientation of the species [176], their orbital shapes [125] and
their positioning relative to the surface atoms of the substrate [143, 177]. Authors
have also reported a voltage-depending tunneling behaviour [178], pressure e!ects (in-
duced by di!erent tip morphologies) [179], changes in the tunneling current (caused
by molecular reorientations due to electrostatic interactions between the tip and the
molecules) [180] as well as the influence of molecular polarizabilities and the related
local work function on the STM contrast [181].

3.4.2 STM of alkane monolayers on graphite

In Sec. 3.1.4, the assemblies of two di!erent n-alkane derivatives with hydrophilic nylon
rests and carboxylic functional groups (-COOH) adsorbed on graphite are studied. Be-
cause of their stability, ordering and well-characterized nature, n-alkane monolayers, as
well as their derivatives, have already received some attention [143–145, 147, 148, 153–
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Figure 3.29: Tunneling through vacuum and adsorbed organic molecules. Left: Schematic
of the potential barrier between electrodes for vacuum tunneling: a) The Fermi levels of the
non-interacting tip (Et

f ) and substrate (Es
f ) di!er by an amount equal to the work function

di!erence &tip $ &substrate. b) When the two electrodes are allowed to come into electrical
equilibrium, the Fermi levels equilibrate and the di!erence in work functions manifests as an
electric field in the vacuum region. c) Upon application of a bias voltage, the Fermi levels shift
relative to each other and a conduction region develops (energy range marked by the arrows).
d) Energy level diagram with possible locations of the HOMO and LUMO levels of a molecular
adsorbate

.
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Figure 3.30: Preferred configurations of alkane chains on graphite. The all-trans carbon skele-
ton lies (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the graphite surface. Upper images: Simulation
results by Ilan et al., Lower images: Corresponding expected STM patterns of one alkane. The
bright spots are allocated to the positions of the hydrogen atoms.

155, 175, 177, 182–187]. It is quite straightforward to interpret STM images of alkanes,
since their electronic states only mix weakly with the graphite states and therefore their
electronic structure can be clearly distinguished from the known graphite structure
(Sec. 2.2.2).

Many STM studies [143, 144] have shown, that alkanes organize in highly ordered
lamellae, oriented parallel to a carbon chain in graphite, with a spacing close to the
the distance between two carbon rows. In fact, a single lamella is observed to consist
of either one row of bright spots separated by around 2.5 Å [144, 177], or a dou-
blet or zig-zag chain pattern with a distance of 2.5-2.6 Å between two adjacent spots
in a row and 2.3-2.4 Å between neighbours, which lay almost perpendicular to the
chain direction [147, 182]. To explain such patterns, several studys have been per-
formed, involving di!raction experiments [183, 184], molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations [155, 177, 185, 186] and theoretical calculations of the tunneling current caused
by the electronic structure of the adsorbed molecules [148, 153, 155, 175, 187]. The
predicted configurations of alkanes on graphite are sketched in Fig. 3.30 [155, 182]: the
alkane chains adopt the all-trans configuration and align, completely stretched, in di-
rection of a graphite lattice vector with their all-trans framework either perpendicular
(reflected in a single or double row in the STM image, depending on the tip quality) or
parallel to the graphite surface (reflected in a zig-zag pattern). The asymmetry of the
zig-zag pattern in many STM measurements is assumed to result from the electronic
structure of the involved species, or from a slight tilt of the alkane backbone with re-
spect to the graphite surface. Additional e!ects, such as intensity gradients observed
along the length of the individual molecules [144, 155, 177] are explained by the fact,
that the carbon-carbon bond lengths in graphite and alkyl chains (2.46 Åand 2.58 Å,
respectively) are similar but not identical, leading to a Moiré-modulated STM image.
Similar e!ects are observed in our experiments (Fig. 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18). They are in-
duced by an incommensurable packing of alkyl chains with extended head groups (here
-COOH), which force the alkanes to a larger intermolecular distance [144, 145, 154].
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3.4.3 Crystallographic parameters of simulated nylon oligomer packings

Figure 3.31: 6-oxo-6-(6-stearamido-hexylamino) hexanoic acid (C18-nylon [6.6]) in the cis-
configuration with triclinic unit cell. The atoms are represented as spheres and labelled with
the symbol of the element combined with a specific number.

Compound C18-nylon [6.6] cis
Formula C60 H116 N4 O8

Mr/gmol!1 1021.6
Crystal system triclinic
Space group (no) P1(1)

a/Å 4.9921
b/Å 77.2275
c/Å 4.0643
)/" 65.2354
*/" 88.7514
!/" 90.6941
V /Å3 1422.074
Z 1

Dc/g cm!3 1.1925

Table 3.4: Crystallographic parameters. Mr is the molar mass, P1 denotes the space group of
a triclinic crystal sytem with no symmetry elements. a, b and c are the unit cell vector lengths
and ), * and ! the angles between b and c, a and c, a and b. V is the volume of the unit cell,
Z the number of the formula units in the unit cell and Dc the density of the crystal.
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3 Organic matrices for biomineralization

Atom x y z Atom x y z Atom x y z

O1 2.8325 0.8328 0.1861 H64 1.5627 0.6639 -0.0077 C127 -1.293 0.2855 0.3113

O2 2.394 0.8369 0.2906 H65 1.5288 0.6544 0.4694 C128 -1.2744 0.3062 0.2667

O3 2.2987 0.7462 0.2325 H66 1.2704 0.6831 0.4177 C129 -1.5496 0.3144 0.2847

N4 1.8606 0.7417 0.1881 H67 1.2976 0.6924 -0.0602 C130 -1.5355 0.3347 0.2534

C5 2.5686 0.8277 0.235 H68 0.6795 0.5359 0.4881 H131 1.368 -0.1438 0.4093

C6 2.5482 0.8083 0.2151 H69 0.7102 0.5442 0.0114 H132 0.9436 -0.0419 0.4521

C7 2.263 0.8009 0.2182 H70 0.2088 0.5446 -0.028 H133 1.8145 -0.099 0.1344

C8 2.2734 0.7809 0.2314 H71 0.1777 0.5364 0.4482 H134 1.8353 -0.1102 0.6097

C9 2.0055 0.7714 0.217 H72 0.4144 0.5065 0.5282 H135 1.339 -0.1071 0.6802

C10 2.0712 0.7519 0.2159 H73 0.4461 0.5147 0.0519 H136 1.3078 -0.0973 0.2034

C11 1.9052 0.723 0.189 H74 -0.0551 0.5153 0.0101 H137 1.6117 -0.0699 0.1372

C12 1.6424 0.7131 0.1735 H75 -0.087 0.5071 0.4862 H138 1.6387 -0.0796 0.6151

C13 1.6707 0.6928 0.1972 H76 0.149 0.4771 0.5687 H139 1.1372 -0.0766 0.6763

O14 0.775 0.6298 0.1547 H77 0.1813 0.4852 0.0926 H140 1.1199 -0.0659 0.1962

N15 1.212 0.6345 0.2054 H78 -0.3198 0.4859 0.0497 H141 1.3103 -0.0105 0.196

C16 0.5667 0.5652 0.1923 H79 -0.3522 0.4778 0.5258 H142 1.325 -0.0211 0.675

C17 0.8395 0.5744 0.1975 H80 -0.1158 0.4478 0.6089 H143 0.8305 -0.0183 0.7283

C18 0.8112 0.5947 0.1662 H81 -0.0834 0.4559 0.1328 H144 0.8075 -0.0088 0.2522

C19 1.0746 0.6047 0.1833 H82 -0.5847 0.4565 0.0902 H145 1.0904 0.0196 0.1899

C20 1.0036 0.6242 0.1764 H83 -0.6169 0.4484 0.5663 H146 1.1074 0.0104 0.6669

C21 1.1657 0.6533 0.2007 H84 -0.3806 0.4184 0.6485 H147 0.7475 0.0731 0.4526

C22 1.4282 0.6633 0.2162 H85 -0.3487 0.4265 0.1722 H148 -0.1645 0.1297 0.7439

C23 1.3996 0.6835 0.1913 H86 -0.8497 0.4273 0.1302 H149 -0.1835 0.1381 0.2684

C24 0.5818 0.5447 0.2323 H87 -0.8817 0.4191 0.6063 H150 0.3373 0.1291 0.692

C25 0.306 0.5359 0.2283 H88 -0.6521 0.3888 0.6864 H151 0.3191 0.1379 0.2152

C26 0.3177 0.5152 0.2714 H89 -0.6186 0.3971 0.2101 H152 0.0384 0.1095 0.2847

C27 0.0415 0.5065 0.2671 H90 -1.1202 0.3988 0.1643 H153 0.0635 0.1002 0.7628

C28 0.0527 0.4859 0.3115 H91 -1.1531 0.39 0.6416 H154 0.5594 0.0973 0.7049

C29 -0.2235 0.4771 0.307 H92 -0.9413 0.3594 0.7093 H155 0.5411 0.1078 0.2244

C30 -0.2121 0.4565 0.3517 H93 -0.8948 0.3685 0.2301 H156 0.3698 0.0519 0.2313

C31 -0.4883 0.4478 0.3473 H94 -1.2242 0.3642 0.4272 H157 0.3847 0.0414 0.7102

C32 -0.4771 0.4271 0.3916 O95 1.4033 -0.1319 0.4307 H158 0.8871 0.0398 0.6548

C33 -0.7537 0.4184 0.387 O96 1.8374 -0.1364 0.3143 H159 0.865 0.0493 0.1786

C34 -0.7465 0.3978 0.4292 O97 1.5733 -0.0434 0.3962 H160 0.5884 0.0206 0.2395

C35 -1.0256 0.3896 0.4195 N98 1.1381 -0.0381 0.4508 H161 0.6053 0.0114 0.7165

C36 -1.0213 0.3693 0.4488 C99 1.6667 -0.1269 0.3712 H162 0.0776 0.1677 0.1856

H37 2.8642 0.8447 0.21 C100 1.7027 -0.1083 0.3843 H163 0.0957 0.1594 0.6615

H38 1.669 0.7457 0.1914 C101 1.445 -0.0984 0.4202 H164 -0.4066 0.1591 0.7143

H39 2.6558 0.7982 0.4499 C102 1.5034 -0.0784 0.3962 H165 -0.4252 0.1673 0.2388

H40 2.659 0.8097 -0.0328 C103 1.2514 -0.0679 0.4236 H166 -0.17 0.1972 0.1507

H41 2.1604 0.8106 -0.0264 C104 1.34 -0.0487 0.4191 H167 -0.1514 0.1891 0.6262

H42 2.1474 0.8007 0.4543 C105 1.1961 -0.0194 0.4468 H168 -0.6537 0.1885 0.68

H43 2.3747 0.7716 0.4814 C106 0.9392 -0.0094 0.4715 H169 -0.6725 0.1966 0.2047

H44 2.4026 0.7817 0.0012 C107 0.9805 0.0108 0.4453 H170 -0.4184 0.2266 0.1145

H45 1.8999 0.7804 -0.0294 O108 0.1173 0.0738 0.5104 H171 -0.3994 0.2185 0.5898

H46 1.8753 0.7695 0.4522 N109 0.5537 0.0692 0.4531 H172 -0.9018 0.218 0.6441

H47 2.0112 0.7139 0.4356 C110 -0.0571 0.1384 0.4855 H173 -0.9208 0.2261 0.1689

H48 2.0373 0.7246 -0.044 C111 0.2105 0.1292 0.4724 H174 -0.6665 0.256 0.078

H49 1.5414 0.7219 -0.079 C112 0.1705 0.1089 0.5037 H175 -0.6476 0.248 0.5532

H50 1.5084 0.7124 0.3983 C113 0.4293 0.099 0.4783 H176 -1.15 0.2475 0.6074

H51 1.7728 0.6839 0.4484 C114 0.349 0.0795 0.4857 H177 -1.1688 0.2555 0.1321

H52 1.7998 0.6932 -0.0295 C115 0.4984 0.0504 0.459 H178 -0.915 0.2855 0.0416

H53 1.4041 0.6306 0.2049 C116 0.756 0.0404 0.4351 H179 -0.8964 0.2775 0.517

H54 0.4679 0.574 -0.0628 C117 0.7153 0.0202 0.4611 H180 -1.3985 0.2768 0.571

H55 0.4372 0.5655 0.4134 C118 -0.0294 0.159 0.4443 H181 -1.4174 0.2849 0.0958

H56 0.9697 0.5744 -0.0256 C119 -0.3002 0.1678 0.455 H182 -1.1716 0.3152 0.0059

H57 0.9391 0.5656 0.4519 C120 -0.2762 0.1885 0.4101 H183 -1.1494 0.307 0.4812

H58 0.6752 0.5941 0.3886 C121 -0.5477 0.1972 0.4204 H184 -1.6525 0.3051 0.5434

H59 0.713 0.6034 -0.0902 C122 -0.5243 0.2179 0.3742 H185 -1.674 0.3139 0.0673

H60 1.2093 0.6063 -0.0471 C123 -0.7959 0.2267 0.3843 H186 -1.4469 0.3446 -0.0101

H61 1.1779 0.5959 0.4341 C124 -0.7725 0.2474 0.3377 H187 -1.4124 0.3356 0.4677

H62 1.0327 0.6517 0.4324 C125 -1.044 0.2562 0.3477 H188 -1.7367 0.3398 0.2806

H63 1.0603 0.6622 -0.0472 C126 -1.0209 0.2768 0.3012

Table 3.5: Atomic coordinates of the C18-nylon [6.6] cis-crystal structure expressed as frac-
tional coordinates (i.e. as fractions of the a, b and c unit cell vectors). The labels in the left
column correspond to the atoms as indicated in Fig. 3.31
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Atoms Distance Atoms Distance Atoms Distance Atoms Distance

O1-C5 1.3576 C21-H62 1.1037 O95-H131 0.9739 C115-H157 1.1037

O1-H37 0.9738 C21-H63 1.1037 O96-C99 1.2127 C116-C117 1.531

O2-C5 1.2077 C22-C23 1.5313 O97-C104 1.218 C116-H158 1.1031

O3-C10 1.2179 C22-H64 1.1029 N98-C104 1.3405 C116-H159 1.104

N4-C10 1.3413 C22-H65 1.1041 N98-C105 1.4612 C117-H160 1.103

N4-C11 1.4631 C23-H66 1.1029 N98-H132 1.0105 C117-H161 1.1036

N4-H38 1.01 C23-H67 1.1036 C99-C100 1.4687 C118-C119 1.5307

C5-C6 1.5315 C24-C25 1.5309 C100-C101 1.5375 C118-H162 1.1035

C6-C7 1.5247 C24-H68 1.1037 C100-H133 1.1 C118-H163 1.1033

C6-H39 1.1043 C24-H69 1.1035 C100-H134 1.1011 C119-C120 1.5302

C6-H40 1.1034 C25-C26 1.5308 C101-C102 1.5302 C119-H164 1.1036

C7-C8 1.5314 C25-H70 1.1037 C101-H135 1.1041 C119-H165 1.1038

C7-H41 1.1033 C25-H71 1.1038 C101-H136 1.103 C120-C121 1.5304

C7-H42 1.1016 C26-C27 1.5305 C102-C103 1.5316 C120-H166 1.1036

C8-C9 1.5319 C26-H72 1.1036 C102-H137 1.1045 C120-H167 1.1036

C8-H43 1.1053 C26-H73 1.1035 C102-H138 1.1028 C121-C122 1.5306

C8-H44 1.1044 C27-C28 1.5306 C103-C104 1.5406 C121-H168 1.1035

C9-C10 1.5432 C27-H74 1.1037 C103-H139 1.1026 C121-H169 1.1037

C9-H45 1.1021 C27-H75 1.1036 C103-H140 1.1029 C122-C123 1.5303

C9-H46 1.1019 C28-C29 1.5305 C105-C106 1.5278 C122-H170 1.1035

C11-C12 1.528 C28-H76 1.1036 C105-H141 1.1035 C122-H171 1.1034

C11-H47 1.1037 C28-H77 1.1034 C105-H142 1.1036 C123-C124 1.5308

C11-H48 1.1037 C29-C30 1.531 C106-C107 1.5311 C123-H172 1.1036

C12-C13 1.5306 C29-H78 1.1037 C106-H143 1.1041 C123-H173 1.1034

C12-H49 1.104 C29-H79 1.1034 C106-H144 1.1032 C124-C125 1.5303

C12-H50 1.1028 C30-C31 1.5305 C107-C117 1.5314 C124-H174 1.1035

C13-C23 1.5318 C30-H80 1.1036 C107-H145 1.1036 C124-H175 1.1034

C13-H51 1.1038 C30-H81 1.1033 C107-H146 1.103 C125-C126 1.5302

C13-H52 1.1031 C31-C32 1.5308 O108-C114 1.2181 C125-H176 1.1036

O14-C20 1.218 C31-H82 1.1037 N109-C114 1.341 C125-H177 1.1037

N15-C20 1.3411 C31-H83 1.1035 N109-C115 1.4624 C126-C127 1.5302

N15-C21 1.4621 C32-C33 1.5304 N109-H147 1.0104 C126-H178 1.1032

N15-H53 1.0104 C32-H84 1.1034 C110-C111 1.5313 C126-H179 1.1035

C16-C17 1.5316 C32-H85 1.1032 C110-C118 1.5301 C127-C128 1.5322

C16-C24 1.5299 C33-C34 1.5319 C110-H148 1.1038 C127-H180 1.1038

C16-H54 1.1038 C33-H86 1.1038 C110-H149 1.1042 C127-H181 1.1034

C16-H55 1.1041 C33-H87 1.1034 C111-C112 1.5299 C128-C129 1.5304

C17-C18 1.5304 C34-C35 1.5307 C111-H150 1.1027 C128-H182 1.1038

C17-H56 1.1027 C34-H88 1.1038 C111-H151 1.1035 C128-H183 1.1036

C17-H57 1.1035 C34-H89 1.1037 C112-C113 1.5318 C129-C130 1.5264

C18-C19 1.5317 C35-C36 1.5269 C112-H152 1.1042 C129-H184 1.1032

C18-H58 1.1039 C35-H90 1.1033 C112-H153 1.1046 C129-H185 1.1034

C18-H59 1.1045 C35-H91 1.1034 C113-C114 1.5422 C130-H186 1.1006

C19-C20 1.5425 C36-H92 1.1008 C113-H154 1.1025 C130-H187 1.1006

C19-H60 1.1024 C36-H93 1.1005 C113-H155 1.1026 C130-H188 1.101

C19-H61 1.1025 C36-H94 1.1008 C115-C116 1.5278

C21-C22 1.5279 O95-C99 1.3537 C115-H156 1.1036

Table 3.6: Atomic bond lengths of C18-nylon [6.6] molecules in the cis-configuration.
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3 Organic matrices for biomineralization

Figure 3.32: 6-oxo-6-(6-stearamido-hexylamino) hexanoic acid (C18-nylon [6.6]) in the trans-
configuration with triclinic unit cell. The atoms are represented as spheres and labelled with
the symbol of the element combined with a specific number. The symmetry-equivalent atoms
have the same label.

Compound C18-nylon [6.6] trans
Formula C30 H58 N2 O4

Mr/gmol!1 510.8
Crystal system triclinic
Space group (no) P1(2)

a/Å 78.4115
b/Å 4.9632
c/Å 4.059
)/" 93.1855
*/" 65.2278
!/" 89.0223
V /Å3 1430.656
Z 2

Dc/g cm!3 1.1854

Table 3.7: Crystallographic parameters. P1 denotes the space group of a triclinic crystal
sytem with one center of inversion.
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Atom x y z Atom x y z Atom x y z

O1 1.4905 1.8256 1.3631 C33 1.0652 -1.0683 1.5731 H65 1.31 1.0294 1.2167

O2 1.4815 1.4026 1.5248 C34 1.0447 -1.0424 1.6276 H66 1.3378 0.7333 1.1448

O3 1.3936 1.6816 1.4658 C35 1.0366 -1.3169 1.6025 H67 1.3288 0.7237 1.6226

N4 1.3871 1.2466 1.4241 C36 1.0162 -1.2972 1.6501 H68 1.1912 0.2791 1.2102

C5 1.4783 1.6226 1.4443 H37 1.502 1.769 1.3839 H69 1.1832 0.2696 1.6868

C6 1.4603 1.7256 1.4229 H38 1.3906 1.0492 1.4201 H70 1.1831 -0.2368 1.6254

C7 1.4475 1.4924 1.443 H39 1.4642 1.8261 1.1673 H71 1.1909 -0.2268 1.1494

C8 1.4284 1.5802 1.4542 H40 1.4533 1.8787 1.6512 H72 1.1615 0.0423 1.2481

C9 1.4167 1.3385 1.4473 H41 1.4451 1.3825 1.6864 H73 1.1537 0.033 1.7242

C10 1.3981 1.4434 1.4486 H42 1.4548 1.3472 1.206 H74 1.1538 -0.4734 1.6635

C11 1.3689 1.3144 1.4257 H43 1.4307 1.7001 1.2194 H75 1.1616 -0.4639 1.1876

C12 1.3587 1.0604 1.3958 H44 1.4207 1.7134 1.702 H76 1.1321 -0.1963 1.2887

C13 1.3388 1.112 1.4245 H45 1.414 1.2206 1.6853 H77 1.1244 -0.2057 1.7645

O14 1.2759 0.2676 1.3513 H46 1.4246 1.2034 1.2023 H78 1.1245 -0.7121 1.7035

N15 1.2807 0.7059 1.4166 H47 1.3708 1.4405 1.1981 H79 1.1322 -0.7024 1.2278

C16 1.2119 0.1183 1.3792 H48 1.3601 1.4364 1.6784 H80 1.1027 -0.4349 1.3307

C17 1.2213 0.3835 1.3963 H49 1.358 0.9296 1.6123 H81 1.0951 -0.445 1.8064

C18 1.2413 0.3341 1.3618 H50 1.3673 0.9451 1.1357 H82 1.0952 -0.9514 1.7441

C19 1.2512 0.5908 1.3919 H51 1.3393 1.2381 1.2055 H83 1.1028 -0.9409 1.2686

C20 1.2704 0.5029 1.3807 H52 1.3303 1.2284 1.6834 H84 1.0733 -0.6738 1.3742

C21 1.2993 0.6441 1.4063 H53 1.277 0.902 1.4194 H85 1.0657 -0.6854 1.8496

C22 1.3093 0.8999 1.4337 H54 1.2121 -0.0073 1.5934 H86 1.0661 -1.1921 1.7835

C23 1.3292 0.8498 1.4039 H55 1.2203 0.0043 1.1173 H87 1.0736 -1.1793 1.3087

C24 1.1916 0.1556 1.425 H56 1.2128 0.4988 1.6567 H88 1.0437 -0.9163 1.4202

C25 1.1825 -0.1133 1.4119 H57 1.2214 0.5091 1.1791 H89 1.0361 -0.9361 1.8945

C26 1.1621 -0.0805 1.4619 H58 1.2497 0.2208 1.0993 H90 1.0375 -1.4433 1.8102

C27 1.1532 -0.3506 1.4502 H59 1.2406 0.2033 1.578 H91 1.0453 -1.4221 1.3359

C28 1.1328 -0.319 1.5019 H60 1.2427 0.7087 1.6494 H92 1.0148 -1.1698 1.449

C29 1.1238 -0.5893 1.4906 H61 1.2529 0.7191 1.168 H93 1.0069 -1.2091 1.9231

C30 1.1034 -0.5579 1.5434 H62 1.308 0.524 1.1515 H94 1.0113 -1.4983 1.6152

C31 1.0945 -0.8282 1.5319 H63 1.2977 0.5176 1.6315

C32 1.074 -0.7973 1.586 H64 1.3007 1.0153 1.6935

Table 3.8: Fractional atomic coordinates of the C18-nylon [6.6] trans-crystal structure.

Atoms Distance Atoms Distance Atoms Distance Atoms Distance

O1-C5 1.3583 C12-H49 1.1034 C21-H63 1.1036 C30-C31 1.5301

O1-H37 0.9753 C12-H50 1.104 C22-C23 1.5309 C30-H80 1.1036

O2-C5 1.208 C13-C23 1.5309 C22-H64 1.1037 C30-H81 1.1034

O3-C10 1.2178 C13-H51 1.1029 C22-H65 1.103 C31-C32 1.5307

N4-C10 1.34 C13-H52 1.1035 C23-H66 1.1036 C31-H82 1.1036

N4-C11 1.4603 O14-C20 1.2177 C23-H67 1.1032 C31-H83 1.1035

N4-H38 1.0109 N15-C20 1.3405 C24-C25 1.5301 C32-C33 1.5298

C5-C6 1.5346 N15-C21 1.4619 C24-H68 1.1032 C32-H84 1.1033

C6-C7 1.5275 N15-H53 1.0105 C24-H69 1.1034 C32-H85 1.1029

C6-H39 1.1026 C16-C17 1.531 C25-C26 1.5303 C33-C34 1.5316

C6-H40 1.1042 C16-C24 1.5299 C25-H70 1.1035 C33-H86 1.1037

C7-C8 1.5295 C16-H54 1.1041 C25-H71 1.1034 C33-H87 1.1037

C7-H41 1.103 C16-H55 1.1036 C26-C27 1.5302 C34-C35 1.5299

C7-H42 1.1045 C17-C18 1.5306 C26-H72 1.1036 C34-H88 1.1035

C8-C9 1.5309 C17-H56 1.1034 C26-H73 1.1035 C34-H89 1.1039

C8-H43 1.1034 C17-H57 1.1027 C27-C28 1.5308 C35-C36 1.5263

C8-H44 1.1042 C18-C19 1.531 C27-H74 1.1034 C35-H90 1.1035

C9-C10 1.5387 C18-H58 1.1044 C27-H75 1.1034 C35-H91 1.1029

C9-H45 1.103 C18-H59 1.104 C28-C29 1.5302 C36-H92 1.1013

C9-H46 1.1035 C19-C20 1.5426 C28-H76 1.1035 C36-H93 1.1003

C11-C12 1.5277 C19-H60 1.1025 C28-H77 1.1034 C36-H94 1.101

C11-H47 1.1034 C19-H61 1.1023 C29-C30 1.5302

C11-H48 1.1034 C21-C22 1.5279 C29-H78 1.1035

C12-C13 1.5312 C21-H62 1.1036 C29-H79 1.1035

Table 3.9: Atomic bond lengths of C18-nylon [6.6] molecules in the trans-configuration.
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Figure 3.33: 5-oxo-5-(7-stearamido-heptylamino) pentanoic acid (C18-nylon [7.5]) in the
trans-configuration. The atoms are represented as spheres and labelled with the symbol of
the element combined with a specific number. The symmetry-equivalent atoms have the same
label.

Compound C18-nylon [5.7] cis
Formula C30 H58 N2 O4

Mr/gmol!1 510.8
Crystal system triclinic
Space group (no) P1(2)

a/Å 4.8438
b/Å 84.9896
c/Å 4.054
)/" 99.478
*/" 65.0679
!/" 78.8297
V /Å3 1426.669
Z 2

Dc/g cm!3 1.1887

Table 3.10: Crystallographic parameters. Mr is the molar mass, P1 denotes the space group
of a triclinic crystal sytem with a center of inversion.
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Atom x y z Atom x y z Atom x y z

O1 0.2909 0.4923 -2.0788 C33 3.4214 0.0461 -2.5737 H65 1.9892 0.1975 -2.1152

O2 0.6996 0.4801 -2.6716 C34 3.7189 0.0326 -2.653 H66 2.5666 0.1878 -2.2763

C3 1.0352 0.3889 -2.4954 C35 3.651 0.0161 -2.5966 H67 2.6721 0.1815 -2.7624

C4 0.5016 0.479 -2.3768 H36 0.3015 0.5028 -2.1436 H68 2.3475 0.1613 -2.6351

C5 0.4292 0.4634 -2.2666 H37 0.2178 0.4624 -2.3003 H69 2.2432 0.1676 -2.1493

C6 0.7008 0.4472 -2.4945 H38 0.361 0.4655 -1.9631 H70 2.821 0.1577 -2.3134

C7 0.5856 0.4327 -2.366 H39 0.9048 0.4481 -2.4441 H71 2.9248 0.1515 -2.799

C8 0.864 0.4166 -2.5411 H40 0.7823 0.4453 -2.8002 H72 2.5983 0.1314 -2.6695

N9 0.7819 0.404 -2.4002 H41 0.3995 0.431 -2.4449 H73 2.4956 0.1377 -2.1842

C10 0.9148 0.3745 -2.368 H42 0.475 0.4359 -2.0541 H74 3.0737 0.1277 -2.3507

C11 1.1876 0.3589 -2.4675 H43 0.7689 0.3713 -2.5021 H75 3.1759 0.1214 -2.8359

C12 1.0852 0.3436 -2.3722 H44 0.7569 0.3785 -2.0596 H76 2.8464 0.1015 -2.7036

O13 2.0057 0.2745 -2.43 H45 1.3235 0.3621 -2.3191 H77 2.7456 0.1078 -2.2189

N14 1.5225 0.284 -2.3828 H46 1.354 0.3556 -2.7731 H78 3.3243 0.0975 -2.3883

C15 2.2281 0.213 -2.4402 H47 0.9635 0.3398 -2.5344 H79 3.4242 0.0913 -2.8729

C16 1.9266 0.2259 -2.3705 H48 0.9113 0.3469 -2.0698 H80 3.0903 0.0716 -2.7363

C17 1.976 0.2428 -2.4079 H49 1.3292 0.2814 -2.3882 H81 2.9924 0.0778 -2.2524

C18 1.6778 0.2556 -2.3496 H50 2.3105 0.2177 -2.2391 H82 3.5719 0.0673 -2.4267

C19 1.7559 0.2721 -2.3938 H51 2.4197 0.2114 -2.7262 H83 3.6683 0.061 -2.91

C20 1.5881 0.2995 -2.4586 H52 1.7341 0.2274 -2.0852 H84 3.3277 0.0416 -2.7652

C21 1.2953 0.313 -2.3889 H53 1.8453 0.2211 -2.5729 H85 3.2341 0.0479 -2.2829

C22 1.3719 0.3292 -2.4612 H54 2.172 0.2411 -2.6919 H86 3.8154 0.037 -2.4648

C23 2.1796 0.196 -2.4019 H55 2.0519 0.2477 -2.2003 H87 3.9054 0.0304 -2.9456

C24 2.482 0.183 -2.4754 H56 1.4808 0.2576 -2.0654 H88 3.5624 0.0112 -2.7887

C25 2.4329 0.166 -2.4366 H57 1.6022 0.2508 -2.5572 H89 3.4691 0.0179 -2.3043

C26 2.7352 0.1531 -2.5115 H58 1.7756 0.2969 -2.753 H90 3.8664 0.0066 -2.6513

C27 2.6849 0.1361 -2.472 H59 1.6844 0.3043 -2.274 O91 1.1326 0.415 -2.7817

C28 2.9867 0.123 -2.5478 H60 1.1094 0.3156 -2.0942 H92 1.1912 0.3916 -2.3726

C29 2.9345 0.1061 -2.5072 H61 1.1964 0.3083 -2.5722 H93 1.1856 0.3848 -2.8054

C30 3.2355 0.093 -2.5841 H62 1.5505 0.3265 -2.7601 H94 0.5662 0.4062 -2.1751

C31 3.1806 0.0761 -2.5417 H63 1.4856 0.3332 -2.2901

C32 3.4804 0.0628 -2.62 H64 2.0955 0.1912 -2.6016

Table 3.11: Fractional atomic coordinates of C18-nylon [7.5] trans-crystal structure.

Atoms Distance Atoms Distance Atoms Distance Atoms Distance

O1-C4 1.357 C11-H45 1.1038 C20-H59 1.103 C29-C30 1.5306

O1-H36 0.9739 C11-H46 1.1038 C21-C22 1.5325 C29-H76 1.1034

O2-C4 1.208 C12-C22 1.5306 C21-H60 1.1024 C29-H77 1.1036

C3-N9 1.4585 C12-H47 1.103 C21-H61 1.1025 C30-C31 1.5301

C3-C10 1.529 C12-H48 1.1032 C22-H62 1.1037 C30-H78 1.1035

C3-H92 1.1051 O13-C19 1.2178 C22-H63 1.1037 C30-H79 1.1036

C3-H93 1.1032 N14-C19 1.3433 C23-C24 1.5304 C31-C32 1.5308

C4-C5 1.5293 N14-C20 1.46 C23-H64 1.1035 C31-H80 1.1037

C5-C6 1.5253 N14-H49 1.0107 C23-H65 1.1035 C31-H81 1.1037

C5-H37 1.1045 C15-C16 1.5307 C24-C25 1.5305 C32-C33 1.531

C5-H38 1.103 C15-C23 1.5301 C24-H66 1.1033 C32-H82 1.1034

C6-C7 1.5295 C15-H50 1.1035 C24-H67 1.1035 C32-H83 1.1035

C6-H39 1.103 C15-H51 1.1036 C25-C26 1.5307 C33-C34 1.5305

C6-H40 1.1017 C16-C17 1.53 C25-H68 1.1037 C33-H84 1.1036

C7-C8 1.5357 C16-H52 1.1035 C25-H69 1.1037 C33-H85 1.1039

C7-H41 1.1029 C16-H53 1.1036 C26-C27 1.5303 C34-C35 1.5266

C7-H42 1.1039 C17-C18 1.5302 C26-H70 1.1036 C34-H86 1.1034

C8-N9 1.3455 C17-H54 1.1037 C26-H71 1.1036 C34-H87 1.1034

C8-O91 1.2174 C17-H55 1.1036 C27-C28 1.5308 C35-H88 1.1016

N9-H94 1.0114 C18-C19 1.5395 C27-H72 1.1037 C35-H89 1.1011

C10-C11 1.5321 C18-H56 1.1016 C27-H73 1.1036 C35-H90 1.1012

C10-H43 1.1022 C18-H57 1.1025 C28-C29 1.5305

C10-H44 1.1029 C20-C21 1.5286 C28-H74 1.1034

C11-C12 1.5306 C20-H58 1.1048 C28-H75 1.1036

Table 3.12: Atomic bond lengths of C18-nylon [7.5] molecules in the trans-configuration.
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4 CaCO3/Block-copolymer composites via
an amorphous precursor phase 1

4.1 Introduction

The unique material properties of nacre that result from its brick-and-mortar struc-
ture and the flexibility of the aragonite nano-grains (Sec. 1.1) have inspired scientists
to develop self-organizing composite materials, aiming at hierarchical structures with
comparably high mechanical performance [189–194]. For example, Tang et al. [189]
have created nacre-type multilayers by fabricating a layer-by-layer electrostatic assem-
bly of clay platelets and polyelectrolytes, which showed mechanical properties similar
to nacre. Bonderer et al. [190] showed that a bottom-up colloid assembly of ceramic
platelets and polymer results in hybrid films with high tensile and ductile properties.
These studies, however, made use of pre-formed crystalline inorganic building blocks,
such as montmorillonite clay [189] and submicrometer alumina platelets [190], to obtain
layered composite materials. Therefore, the fabrication of artificial nacre containing
calcium carbonate and organic matrix layers has so far remained elusive, owing to the
di"culty of producing tabular layers of calcium carbonate crystals through conven-
tional crystallization routes [195–197].

Recently, it has been proposed that the aragonite tablets from nacre could form via a
transient precursor phase of amorphous calcium carbonate (biogenic ACC) [198, 199].
Following this direction, Addadi et al. [19] suggested that biogenic aragonite tablets
are being formed via a colloidal ACC phase within a silk-like protein gel (see also
Sec. 1.2). In accordance with these findings, nacre retro-synthesis experiments have
revealed that an organic matrix obtained from demineralized biogenic nacre can be
filled with calcium carbonate via a polymer-induced liquid precursor (PILP) [197].
Nevertheless, the prerequisite to this approach is the existance of a natural matrix.

To further advance the development of biomimetic mineralization systems leading
to nacre-type materials, a first important goal is to understand the putative formation
mechanisms of biological nacre. In the following chapter a model system is proposed,
that makes use of a PILP phase [46] forming beneath a monolayer of a block copolymer 2

of poly(styrene)-block-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA). The motivation behind this work
is that PS-b-PAA is known to form a stable monolayer at the air/water interface [200],
and monolayers of PAA-containing block-copolymers have already been successfully
applied as an organic layer to modify the crystallization of calcium phosphate [201]. A
polyelectrolyte additive (poly(acrylic acid), PAA) is added to the aqueous subphase so-
lution in order to produce a PILP layer adjacent to the copolymer monolayer, a process
which has been utilized previously in the presence of Langmuir monolayers deposited
on glass substrates [47]. Due to its liquid-like properties, the PILP phase of CaCO3

1parts of this chapter are published in [188]
2Polymers are called copolymers when they are composed of at least two di"erent types of monomer
units. When arranged in homopolymer subunits the copolymer is called block-copolymer.
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4 CaCO3/Block-copolymer composites via an amorphous precursor phase

can be molded into various shapes [202]. The subsequent conversion of the PILP layer
into a polycrystalline material via a pseudomorphic transformation process preserves
the particular shape of the PILP, and can produce a variety of non-equilibrium crystal
morphologies of CaCO3 [45, 48, 203]. In the following sections, the di!erent fabri-
cation steps leading to the PS-b-PAA / CaCO3 composite films will be described in
detail. The analysis will include the characterization of the involved components and
the mineral phase transitions observed during the fabrication procedure.

After the single composite layers fabrication, the second goal is to assemble a
nacre-type composite by employing the single block-copolymer/PILP layers as building
blocks. The working hypothesis is that the amphiphilic block copolymer PS-b-PAA
mimics the intercrystalline organic matrix of nacre and that the hydrophilic polyelec-
trolyte block lead to a mechanically strengthened and stable PILP/block-copolymer
interface. Moreover, the hydrophobic interactions between PS moieties may provide
a means of introducing some elasticity into the composite, which is required to avoid
tension when the PILP layer transforms into crystals. In order to form aragonite crys-
tals imitating nacre’s aragonite tablet layer, magnesium (Mg2+) ions are added into
the crystallization solution, since they are well known to promote the formation of
aragonite crystals [30].

4.2 Experimental approach

4.2.1 Composite multilayer formation

In a typical experiment, shown in Figure 4.1, an aqueous solution containing 12mM
CaCl2 (Merck), 12mM MgCl2 (Merck) and 6 g/ml PAA (Aldrich, molecular weight
Mw* 8000 g/mol) is introduced as subphase into the Langmuir trough. A solution of
PS-b-PAA (Polymer Source, Inc., Mw(PS)= 16000 g/mol, Mw(PAA)=4300 g/mol) in
tetrahydrofuran (THF)/chloroform (1:9) with a concentration of 1mg/mL is spread
onto this subphase to form a monolayer. After 15min for solvent evaporation, the
monolayer is compressed to a final surface pressure of 20mN/m. Then the monolayer
is kept at constant surface area for 16 hours, in order to achieve an equilibration of
the interactions between subphase and monolayer. After that, an aqueous solution of
NaHCO3 (0.7mol/L, Merck, saturated with CO2 for 2 hours) is injected into the sub-
phase of the Langmuir trough (Fig. 4.1 a). The equilibrium concentration of NaHCO3

in the trough is about 0.1M. After 4 hours, a continuous PILP layer forms underneath
the monolayer (Fig. 4.1 b). A single PILP/block-copolymer layer can then be trans-
ferred onto solid substrates, either by approaching the air/water interface from the air
side or from the subphase, and then lifting it o! horizontally. This leads to a sup-
ported thin film with either the block copolymer monolayer or the PILP layer being
exposed on top, as shown in Fig. 4.1 c. Multilayers are prepared through repeated
layer-by-layer transfer of single layers onto glass substrates. The composite single- or
multilayer is annealed at 150"C for 4 hours leading to PILP-to-crystal transformation.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the strategy towards nacre-type multilayer fabrica-
tion [188]. (a) Concentrated aq. NaHCO3 solution is injected into the subphase after equilibrat-
ing the PS-b-PAA block copolymer monolayer for 16 hrs. (b) Formation of a continuous PILP
layer underneath the monolayer. (c) Single or multilayer transfer of composite thin films by
approaching the air-water interface with the substrate either from air or through the subphase,
leading to coatings with either CaCO3 or a block-copolymer monolayer on top. (d) Shape-
preserving pseudomorphic ACC-to-crystal transformation leading to nacre-type multilamellar
composite thin films after annealing.

4.2.2 Material characterization 3

Polarized optical microscopy studies (with an Olympus BX51 microscope) and X-ray
di!raction measurements (with a Philips X’Pert Pro Multipurpose X-ray di!ractome-
ter with cobalt radiation), were performed to identify polycrystalline calcite films.
Their morphology was observed with a Hitachi S-5200 SEM. In order to get access to
hydrated amorphous phases, cryo-SEM samples were prepared by transferring a com-
posite film onto a flat sapphire substrate, and then quickly frozen in liquid propane.
For the measurement of infrared adsorption spectra (with an IFS113v FT-IR spec-
trometer), the thin films were scratched o! the substrates and dispersed in KBr pel-
lets. Together with the recorded Raman spectra of multiple layers on glass substrates
(using either a Horiba Jobin Yvon spectrometer or a WITec confocal Raman micro-
scope) the spectra provided information about the composition and structure of the
organic monolayers and composite materials. AFM was carried out with an Agilent
5500 instrument equipped with Olympus cantilevers OMCC-AC160TS. The surface
roughness of the composite films was calculated from AFM height profiles as described

3The mono- und multilayers were kindly provided by Dr. Haofei Gong. The support of Prof. Dr. P.
Walther, Dr. Z. Wu and E. Kaltenecker with the cryo-SEM , the X-ray di"raction and the FT-IR
measurements, respectively, is kindly acknowledged.
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in Appendix 4.5.1. The power spectral densities (PSD) of the profiles were determined
using a Matlab program4 that performs a discrete one-sided Fourier transform (FFT)5

weighted by a Hamming window6. The latter reduces the tendency of the FFT to de-
velop non-zero values in spectra at frequencies other than that in the analyzed signal
(”spectral leakage”), caused by the finite number of periods in the signal. To improve
statistics the PSDs of all profiles in an AFM image were averaged.

4.3 Results and discussion

As previously reported [47], PILP patches formed underneath organic Langmuir mono-
layers can form a single layer of tabular polygonal calcite or aragonite crystals which
grow out of an amorphous film-like layer. However, as the surrounding amorphous
film tends to dissolve, the mineral layer breaks down into a loose collection of crys-
tals without structural cohesion. Di!erent from those studies, a novel procedure was
used here to fabricate a highly uniform, continuous PILP layer underneath the block-
copolymer monolayer, termed ”delayed crystallization method”, in which an aqueous
NaHCO3 solution is injected into the subphase 16 hours after the block copolymer
had been spread on the subphase. This delay period is crucial for the equilibration
of interactions between the monolayer and subphase electrolyte species, depicted in
Fig. 4.1 a. After the injection of the NaHCO3 solution into the subphase, a contin-
uous PILP layer forms underneath the monolayer, which transforms into amorphous
CaCO3 and changes into a polycrystalline film when transferred onto the solid sub-
strate. This process was accelerated by heating the sample at 150" Celcius for 4 hours.
Figure 4.2 a shows a polarized light optical micrograph of the resulting continuous
monolayer of tabular crystals. The shades in the image are caused by the birefringence
of the CaCO3 crystals and mark the di!erent crystal orientations.

In a second step, multiple composite layers have been transferred layer-by-layer onto
a glass substrate to obtain a multilayer. After the annealing process, the multilayer
has been investigated with polarization microscopy. Figure 4.2 b shows di!erent inter-
ference colors, suggesting that the multilayer thickness and/or the layer composition
exhibits slight modulations in film thickness. Figure 4.2 c shows a cross-sectional image
of an intentionally fractured multilayer. Each of the 10 CaCO3 layers can be clearly
identified clearly due to the spacing introduced by the organic monolayer. A free
standing single layer could be observed (Fig. 4.2 d) as it occasionally pealed o! from
the multilayer. The average thickness of each single layer is about 400 nm and there-
with comparable to the layer thickness of nacre’s aragonite tablets (200-700 nm). The
X-ray powder di!raction pattern of the artificial multilayered films (Fig. 4.3), however,
clearly identify calcite being the major crystalline phase (instead of aragonite). Simple
scratch tests reveal, that although the composite thin films bear a layered organic/i-
norganic hybrid structure and a striking morphological similarity to nacre (illustrated
in Fig. 4.1 d), their mechanical strength is much inferior to that of biogenic nacre.

In the following sections the di!erent stages of the CaCO3 film formation via the
PILP phase will be discussed in more detail and potential reasons for the poor film
stability will be addressed.

4Matlab 7.5.0 (R2007b)
5Matlab help: periodogram (Signal Processing Toolbox)
6Matlab help: hamming (Signal Processing Toolbox)
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4.3 Results and discussion

Figure 4.2: Optical micrographs of a single layer (a) and a 10-layer (b) CaCO3/PS-b-PAA
composite film after annealing at 150"C for 4 hours. (c) SEM image of a fractured 10-layer
film. (d) SEM image of a free-standing calcium carbonate layer which has pealed o! from the
multilayer. The layer has a thickness of about 400 nm.
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Figure 4.3: X-ray di!raction pattern of the multilayer CaCO3/polymer film after annealing.
”C” denotes characteristic Bragg reflections of the trigonal calcite.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Cryo-SEM image of a single PILP layer transferred 4 hours after injection of
NaHCO3 solution into the aqueous subphase. (b) SEM image of the same PILP layer after
drying in air.

4.3.1 The di!erent film stages

The key to the polymer/CaCO3-composite film formation is the presence of a two-
dimensional insoluble organic matrix (PS-b-PAA Langmuir film) and the interaction
of the subphase ions with the acidic macromolecules in the system (including the
soluble PAA polymers in solution). It has been suggested [204] that the calcium and
magnesium cations initially bind to the carboxyl groups of the PAA polymer chains
and form a new (PILP) phase as soon as CO2!

3 species become available. Therefore,
when NaHCO3 is injected into the subphase, PILP droplets should form first at the
air/water interface of the arising CO2 gas bubbles, then become stuck to the PAA
block of the block copolymer monolayer and coalesce into a smooth and continuous
film, which rapidly solidifies into a layer consisting of amorphous calcium carbonate
(ACC).

To identify the PILP layer and reveal its morphological characteristics, the material’s
liquid-like state had to be preserved i.e. its solidification into ACC had to be avoided.
Therefore the film has been transferred onto a sapphire substrate with the PILP layer
exposed on top, and quick-frozen in liquid propane before drying. Cryo-SEM observa-
tions of such films show patches of a material which resemble liquid droplets (Fig. 4.4 a).
Occasionally, droplets are fused together and form continuous films. Since pure water
is crystallized at the SEM operating temperature of 143K, this morphology may in-
deed originate from a highly hydrated substance with a large solids content, indicating
the presence of the PILP phase. The PILP deposits have then been formed either via
inhomogeneous PILP droplet attachment in di!erent areas underneath the monolayer,
or by collecting them from solution during the film transfer to the substrate. SEM
images of the same sample after drying in air show films with a similar patchwork
morphology, suggesting that the PILP layer could transform into a continuous CaCO3

layer after drying (Fig. 4.4 b).

To investigate the details of the film formation process, the PILP layers have been
transferred onto solid substrates at various growth times and the di!erent film forma-
tion stages have been investigated after drying via AFM and FT-IR.
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Figure 4.5: FT-IR spectrum of (A) PS-b-PAA bulk material, (B) 10 layers of the polymer
monolayer before injection of CO#2

3 ions, the composite film 1.5 (D) and 3 hours (E) after the
injection of CO#2

3 ions and (C) the multilayered composite film 1h after injection of CO#2
3

from a previous series of experiments. For clarity, the curves are shifted vertically.

The equilibrated PS-b-PAA block copolymer monolayer

The IR-spectrum of an equilibrated PS-b-PAA block copolymer multilayer, shown in
Figure 4.5B, demonstrates the presence of the block polymer, but also indicates a clear
di!erence to the pure bulk PS-b-PAA (Fig. 4.5A): the strong peak at 699 cm!1 accom-
panied by a weaker peak at around 760 cm!1, present in both spectra, can be attributed
to out of plane bending vibrations of the single substituted benzene C-H ,-bond in PS
chains [206]. The adsorption bands near 1450 cm!1 and 1550 cm!1 originate from the
PAA-block of the polymer molecules. The latter band is only observed for the polymer
monolayer and can be ascribed to the asymmetrical stretching vibrations of the PAA
carboxylate anions, indicating a complexation between the carboxylic groups of PAA
and calcium (or magnesium) ions via electrostatic interactions [205]. Correspondingly
the peak at around 1700 cm!1 that is characteristic of C=O stretching vibration of the
carboxylate anions (dominating the bulk PS-b-PAA spectrum) decreases significantly.
The formation of inter- or intramolecular PAA-cation complexes (illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.6) favors a polymer coil structure that manifests in discrete entities with a lateral
size of 40-70 nm and a height of about 9 nm, as measured by AFM (Fig. 4.7). In con-
trast, fully stretched PS-b-PAA-blockpolymer chains would have resulted in a film with
a height of about 39 nm+15 nm. Figure 4.7 a and b show that the blockpolymer film
is occasionally covered with smooth patches of an unidentified material. AFM-scans of
monolayers, when transferred from subphases without PAA in solution, show similar
topographical images (Fig. 4.7 c and d). It can be concluded that the deposits are not
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! !

Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of possible calcium complexation by PAA via inter-
molecular (left) and intramolecular interactions (right) [205].

created by accumulation of PAA macromolecules from solution. Measurements in the
subphase reveal instead clear images of the monolayer without any covering (similar
to Fig. 4.7 d). Hence, these deposits are artifacts which may have developed during
evaporation rather than being a sign of a developing PILP phase. Presumably, the
patches in Fig. 4.7 are residues containing CaCl2 and MgCl2 not visible in the FT-IR
spectrum. Because the amount of ions in solution decreases during the experiment, the
AFM topographies of later composite film stages are less a!ected from this artifact.
It remains however unclear how the drying process influences the molecular arrange-
ment in the blockpolymer monolayer (in comparison to the assembly at the sub-
phase/air interface), and whether PAA molecules from solution are involved in the
complexation of the monolayer.

The composite film after injection of carbonate ions

After the addition of CO!2
3 ions, the PILP layer begins to grow underneath the polymer

monolayer. AFM measurements of the dried samples with composite material, grown
for 1.5 hours before it is transferred to the glass substrate (Fig. 4.8 a and b), show
that the monolayer starts to be covered with relatively large particles (particle size 60-
80 nm). Note that this structure will be referred to as ’early stage’ from here on. The
later stages (e.g. 3h and 6h after NaHCO!2

3 injection) are characterized by a structure,
which is the same for all reaction times (Fig. 4.8 c-f): the composite surface is covered
with aggregates of particles with sizes smaller or equal to 20-40 nm (resolution limit
due to AFM tip size). The (root mean square (RMS) surface roughness, calculated
by integration over the wavelength range 40 nm to 500 nm, is about 4.3 nm for 3 hours
growth time and 3.3 nm for a growth time of 6 hours. In comparison, the RMS value of
the composite surface in the early stage is 8.0 nm. The decrease in surface roughness
with time suggests that the small particles accumulate gradually on top of existing
structures and in this process fill up the largest grooves created in the early phase of
the film.

Curves C and D in Fig. 4.5, depict both an IR spectrum of a multilayered compos-
ite material in the early stage. The wavelength dependence in D indicates the pres-
ence of water (around 1640,cm!1), block-co-polymer (699 cm!1) and calcite (874 cm!1,
1421 cm!1) (for the interpretation see [207]). The existence of calcite in composite thin
films after short growth times is rather uncommon, as further FT-IR measurements
have revealed. On the other hand, optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy have
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(a) PS-b-PAA monolayer 16 h after spreading
on subphase.

(b) PS-b-PAA monolayer 16 h after spreading.

(c) Area of PS-b-PAA monolayer with deposits. (d) Area of PS-b-PAA monolayer without de-
posits.

Figure 4.7: AFM topographies of a block-copolymer film, that has been equilibrated on a
subphase with and without PAA in solution, transferred to glas substrates and dried in air

shown that few crystalline areas are present in any kind of multilayered composite
film (Fig. 4.9). Presumably, the density of these crystals was high in the measured
sample, such that they could be detected with the FT-IR spectrometer. For complete-
ness, another FT-IR spectrum, measured on silicon in another series of experiments
is added to Fig. 4.5(C). The composite film, investigated here, was allowed to develop
for 1h and exhibits bands between 1400 cm!1 and 1700 cm!1 that are characteristic
for PAA polymer-calcium complexes. Consequently, the polymer monolayer, or rather
the PA-Ca2+ complexes, predominate the composite film in the early stage. It remains
unclear whether the observed particles form by drying of a continuous PILP layer, or
they are generated directly from small PILP droplets.

In contrast to the composite films in the early state, the samples separated from
the subphase 3 hours after addition of carbonate ions show a distinct FT-IR spectrum
of stable amorphous calcium carbonate. This is characterized by the split-peak of
asymmetric stretch of the carbonate ion at 1421 cm!1 and 1474 cm!1 and the out-of-
plane bending frequency at 866 cm!1 [39]. The band at 699 cm!1, representing the
PS-b-PAA monolayer still exists, but its fraction decreases relative to the amount of
the calcium carbonate, as indicated by the ratio of peak intensities at 699 cm!1 and
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(a) Composite film 1.5 h after injection of
NaHCO3.

(b) Composite film 1.5 h after injection of
NaHCO3.

(c) Composite film 3 h after injection of
NaHCO3.

(d) Composite film 3 h after injection of
NaHCO3.

(e) Composite film 6 h after injection of
NaHCO3.

(f) Composite film 6h after injection of
NaHCO3.

Figure 4.8: Topographical AFM images of di!erent stages of the PS-b-PAA block-
copolymer/CaCO3 composite films, transferred to glass substrates and measured in air.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Raman spectra and optical microscope images of crystalline areas in multilayered
composite films transferred to quartz substrates after a reaction time of 1.5 hours (a) and
3 hours (b).

1450 cm!1. The growing FT-IR signal of ACC in the composite material can be related
to the accumulation of particles shown in figure 4.8 c-f. They obviously contain a high
amount of stable ACC.

As the intensity of the FT-IR peaks of the polymers decreases for long growth
times of the composite film and a very close absorption band for ACC at around
700 cm!1 has been observed in some cases [207], another method is required to confirm
the presence of both the organic and the inorganic parts of the ACC layer on the
substrate. Accordingly, single layers were transferred onto glass substrates in two
di!erent ways, with either the block copolymer monolayer or the CaCO3 side pointing
towards the air and subsequently the sample surfaces were scanned with AFM. The
topographical images of those films with the CaCO3 surface on top (Fig. 4.10 a) reveal
di!erent morphologies when compared to those with block-copolymer monolayers on
top (Fig. 4.10 b). As already pointed out, the latter is composed of aggregates of small
particles. The average distance between representative particles shown in Fig. 4.10 a
(right) gives a typical particle size of 43 nm, while the RMS surface roughness is approx.
4 nm (integrated between 30 nm and 2 m). In contrast, the surface of the copolymer
side is rather smooth with a surface roughness of 2 nm (same integration interval) and
no distinct particles can be distinguished. A more consistent picture of the di!erences
between the two sides of the sample (i.e. the occurance of specific spatial frequencies)
is provided by the average PSDs of the height variation calculated from the scans
(Fig. 4.11). Fig. 4.11 a shows that for spatial distances larger than 20 nm the ACC side
of the sample exhibits consistently greater PSD values than the monolayer side. This
behaviour can be explained by the presence of particles with di!erent sizes ()20 nm) on
the ACC side. The continous wavelength dependence of the PSD with no single peaks,
also seen on the larger scale (Fig. 4.11 b) indicates an aggregation rule. For distances
larger than 400 nm, the PSD of the ACC side saturates, i.e. almost no structures
with sizes larger than 400 nm are present on the ACC side of the sample, while the
PSD of the monolayer further increases. Consequently large structures dominate the
monolayer side of the sample.

In summary, the surface roughness analysis quantitatively illustrates the di!erent
topology of the two sides of the composite film. These findings are consistent with
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Figure 4.10: 3D-tapping mode AFM topographies (left) and 2D small-scale images (right)
of the PILP side (a) and PS-b-PAA block copolymer monolayer side (b) of a single composite
monolayer transferred onto glass, before annealing.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the PSD of the CaCO3 side (dash-dotted dark-blue line) and
the PS-b-PAA block copolymer monolayer side (dotted light-blue line) of a single composite
monolayer, transferred onto glass before annealing. The spectra were calculated from the small
scale (a) and the larger scale image (b) shown in the previous Figure. The grey dashed lines
mark the integration limits for the calculation of the RMS roughness.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.12: AFM topographical images of composite films transferred to glas in the early
stage, measured in subphase (8 m! 8 m) (left) and 6h after injection of NaHCO3, measured
in water (2 m! 2 m) (middle) plus the according phase image (right). The AFM scans reveal,
that only the polymer monolayer remains on the substrate.

our assumption that both the calcium carbonate as well as the block copolymer mono-
layers are well-preserved during and after film transfer onto substrates. However, the
interaction between the polymer monolayer and the rest of the composite thin film
is very low as seen when the solid substrates with the PS-b-PAA/CaCO3 films are
inserted into deionized water [128] or subphase solution: usually only a thin film stays
attached to the substrate, while the rest of the sample floats at the liquid-air-interface.
Figure 4.12 a shows the ruptured layer remaining from a composite film transferred to
glass, 1.5 h after the injection of NaHCO3. The film has a loose structure and a height
of around 9 nm, which matches the specifications of the block-co-polymer layer mea-
sured in air and suggests this layer to be the polymer monolayer. Figure 4.12 b and c
depict the AFM topography and phase image of a film that remained on the substrate
after immersing a composite film (grown for 6 hours) in water. The appearance of this
layer is similar to that one discussed earlier, indicating the same material breakdown
for later film stages in salt-free solutions. The circular smooth patches in the lower
part of the images reveal phase di!erences of about 7 degrees with respect to the sur-
rounding monolayer, indicating variations in the material properties (e.g. elasticity or
adhesion) that have not been further investigated. Because this morphology has also
been observed on substrates with composite films in air that have been exposed only
5min to the subphase, we assume it to be the result of monolayer artifacts, not mean-
ingful for the study of the composite film formation. The immediate separation of the
PS-b-PAA monolayer in liquid environment from the rest of the composite film in all
growth states indicates a poor interaction mechanism between these two components.
Nevertheless, because of the existence of a PILP precursor, we anticipate that PAA
polyelectrolyte from the soluble PAA, added to subphase, is firmly attached to the
ACC layer and renders a certain elasticity to the system.

4.3.2 The annealing process

The transformation from amorphous CaCO3 to a polycrystalline film can proceed
through (at least) two fundamentally di!erent phase transition processes, depending
on environmental conditions, such as humidity and temperature: 1) the solid-solid
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 4.13: Sequence of polarization micrographs showing the time evolution from ACC
(black background) to a polycrystalline film (brighter areas). The time of the complete trans-
formation was 23minutes.

phase transformation and 2) the dissolution-recrystallization pathway 7 [41, 203, 208].
In order to determine the transformation process responsible for the formation of the
tabular calcite crystals in the PS-b-PAA/CaCO3-composite system, the transition has
been observed with polarized light microscopy. During the annealing of the amorphous
films at 150" Celcius for 4 hours, a continuous monolayer of randomly oriented tabular
crystals is formed (Fig. 4.2 a). Images from a time-lapse movie of the transformation
process are shown in Fig. 4.13. They reveal that the crystal nucleation starts in dif-
ferent regions of the PILP phase and then quickly propagates to form a continuous
polycrystalline film. The annealed films transferred to the glass substrates (using both
methods described earlier) have then been scanned with the AFM (Fig. 4.14), but
besides a drying-related cracking of the PILP side, no changes in the topography can
be noticed, when compared to the non-annealed film (Fig. 4.10). The characteristic
dimensions of primary calcium carbonate particles are well preserved in the polycrys-
talline films (about 42 nm, as measured in a few selected locations). Additionally, when
the cracks are excluded from roughness calculations, the average surface roughness is
about 5 nm and 2 nm, respectively. Accordingly, the PSD curves, shown in Figure 4.15,
reveal shapes consistent to the previous observations in Section 4.3.1. Hence, not only
the large features of the surface, but also the composition at smaller scales remain
unchanged during the annealing process.

The time lapse of the transformation process (Fig. 4.13) and the unchanged topogra-

7The dissolution-recrystallization path (1) involves mass transport and a certain extend of morphology
change. During this step the amorphous phase is dissolved and crystallization occurs from solution.
The solid-solid transformation (2) instead, is activated by thermal energy, such that the ionic
constituents can cross the energy barrier for realignment.
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Figure 4.14: 3D Tapping mode AFM topographies (left) and 2D small scale images (right) of
the CaCO3 side (a) and PS-b-PAA block copolymer monolayer side (b) of a single composite
monolayer transferred onto glass after annealing.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the PSD of the CaCO3 side (continous red line) and the PS-
b-PAA block copolymer monolayer side (dashed pink line) of a single composite monolayer
transferred onto glass after annealing. For reference, the PSDs of the sample surfaces before
annealing are displayed in blue (CaCO3 side: dash-dotted, polymer side: dotted). The grey
dashed lines mark the area of integration for the calculation of the RMS roughness.
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phies of the CaCO3 layer (before and after annealing, as shown by AFM), suggest that
the transformation from a continuous ACC layer into tabular crystals is a solid-solid
phase transformation process. In addition, the aqueous solvent must be absent after
the annealing process, so that further dissolution of the ACC is not possible anymore.

FT-IR spectra from annealed composite films, which have been separated from the
subphase at di!erent times after CO!2

3 injection into the subphase, reveal that a note-
worthy amorphous-crystalline transformation process takes place only after long reac-
tion times (>3 h), or equivalently thick films of calcium carbonate. Besides the lack of
the HOH-bending vibration at 1640 cm!1, the IR spectra of composite films prepared
after 1.5 h (Fig. 4.16A) and 3h (B) show the same bands as observed before annealing
(Fig. 4.5C and D). The absorption peaks at 699 cm!1 and 864 cm!1, respectively, show
that the polymers survived the 150" heating and still stabilize the amorphous phase of
CaCO3. In the early state (Fig. 4.16A), even the bands at 1450cm!1 and 1550 cm!1,
characteristic for PAA-calcium complexes, are preserved. For the 3h sample instead, a
slight dip at 1474 cm!1 can be observed, indicating a small amount of crystallization.
These films were found to be stable for a long period of time, when stored under am-
bient conditions. Remarkably, even 4 months after the sample preparation, the FTIR
spectra contained the same absorption peaks as shown in Fig. 4.16A and B, indicating
that the films have preserved their amorphous character, while only the water peak
returned (not shown). Since crystallization was not initiated at high temperatures or
by long rest times, other factors must have played an important role in this exper-
iment. The density of the amorphous mineral might not have exceeded the critical
value needed for the phase transition. It depends on the number of magnesium ions
incorporated in the ACC, the amount of accumulated ACC particles and, most impor-
tantly, the CaCO3:PAA/water ratio. As described elsewhere [48, 204] magnesium ions,
water and polymer molecules become excluded from the PILP phase with time. Most
likely, the reaction time of 3 hours is too short to obtain a composite layer which is
dense enough for crystallization. In contrast to these composite films, multilayer films
transferred to glass 4 hours after NaHCO3 injection, have transformed into calcite by
the annealing process. In Fig. 4.16C the characteristic peaks at 876 cm!1 and 715 cm!1

are assigned to calcite. The spectrum agrees qualitatively well with a natural grown
calcite crystal, shown in Fig. 4.16D. In addition, Raman spectra (Fig. 4.17) confirm
the results of the FTIR measurements: before annealing, a broad peak centered at
1083 cm!1 is attributed to amorphous calcium carbonate [39], while after annealing,
the sharp peak at 1080 cm!1 indicates the transformation of the amorphous state into
a crystalline phase. Additionally, the weak band at 712 cm!1 identifies the crystal
morphology to be calcite.

It should be noted that, for several experiments, the composite film formation pro-
ceeded with di!erent velocities, presumably due to the temperature variations in the
lab. An exact determination of the reaction time needed for the solid-solid phase
transformation is not possible.

In order to confirm the stability of the fabricated composite material, an annealed
one-layer composite film has been built into the fluid chamber of the AFM and floated
very carefully with water. The sample, representative for the late stage of film growth
(3 hours), has then been permanently scanned in intermittent contact mode for around
4 hours (cantilever spring constant: 2N/m), and in Fig. 4.18 a, a selection of the
recorded topographies at di!erent scanning times is displayed. The particle aggre-
gates appear to be stable in figures 4.18 a-c; the apparent slight change of shape and
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Figure 4.16: FT-IR spectra of annealed composite films, prepared 1.5 h (A), 3 h (B) and 4 h
(C) after the injection of CO#2

3 ions. As a reference, the spectrum of a natural grown calcite
crystal is shown (D). For clarity, the curves are arbitarily shifted vertically.
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Figure 4.17: Raman spectra of the CaCO3 layer before (a) and after (b) annealing.
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(a) composite film 10min in water (b) composite film 45min in water

(c) composite film 1h 40min in water (d) composite film 4h 15min in water

Figure 4.18: Selection of AFM topographies of a composite film transferred on a glas sub-
strate, scanned in water at di!erent times. Repeating characteristic features are marked in
dashed-lined circles.

size is a scanning artifact due to the alteration of the AFM tip shape, caused by its
progressive wear during scanning and material fouling. The lateral shift between im-
ages a and b is caused by a thermal drift of the scanning system, due to slight changes
in the temperature of the water. After more than 4 hours, the tip shape has altered
dramatically (Fig. 4.18 d), but it is nevertheless obvious that characteristic features
have disappeared. This can be assigned to a slight dissolution process and is certainly
enhanced by the permanent mechanical load of the oscillating tip. A more detailed
analysis would require a separate systematic investigation, including comparisons with
reference materials and areas which have not been exposed to the scanning AFM tip. In
order to examine the limited available data quantitatively, the images have been com-
pared via cross-correlation. Figures 4.19 a-c exemplarily show the cross-correlation be-
tween di!erent composite surface scans. For this purpose a representative region of the
reference image was chosen, on which the normalized cross-correlation with itself and
the subsequent images was performed in Matlab 8. From the resulting 2-dimensional
cross-correlation functions, the heights and positions of the correlation maxima have
been extracted. The latter were used to generate overlaps of the respective images (not

8Matlab help: normxcorr2 (Image Processing Toolbox)
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Figure 4.19: Cross-correlation analysis of composite surface AFM scans in water taken at
di!erent times: autocorrelation of the surface height after 10min in water (a); cross-correlation
of the same region with the surface height after 45min (b); cross-correlation between scans
after 45min and 1h 40min (c); maximum heights of the correlation functions between the
scans of the composites soaked for 10min (!) or 45min (+) and the scans obtained for longer
soaking times (d).

shown). The height of the correlation maxima (Fig. 4.19 d) decreases with the number
of scans, until after a scanning time of 2h 22min, when the correlation has decreased to
a value < 0.3. Visual inspection shows that some of the features seen in the first scan
can still be detected. Similar time dependencies of the cross-correlations are obtained
when a di!erent region is taken as reference. The noise in the time dependence curves,
seen in both data sets, reflects the di!erent AFM scanning directions (scanner hystere-
sis, nonlinearity). In summary, the AFM scans show that the composite structure is
highly stable in water for approximately 2.5 hours, despite of the permanent contact
with the AFM tip.

4.3.3 Discussion

In the previous sections it has been shown that continuous composite films contain-
ing an organic and an inorganic phase, namely PS-b-PAA, PAA and CaCO3, can be
produced at the air/liquid interface and successfully transferred to solid substrates. In
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cases where su"cient amorphous calcium carbonate has formed or a critical density
has been exceeded, the composite films have been crystallized via a solid-solid trans-
formation process that preserves the shape of the amorphous species. Their ability
to transform into a layer of polycrystalline calcite tablets and the high mechanical
stability of the composite surface in water demonstrate the high potential of these
materials to serve as building blocks for nacre-type multilayered materials. One draw-
back is that, when the composite films are brought in contact with liquids, the CaCO3

bearing part almost instantaneously peals o! and only the monolayer remains on the
substrate, indicating weak interactions between the two components. Additionally, the
cohesion within the PS-b-PAA thin film seem to be very low, as AFM topographies
have revealed a very loose arrangement of PS-b-PAA entities. Indeed, simple scratch
tests have shown that the mechanical strength of the multilayered PS-b-PAA/CaCO3

films is much inferior to that of biogenic nacre. However, it is anticipated that a much
better mechanical performance should be achieved by enhancing the cohesion within
the organic matrix using a suitable post-treatment, for instance by cross-linking PS
chains via irradiation with hard UV light, and providing an additional bonding capa-
bility between the CaCO3 film (or rather the PILP phase via the organic additives)
and the organic matrix.

The procedure for the composite film formation, which includes the addition of
(PAA) macromolecules in solution, is in accordance with other CaCO3 crystallization
experiments believed to proceed via a polymer induced liquid precursor phase [45, 48]
(see also Sec. 1.3.4). Cryo-SEM tomographies show indeed (Fig. 4.4 in Sec. 4.3.1) that
such a phase is existent in the present system. In the frozen state, droplet-shaped
deposits have been observed on the sample surface. They are assigned to the highly
hydrated early PILP stage. AFM surface scans of the dried precipitates beneath the
monolayer reveal the presence of particles with di!erent sizes, depending on the reac-
tion time. In the early stage of the composite film growth, the AFM topographical
images show either the morphology of the organic matrix itself, or a cover composed of
large particles (mainly from 60 to 80 nm). The particles may have formed where water
is removed from an initially smooth PILP film during air-drying, or by attachment
of late-stage solid-like PILP droplets. In view of the fact that no smooth films have
been detected in this system and these kind of particles only occurred at the begin-
ning of the experiment (in proximity of the organic matrix), it is assumed that after
a certain time PILP droplets with a low viscosity have accumulated underneath the
PS-b-PAA monolayer and were stabilized by the organic matrix. The AFM study has
also revealed that, at later stages, smaller particles with an average size of " 30 nm
continuously attach from solution to the existing composite layer. The consistency of
the particle dimensions during all later stages of the composite film formation suggests
that the PILP transformation process has been completed. All the excessive polymer
and water has been excluded and a stable form of amorphous calcium carbonate has
formed. This is confirmed by FT-IR measurements, showing a strong signal for ACC
after long reaction times. The appearance of ACC particles in solution, with an opti-
mal stability at a diameter of about 30 nm, has also been observed by other groups [44].
However, in contrast to the procedures described here, Pouget et. al have performed
their crystallization experiments without additional soluble polymers, and observed a
partial increase in particle size with a simultaneous transformation into a crystalline
species with time. This fact confirms the stabilizing e!ect of the PAA-macromolecules
on the amorphous phase and particle size of CaCO3. By annealing, the ACC is then
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transformed into the CaCO3 polymorph calcite. Thereby, the shape of the ACC par-
ticles is preserved, and thus the resulting crystal is a mesocrystal, composed of many
iso-oriented entities [27].

The focus in this work was set on the application of methods in scanning probe
microscopy. AFM surface scans and the analyses of the topographical images have
provided access to characteristics of the layered composite material like surface rough-
ness and dissolution behaviour. The dissolution rate and changes of the area, scanned
with the AFM tip, can be observed by occasional overview scans including regions
lacking mechanical treatment. Furthermore a systematic study of mechanical stability
may be performed, applying distinct scanning forces in contact mode. In order to
determine the exact particle sizes of the di!erent film growth states, the influence of
the AFM tip has to be subtracted. Its size can be measured via scanning electron
microscopy directly after usage. In the present work, the cantilevers were used until
an obvious degradation of the probe could be observed. Thus tip sizes ranging from
60 to 100 nm have been measured and had no imfluence on the initial measurements,
where features of about 20 nm could be resolved.

4.4 Conclusions

In summary, a novel strategy has shown for obtaining nacre-type composite multilay-
ers consisting of alternating block copolymer and tabular CaCO3 layers, which form
through PILP layer formation at the air/liquid interface. In contrast to previous
studies [47], large scale continuous PILP layers were successfully prepared underneath
the block copolymer monolayer. It was further demonstrated that such block copoly-
mer/PILP composite films can be used to build up organic-inorganic hybrid multilay-
ers through layer-by-layer deposition onto solid substrates. After drying in air, the
PILP layer on the solid substrate transforms into a continuous layer of ACC, which
can be further evolved into tabular calcite crystals by annealing. The characteristic
multi-lamellar architecture of the composite films is well preserved through all trans-
formation steps. The results shown here provide therefore a novel approach to mimic
and reproduce characteristic morphological features of nacre. As an environmentally
benign material, thin films of artificial nacre o!er potential applications in anticorro-
sion coatings, as well as in building architectural or decorative materials. From a more
technological point of view, one viable possibility to employ a PILP as a building ma-
terial for multi-lamellar composite thin film architectures has been shown here, which
as yet have failed to be obtained by alternative production strategies, e.g. epitaxial de-
position routes. Provided that further improvement of the mechanical strength can be
achieved by tailoring the block-copolymer structure, this method might be of general
utility for other inorganic/organic materials which can be produced via PILP forma-
tion. Detailed investigations on the transformation mechanisms by which polygonal
CaCO3 tablets form from a PILP or ACC phase, respectively are currently underway.

4.5 Appendix

4.5.1 AFM roughness analysis

To describe the roughness of a surface, the root mean square (RMS) roughness was
used, which gives the average of height deviations znm from the mean surface level z̄
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measured at each point xn = n ·# and ym = m ·#

RMS =

$%%& 1

N

N!1'

n,m=0

(z(xn, ym)$ z̄)2, (4.1)

where # is the smallest sampling distance and N2 the number of data points [209].
The mean surface level is defined as

z̄ =
1

N2

N!1'

n,m=0

z(xn, ym). (4.2)

The RMS value calculated with Equation (4.1) gives information about the roughness
in vertical direction but neglects the lateral extent of the height variations. In fact,
this roughness parameter depends on the examination scale range. A more general and
complete description of the surface roughness can be achieved by Fourier analysis [209],
where the surface is described as a superposition of spatial waves with increasing
frequency. The amplitude of the roughness components at each spatial frequency (in
one dimension) is determined by the power spectral density (PSD):

P (f) =
1

L
(

L(

0

z(x)ei2"fxdx)2 (4.3)

where P(f) is the power of a surface roughness wave of frequency f, z(x) the height
variation function at the position x and L the total scan length.The RMS value for the
surface roughness, filtered over a fixed wavelength interval is then:

RMS =

$%%%&
fmax(

fmin

P (f)df (4.4)

where the cut-o!s fmin and fmax are determined by the sample size (2#/L) and the
AFM tip (or pixel size), respectively.
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5 Polyelectrolytic polymer brushes for
biomedical applications 1

5.1 Introduction

Worldwide millions of people su!er from bone and joint degenerative and inflammatory
problems, such as fractures, osteoporosis and bone cancer. To ameliorate the patients’
situation, the a!ected tissue is replaced or fixed by artificial prosthetic devices. As
the life expectation and the mobility requirements of the patients increase, perma-
nent replacements have to provide enhanced stability and resistance against corrosion.
Therefore, medical devices are continuously improved and new bone replacement ma-
terials being developed [210]. Currently, those materials meet either the mechanical
demands, like titanium and steel [211], or the physiological requirements, such as ce-
ramics [212]. It is, however, still a major challenge to unite both qualities in one
material. For a successful integration an implant has to enable the specific adsorption
of adhesive proteins, which initiate the attachment and proliferation of specialized bone
cells that permanently compose and decompose bone material [213, 214]. The ultimate
goal is to make the implant invisible to the immune system and actively promote bone
deposition.

To fulfill all of the above requirements, the specific physical, biological, or chemical
characteristics of the implant surface need to be altered [215]. It has been shown,
that besides nanofiber sca!olds [216–218] also geometrical topographic patterns, such
as lines, triangles and hexagons [219–222], nano-sized circular grooves [223, 224] and
pillars [225] as well as surface roughness [226–229] are able to alter cell reactions.
For example, osteoblasts and fibroblast-like cells aligned to micro-grooves and line
structures are known to have a better adhesion behaviour than randomly (spherically)
shaped cells [230]. Additionally, they produce a highly organized collagen matrix (with
its fibers oriented along the micro-grooves) [231] that can be mineralized to a bone-like
material. Therefore, one important way is to topographically reproduce the natural
environment of the cells (the extracellular matrix), which essentially consists mostly
of pores and fibers on the micro- and nanoscale [232, 233].

Specific cell adhesion to solid substrates is promoted by protein-functionalized poly-
mer brushes [234, 235] and chemical groups with positive charges [236] or OH, COOH
and NH3 functionalities [237]. An increase of carboxylate groups on implanted polymer
pins improves the integration into the surrounding tissue by chelating 2 Ca2+ ions [238].
The Ca2+ ions are the foundations for the build-up of the natural bone material, and
assist the biomaterial connection to bone. When the natural tissue is imitated, an
implant is almost invisible for the immune system. For bone replacements, this ma-

1parts of this chapter are published in [4]
2Chelation leads to the presence of chelate complexes composed of a central atom or ion (calcium)
and one or more ligands (organic compounds). The central atom and at least one ligand are linked
via multiple coordinative bonds.
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terial would be hydroxyapatite (HA or Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) on a collagenous organic
matrix [239, 240]. HA- and crystalline calcium phosphate coatings alone are known
to improve the direct bone-implant contact compared to uncoated implants [226, 241–
243] and the di!erentiation of rat bone marrow cells, as well as calcification [244],
respectively, but su!er from a serious lack of long-term stability [211, 245, 246]. Major
concerns are uncontrolled dissolution, insu"cient adhesion to the substrate and low
cohesion within the coating. It is therefore essential to combine the inorganic material
with polymeric matrices, i.e. find appropriate biomimetic composite coatings.

A promising concept for microstructured composite coatings was introduced by Volk-
mer and co-workers [247] using hydrophilic structured surface-tethered polymethacrylic
acid (PMAA) brushes as a template for micro-patterned calcite films. Polymer brushes
are especially useful, since they are covalently attached to the implant surface and
should provide a firm bonding between the implant material and a HA-coating. Addi-
tionally, polymer brushes can be structured by a host of patterning methods (Sec. 2.1)
and they can be easily functionalized. Favorable functional groups are carboxylic-
and sulfate groups, since under physiological conditions the former serve as nucleation
sites for hydroxyapatite crystals [248] while the latter have higher tendency to promote
calcium carbonate nucleation [249, 250]. In biomimetics, artificial polymer matri-
ces with carboxylate head groups, e.g. poly(acrylic acid)-block-poly(n-butylacrylate)
films, have been proven to favor calcium phosphate crystallization [201, 212, 240].
In addition, it is known that functionalized self-assembled monolayers with sulfate
groups are more active than other negatively charged groups in inducing calcium car-
bonate nucleation [251, 252]. In the current chapter the approach of Volkmer and
co-workers [247] will be extended to other substances and their applicability in coat-
ings of bone replacement materials will be evaluated.

In order to ensure that the produced composite implant coatings integrate well in
hard tissue, it is necessary to investigate the biocompatibility of every part of the coat-
ing, including the polymer brushes alone. The viability, morphology and adhesion of
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) on such materials are significant indicators
for their applicability in bone implant devices, because these cells can di!erentiate,
amongst others, into bone generating osteoblasts [253]. hMSCs have been observed
to respond to surface chemistry (hydrophobicity and surface charge), topographical
structures and substrate sti!ness [215]. They attach and proliferate on polymeric sub-
strates with an elasticity between 0.1 kPa and 80 kPa, which is similar to the values
encountered in their natural tissue environment (brain, muscle and bone) [254, 255].
In addition, the elasticity range determines the cell morphology and lineage specifica-
tion [254].

Organic polymer brushes are widely non-toxic to cells, but often possess anti-fouling
abilities [52, 256–258], i.e. they show a high resistance to non-specific protein adsorp-
tion and cell adhesion. The latter has been observed to be influenced by the polymer
brush matrix area [259, 260] and in many cases to be reduced by increasing brush
thickness [261–263]. Mendelsohn et al. [264] have described the potentially large e!ect
that swelling behavior of surface coatings may have on cell adhesion. While preserving
chemical composition, coatings with higher swelling ability exhibit cytophobic proper-
ties, whereas cells prefer those surfaces with more compact structure.

In order to clarify whether swelling also plays a major role in the cell adhesion to the
hydrophilic microstructured brushes prepared after [247], an extensive study of their
swelling properties has been performed in this chapter. The parameter space that is
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considered to be relevant for swelling is discussed below. In particular, polymer brushes
which contain permanent or non-permanent charges (i.e. sulfates and carboxylates)
are known to exhibit complicated swelling characteristics that depend strongly on the
chemical structure, density and environment of the polymers.

To determine the brush properties under varying conditions, a multitude of tech-
niques have been proposed. The height of swollen electrolytic brushes has been inves-
tigated in solutions with various pH, salt concentrations and charged surfactants by
means of ellipsometry [200, 265–269] and neutron scattering methods [270–275], the
latter also providing access to the brush density profile. These methods are depen-
dent on the refractive index of the brush or require perdeuterated solvent mixtures,
respectively. Complementing information such as the viscoelastic properties and mass
are typically acquired using quartz resonators [276–278]. Alternatively, the viscous re-
sponse and shear modulus (i.e. the mobility of polymer brushes) have been measured
with the so-called ac/dc-compliance method by using atomic force microscopy [279].
Observation of the deflection of polymer brush coated AFM cantilevers, which de-
pends on the pressure in the brush layer, allowed further insight into the swelling and
deswelling kinetics [280]. Valuable information about swollen polymer brush systems
in aquous solutions, such as its charge distribution and the e!ect of counter-ions on the
osmotic pressure, were derived from the interaction forces between two brush-occupied
surfaces, or between brush layers and other well-defined materials. Studies have been
often performed with the surface force apparatus (SFA) [281–285] or the surface force
balance (SFB) [286, 287], which use a large contact area but are limited to a small
range of optically transparent substrates (such as mica). AFM force measurements,
in contrast, are applicable on all kinds of substrates and o!er high spatial resolution.
Measurements have already been performed with conventional AFM probes [288–290]
and cantilevers with colloidal tips [291–293]. In summary, AFM is one of the most
versatile tools to determine the swelling properties of polymer brushes and has been
selected for the current investigations. The particular advantage is that the brush con-
figuration (indicated by thickness and volume) and force profiles (revealing the brush
sti!ness) can be obtained simultaneously.

In this chapter poly-electrolytic brush matrices will be tailored and provided with
functional groups known to facilitate the mineralization of calcium compounds such as
carboxylate and sulfate groups. The PMAA, PSPMA and the zwitterionic 3 PSBMA
brushes (Fig. 5.2) will be characterized by means of AFM and their relation to hMSC
cell proliferation experiments on the substrates (showing their biocompatibility) will
be described. The approach targets the construction of mechanical stable inorgan-
ic/organic composite coatings for hard tissue implants. In order to avoid rejection the
implant materials will be hidden by using calcium phosphate. The long-term aim of
such investigations is to achieve the inclusion of active agents via nano-particles in
order to accelerate wound healing and tissue integration.

The fabrication method, materials and characterization procedures are described
in more detail in the subsequent section, followed by a short summary of the MSC
characteristics on the polymer brush substrates. In order to determine their relation
between cell growth and the properties of the brush substrates, the latter are stud-
ied in three di!erent environments: air, water and salt solutions. Even though it is
known that the optimal environment for cell growth is a combination of a salt bu!er

3A zwitterion is a molecule with spatially separated positive and negative electric charge.
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Figure 5.1: Fabrication of micro-patterned calcite films according to Tugulu et al. [247]

and nutrients (amino acids, glucose and vitamins), the latter have not been added to
the solution as they would have interfered with the measurement method. The com-
plexity of the system was gradually increased from air to a salt bu!er medium, such
that the influence of distinct parameters to the complete problem can be separately
investigated. The following section includes force measurements on PMAA brushes,
which are discussed in terms of scaling laws (revealing charge and grafting density)
and sti!ness. The results will be evaluated using theoretical models that have been
tested on gelatin reference samples.

5.2 Experimental approach

5.2.1 Fabrication of micro-patterned polymer and mineral films

The basic steps for the preparation of structured inorganic thin films (according to
Volkmer and co-workers [247]) are shown in Figure 5.1. First, substrates of patterned
polymer brushes are produced via surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymeriza-
tion (SI-ATRP) of photolithographically patterned substrates coated with ATRP ini-
tiator molecules (Fig. 5.1 A). Second, metastable amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC)
is deposited into the brush matrix and the composite material subsequently trans-
formed into a micro-patterned mineral film by thermal treatment (Fig. 5.1 B).

5.2.2 Materials

Polymer substrates 4. In a first step cleaned substrates (Wacker silicon wafer,
Menzel glass slides) were coated with the synthesized initiator 3-(2-bromoisobutyram-
ido)propyl(trimethoxy)silane via self-assembly [234]. For the subsequent structuring,
the substrate-attached initiator was partly inactivated by deep UV-light (UV Hama-
matsu Photonics LC8 source, - = 250 nm) through a photomask with fields of di!erent
pattern and pattern sizes. In a following step, the non-exposed areas were polymer-
ized with the electrolyte monomers NaMA (sodium methacrylate; Aldrich), SPMA

4The substrates were kindly provided by S. Letsche and A. Steinbach
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Figure 5.2: Chemical structure of obtained polymers

(3-sulfopropylmethacrylate; Aldrich) or SBMA ([2-(methacryl- oyloxy)ethyl]dimethyl-
(3-sulfopropyl)ammoniumhydroxide; Merck) by transferring the irradiated substrate
into a vessel containing the polymerization solution [59]. The polymerization condi-
tions were modified versions of Tugulu et al. [59] for NaMA, Masci and co-workers [294]
for SPMA and the Huck group [295] for SBMA [296], and have been optimized at room
temperature with a Cu(I)/Cu(II)/bipy catalyst system and under nitrogen or argon
atmosphere. The chemical structures of the resulting polymer brushes are displayed
in Figure 5.2. The samples have been annealed for 2 h at 100 "C on a heating stage.

Gelatin reference samples. Thin films of gelatin G2500 (300 Bloom 5) from
Sigma-Aldrich have been prepared following a procedure described by Benmouna et
al. [297]: 50mg of the dry material was mixed with deionized water at 50 "C for 30min.
In order to obtain bulk-like thick films, several drops of the solution were placed on a
microscope slide, while for thin films, the glass was rotated during the material trans-
fer at 1000 revolutions/minute and stopped after 40 s. Both samples were air dried
overnight and immersed again in deionized water [128] at least some hours before the
measurements. According to Benmouna et al. this procedure leads to an elastic modu-
lus of the samples of E=9kPa [297], which can be used as reference value for elasticity
measurements and data analysis.

5.2.3 Measurement techniques

Microscopy. Prior to characterization and further treatment of the polymer
brushes, their quality regarding homogeneity was analyzed with the Olympus IX70
optical microscope employing di!erential interference contrast (DIC). Phase contrast
light microscopy was used to determine the cell morphology.

Biocompatibility tests 6. For biocompatibility studies, brush coated glass slides
with grooves of di!erent widths varying from 2.5 m to 160 m were used. In those
grooves the surface corresponds to the UV-irradiated initiator monolayer while the
rest of the substrate exposes the respective polymer brush to the cell. Substrates with
either unpatternd polymer brush coating or irradiated initiator monolayer were used
for comparison. For the experiments, human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) from
passage 7 2-4 were used at a density of 10000 or 20000 cells/cm2 and seeded on the

5The Bloom number is a measure for the gel strength of gelatin and the result of a test patented by
O. T. Bloom, which determines the weight (in grams) needed to depress a specific probe (r#0.4 nm)
4mm into the gel.

6The support of A. Steinbach with the cell cultures and microscopy images is kindly acknowledged.
7Passages are subcultures of cells, which are received by passaging (splitting) the cells, i.e. the cells
are transferred from the previous culture to at least two fresh culture dishes to prolong the life of
the culture.
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100 µm 100 µm

Figure 5.3: Optical light (DIC) micrographs of photolithographically patterned PMAA
brushes with 10fold magnification: (left) image of four fields with di!erent pattern sizes, and
(right) selected stripe pattern (40 m structure width).

glass substrates in 12-well plates 8. The cells were obtained as described elsewhere [4].
Cleaned glass slides and cell culture plates served as control for the cell growth. All
samples were sterilized with 70% ethanol and dried over night.

Imaging. For quantitative measurements of the brushes, the samples were scanned
with the Agilent 5500 AFM. When measuring in air, the AFM was operated in
intermittent-contact mode with silicon probes from Olympus (nominal force constant
k=42N/m, tip radius k=9nm). In water and salt solutions softer silicon nitride can-
tilevers with spherical SiO2 tips were used (Novascan: k=0.32N/m, r=0.5 m and
sQube: k=0.08N/m, r=1 m). After incubation times of 20min and more, the sam-
ples were scanned in contact mode with forces ranging from 0.2 to 8 nN.

Force measurements. For reference, force-distance curves were performed at sev-
eral positions on both thick and thin gelatin films in deionized water (18,2M%/cm)
using sQube colloidal probes (0.08N/m). Afterwards, various polymer brush sam-
ples were examined at di!erent positions in deionized water at pH5-6 and phosphate
bu!ered saline (PBS), which is a 138mM NaCl-solution in a 10mM phosphate bu!er
at pH7.4 (Sigma Aldrich). Each measurement was repeated at least 5 times. For
calibration, force distance curves were determined on the glass substrate next to the
gelatin films and the brush grooves respectively. For comparison purposes, the mea-
surements were occasionally repeated on cleaned silicon substrates in the respective
medium. The approach/separation cycle was set to take five seconds. According to
the method of Cleveland et al. [111] as described in section 2.2.3 the spring constants
k of the cantilevers were estimated to be k "0.03N/m. For consistency, k was also
determined after the measurements with the thermal noise method [113] by using the
MFP-3D AFM from Asylum Research. The measured values were about 3! smaller
than the estimated ones: k "0.01N/m.

8Well-plates (also called microtitre plates) are flat plates with multiple depressions (wells) that are
used as small test tubes.
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500 µm 50 µm

Figure 5.4: Phase contrast light microscopy images of cell adhesion on patterned PSBMA
brushes. (Left) hMSC cell culture between the patterned PSBMA brushes (day 4 after seeding),
2fold magnification, and (right) hMSC cells between the PSBMA stripes (day 1 after seeding),
20fold magnification

5.3 Experimental results

The quality of the polymerized samples was surveyed in air with optical microscopy
in the DIC mode. As shown in Figure 5.3, the optical light micrographs of photolitho-
graphically patterned PMAA brushes show homogenous, sharp and defined stripe pat-
terns, which indicate that the samples have been successfully prepared. MSC stem
cells were cultivated on PSBMA, PSPMA and PMAA coated substrates with the
above mentioned characteristics for approximately one week. The phase-contrast light
microscopy images, taken at day 1 and 4 after the cell seeding show clearly cell adhe-
sion and growth between the polymer brush stripes (Fig. 5.4). In general, on either the
plastic or glass control cell growth is qualitatively similar, with cell density much higher
than on the brush-coated substrates. The patterned polymer brush samples showed
a faster cell growth than the non-patterned ones, however, proliferation occurred on
the former only in the grooves between the polymer brush regions. It could also be
observed that the cells on the PSBMA and PSPMA patterned coated samples show a
better cell proliferation than the PMAA coated ones. Surprisingly, our results show
that, even though it is known that generally osteoblasts and MSCs prefer hydrophilic
surfaces [215, 239], hMSCs clearly favor the hydrophobic grooves over the hydrophilic
polymer brushes. Such a behaviour has been seen by Navarro et al. [235], where
non-structured PMAA brushes with low swelling properties were populated with os-
teoblastic cells which, however, avoided to spread [235]. A similar behaviour has been
observed where hMSC cells were seeded on very soft protein-coated polyacrylamide
gels [255]. Remarkably, they occupied much larger areas on sti!er substrates with the
same chemical composition. Additionally, higher sti!ness substrates encouraged up
to a 10-fold increase in cell number over lower sti!ness gels. Tse et al. have even
observed that MSCs migrated on gradient hydrogels from softer to sti!er matrix re-
gions [298]. Consequently, aside from hydrophobicity, substrate sti!ness is a relevant
adhesion parameter [299]. To find out if the sti!ness of the PMAA brush, in particular,
is a crucial factor for the hMSCs preferences to adhere to the structure grooves, the
brush elasticity was measured by AFM. In the following, the geometry of the PSBMA,
PSPMA and PMAA brushes in air and their swelling behaviour in di!erent solutions
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Figure 5.5: 3D topographies of PMAA brushes with various line widths

are addressed first.

5.3.1 Brush topologies

Measurements in air

For a detailed characterization of the polymerized surfaces in air, the structured
brushes were scanned at various positions with the AFM as described above. As
will be shown subsequently, the samples exhibit a variety of configurations, whose
detection requires high resolution microscopy.

The 3D-illustrations (Fig. 5.5) of the scans of a patterned PMAA brush sample
(scan size 70 mx 70 m) show the homogeneity of the structures on the small scale.
The grooves correspond to the UV-irradiated positions of the initiator monolayer, the
elevated areas represent the polymer brush. Similar images have been acquired also
for the PSBMA and PSPMA structured substrates. Fig. 5.6 illustrates cross-sections
of all structured brushes, averaged over 5 scanning lines. For large stripe widths, their
height is independent of the feature sizes: h" 300 nm for PMAA (Fig. 5.6 b), h" 50 nm
for PSBMA (Fig. 5.6 d) and h" 30 nm for PSBMA (Fig. 5.6 f). For smaller feature
widths the brush heights decrease abruptly. This e!ect has been predicted by numeri-
cal molecular simulations of grafted polymers on nano-patterned surfaces of Patra and
Linse [300], and has been experimentally observed and investigated for pattern sizes in
the nano- and micron range [65, 301]. The mechanism is explained as follows: polymer
chains grafted at the periphery of the structures can extend away from the original
grafting points in the direction of the polymer-free substrate surface, allowing a con-
formational relaxation of the polymer chains at the edge of the structure. This leads
to a thinning of the polymer film, resulting in the decreased brush heights observed
for small structure sizes shown in Figure 5.7, top side. The e!ect on large structures
is only minor, since it only concerns the edges of the structure. The profiles for the
structure sizes 1.25 m and 2.5 m (Fig. 5.6) do not show flat areas between the brush
structures suggesting that the polymers of two neighbouring stripes overlap as indi-
cated in Fig. 5.7 (lower image), which is an additional mechanism leading to reduced
(measured) brush height. Moreover, the influence of the AFM tip on the polymer
brushes is an important factor which has to be kept in mind when interpreting AFM
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Figure 5.6: Topographical analyses of di!erent polymer brushes in air: AFM profiles and
measured brush heights of (a, b) structured PMMA brushes (polymerization time: 30min), (c,
d) PSBMA brushes (polymerization time: 120min) and (e, f) PSPMA brushes (polymerization
time: 16 h). For clarity, the profiles for the di!erent structure widths (nominal values: 1.25 m,
2.5 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 m and 40 m) are vertically shifted with arbitrary values. The error
bars show the standard deviation of the mean height averaged over several positions on one
sample.
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the AFM measurement cannot resolve

the topographic information in this area

AFM 

tip

AFM 

tip

Figure 5.7: Sketch explaining the di!erent measured brush heights and the steric e!ect of
the AFM tip. The polymers (black solid lines) are grafted to the blue areas. The green lines
contain the brush areas with high polymer density. ) is the slope of the brush structure, h the
brush height measured for large structure sizes, h! the thickness for small structure sizes and
h!! the measured feature height when the polymers of di!erent grafting sites overlap.

scans, particularly when dealing with high-surface structures ( m-range) or soft mate-
rials. The steric e!ect of the finite slope of the AFM tip can lead to an overestimation
of the brush width for very thick brushes [302], while high forces may cause an under-
estimation of the dimensions of the structure [300]. In the present case, the opening
angle of the AFM tip (15-25 " [303]) was su"ciently small to avoid notable sampling
artifacts. Indeed, the largest measured slopes of the polymer brush profiles (see also
the illustration in Fig. 5.7), are smaller than 10 " for PMAA, and 2 " for PSBMA and
PSPMA, respectively (Fig. 5.6). Additionally, no indentation into the dry brushes has
been measured with the cantilevers utilized in these studies. In this case, the AFM
measurements reflect the accurate topographical structure of the patterned polymer
brushes in air, but su!er from a loss of information in the lower area of the brushes
(indicated in Fig. 5.7).

In the course of this work, it has been occasionally observed that the thickness of the
polymer brushes deviates considerably (up to 30%) from the values determined above
(even though measured with the same method and tools). In general, the grafted
polymer chains can be in a more and less extended or coiled state, depending on their
chemical composition, grafting density and environment [304]. Electrically neutral
polymers repel each other due to steric repulsion, charged brushes are additionally
exposed to electrostatic e!ects which alter in polar and ion bearing media. Therefore,
the geometry of (charged) polyelectrolyte polymer brushes depends on their chemical
composition (i.e. the intermolecular interactions), their grafting density, the number
of polymer segments (molecular weight) and is expected to be responsive to environ-
mental conditions such as humidity, electrolyte concentration, and local pH-value (i.e.
they can swell, collapse, etc.) [51]. Despite the attempt to keep the polymerization
conditions and measuring environment (humidity and temperature) constant, large
variations in the polymer film heights have been detected. In the following, the e!ect
of the above mentioned parameters are investigated.

The dependence of the (dry) thickness of a PMAA brush grafted from glass and
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Figure 5.8: The polymer brush heights depend on the polymerization time (left) and the
density of the active initiator molecules (right). The error bars show the standard deviation of
the mean height averaged over several positions on one sample. The fitparameters (left) with
95% confidence bounds are f'0=581 (529, 634) and k=0.027 (0.021, 0.032) for PMAA on glass
and f'0=522 (376, 668) and k=0.016 (0.007, 0.024) for PMAA on silicon.

silicon on the polymerization time is shown in Fig. 5.8 (left side) 9. The data follow a
generic saturation behaviour h *

)
1$e(!ktp)

*
, with a time constant of 1/k=33-56min.

The steep starting slope leads to large height variations for short polymerization times
t + 1/k, e.g. for tp=20min± 2min it is h "260 nm± 20 nm (± 8%).

This behaviour agrees well with the observations made by Biesalski et al.. They
summarized that the dry thickness of a brush is given by [265, 266]

h =
'(tp) ·Mn

%
, (5.1)

where Mn is the number-averaged molecular weight, % the density of the polymer
and '(tp) the graft density in mol/m2. '(tp) grows with the polymerization time tp
according to

'(tp) = f'0
)
1$ e(!ktp)

*
, (5.2)

where '0 is the graft density of the initiator, f the radical e"ciency factor and k the
velocity constant of the initiator decomposition. The e!ect of the initiator density, '0,
on the PSPMA and PSBMA film height on glass substrates is shown in Fig. 5.8 in the
graph on the right. Polymer brushes grown from initiator monolayers with the double
amount of activated molecules are about 3 times thicker than the ones grafted from the
less dense initiator films (averaged over the larger structures with line widths of 10 m,
20 m and 40 m). This increase of thickness can be explained by the growing steric
repulsion in the case of denser arrangement of polymer chains, which consequently
extend further into the medium than less dense polymers [304].

Practically, the height and homogeneity of the brush structures are influenced as well
by the purity of the monomers and solvents and the irradiation intensity. Inaccurate

9The help of J. Podschun with the measurements of the brush heights in dependence of the polymer-
ization time is kindly appreciated
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Figure 5.9: Exotic pattern produced by a lithographical process where the initiator was
illuminated through a quarz mask with hexagonal holes (left). Low (PSPMA) brush structures
are not well defined above the background (height of about 2 nm) and edges are doubled (right).

positioning of the sample and the quartz mask before the illumination process may
result in air gaps between them, and may lead to exotic di!raction patterns (Fig. 5.9)
and not well-defined brushes. For example, the PSPMA stripes shown in Fig. 5.9
only reach a height of about 2 nm and barely stand out from the homogeneous back-
ground. Therefore, especially when low brushes are produced, high purity components
and increased irradiation intensities are required, in order to avoid any attachment of
polymer or dust particles in the structured grooves.

In summary, many di!erent polymer brush geometries can be fabricated by the
variation of the production parameters (such as polymerization time, concentration of
initiator, illumination conditions) and chemical compounds. Additionally, the brush
thickness is influenced by the substrate and the structure width, which makes it di"cult
to synthesize reproducible structures but also opens the field to a wide range of film
properties that can be adjusted according to the application. The behaviour of the
specific brushes in water and salt solutions will be described below.

Measurements in deionized water

When immersed into deionized water, the PMAA, PSPMA and the PSBMA brushes
show a characteristic swelling behaviour. Figure 5.10 shows the profiles of PMAA,
PSPMA and PSBMA brushes, scanned in contact mode with a colloidal tip AFM
probe (tip radius r=0.5 m) in air and water (pH=5-6). Due to the large tip radius,
the convolution of the surface structure and the tip shape has a larger e!ect on the
scanned profiles than in the images shown before (Fig. 5.6), where the tip radius was
only about 9 nm. The e!ects are, however, small with regard to the extension of the
polymer brush structures (several tenths of m) and the swelling of the brushes can be
analyzed adequately. The PMAA brush, in particular, grows by a factor of five in water
(measured at a force of F=9nN), while PSBMA and PSPMA reach twice their dry
height. Additionally, the measured shape of the swollen PMAA brush also extends
considerably laterally. The lower PSBMA and PSPMA brushes basically preserved
their profile in water.

The swelling behavior of PSBMA (a ”strong” polyelectrolyte) is determined by its
zwitterionic side-groups. The polymer chains are permanently charged (for pH>1),
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Figure 5.10: Profiles of polymer brush line structures in air (solid line) and water (dashed
line). Polymerization time PMAA: 30min, PSBMA: 120min, PSPMA: 16h.

i.e. the number of charges and their position on the chains are fixed. In the dry state,
the zwitterionic side-groups give rise to strong inter- and intramolecular interactions
and a high dipole moment of the brush [305]. In water and other dielectric solvents,
the electrostatic attraction between zwitterionic brush moieties is reduced due to the
accumulation of solvent molecules around the charges, and the brush swelling behaviour
depends on the dielectric constant of the solvent [295]. In contrast to PSBMA, both
the PSPMA and PMAA brushes contain only negatively charged functional groups.
While the former is permanently charged at almost all pH values (for pH>1), the latter
is a ”weak” polyelectrolyte [51, 265], whose number and position of charges strongly
depends on the pH of the surrounding medium [306]. Due to the increasing charge of
the PMAA chains for pH>3, the electrostatic repulsion grows and the brushes swell
accordingly. Biesalski et al. [265] have shown experimentally, that PMAA brushes are
considerably swollen at pH4...10. Due to its lower number of dissociated moieties,
PMAA should swell less than PSPMA in water (pH 5-6) in case they have the same
density of functional groups. Since the opposite behaviour has been observed, the
di!erent swelling factors of PMAA and PSPMA are assumed to result from varying
reaction speeds during polymerization: the polymerization time of PMAA (30min)
was much shorter than the polymerization process of PSPMA (16 h). Consequently,
the PMAA brushes are more poly-disperse (and therefore less dense and less stretched)
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and possess a high swelling capacity, while the PSPMA brushes have uniform chain
lengths (and accordingly are more dense in a more stretched configuration), resulting in
a low swelling capacity [202, 266]. Figure 5.11 shows the profiles and 3D topographical
cuts of PMAA polymer brushes, produced under identical conditions but leading to
di!erent configurations in air and water. In accordance with the descriptions above, the
brush in Fig. 5.11 a and b shows an extraordinary swelling behaviour. The measured
brush thickness increased from about 550 nm± 100 nm in air to 3100 nm± 200 nm in
water at F=4.4 nN (factor 5-7). In the following sections, this brush will be referred
to as ”high” PMAA brush. The second polymer structure, shown in Fig. 5.11 c and d,
had an initial thickness of 200 nm±10 nm in air which increased only to values between
600 nm and 950 nm (measured at a force of F=0.2 nN) in water (factor 3-5). Its reduced
tendency to swell is emphasized by the rectangular cross-section, which is known from
the dense collapsed state in air that was sustained in the water environment. From
here on, this brush will be termed as ”low” PMAA brush.

It was shown here that the swelling capability of PMAA in water outperforms the
other (PSPMA and PSBMA) brushes. Additionally, it was uncovered that the swelling
process does not only depend on the chemical composition of the polyelectrolytes
(acidic functional groups or permanent charges) but also on their homogeneity and
chain length determined by the fabrication process (polymerization speed and time).
A more detailed analyses of the ”low” and ”high” PMAA brushes is described in the
later sections, where their properties are investigated by means of force measurements.

Measurements in salt solutions

The topologies of the PMAA brushes in solutions, which contain additional salt, di!er
strongly from the ones observed in water with no or low added salt (osmotic brush
regime). Figures 5.11 a and c show that the PMAA brushes distinctly collapsed in
the vicinity of PBS. Figure 5.11 e and f, the corresponding contours of a fresh PMAA
sample, captured at di!erent times after immersion into a PBS solution used in a
1:900 dilution (0.15mM NaCl), are shown. The brush initially swells by a factor
of at least 7 (measured 15min after immersion) and then shrinks slowly. After an
incubation time of 1 h, the brush thickness exhibits only twice the height in air. This
observation is supported by theoretical [306, 307] and experimental [265, 267, 268]
investigations showing that weak polyelectrolytes like PMAA swell upon addition of
small amounts of salt into the surrounding medium, and shrink when a certain salt
concentration is exceeded. The reason for the swelling of the brushes is that the protons
(hydronium ions) associated with the polymer chains are substituted by salt counter-
ions (Na+) without violating the brush charge neutrality. Those ions are solvated by
water and therefore occupy a large space, causing a significant growth in brush height.
The degree of ionization of the brush moieties and the electrostatic repulsion along
the brush chains, as well as the number of confined hydrated salt ions, grow with
increasing salt concentration, and consequently the brushes expand in volume. When
the salt concentration is su"ciently large, the charges on the brushes are screened
and the polymer brushes collapse (salted brush regime). The initial swelling and the
subsequent delayed shrinking process of the PMAA brush in diluted PBS is obviously
caused by the time dependent concentration of salt ions in the brush (gradual increase).
The configuration of the brush for low incubation times is therefore dependent on the
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(a) AFM profiles of a PMAA brush with di"erent heights
(1) in air (550 nm), (3) in water (3060 nm) and (2) in PBS
(138mM NaCl) after 1. 5h (1230 nm).

(b) Corresponding 3D topo-
graphical image in air (bottom)
and water (top).
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(c) AFM profiles of a PMAA brush with di"erent heights
(1) in air (200 nm), (3) in water (630 nm) and (2) in PBS
(138mM NaCl) after 0.5 h (300 nm).

(d) Corresponding 3D topo-
graphical image in air (bottom)
and water (top).
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(e) AFM profiles of a PMAA brush with di"erent heights (1)
in air (120 nm), (4) in diluted PBS (0,15mM NaCl)) after a
swelling time of 15min (910 nm), (3) after 25min (490 nm)
and (2) after 1 h (290 nm).
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(f) Corresponding 3D topo-
graphical image in air (bot-
tom) and PBS (top).

Figure 5.11: AFM scans of structured PMAA polymer brushes in air and water with forces
of a), b) 4.4 nN, c), d) 0.2 nN and e), f) 2 nN (2) and 5 nN (3, 4). These forces are the lowest
possible forces that could be applied in order to gain a reliable topographical image of the
brushes. Note the di!erent z-scales of the images.
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Figure 5.12: Left: Large colloidal probes compress the polymer brush when they approach
the surface. Right: Sharp tips perturb the brush only locally, the polymer chains splay aside.

di!usion time of the salt ions into the brush. A more detailed investigation of the
PMAA brushes in PBS will be performed in the next two sections.

5.3.2 Forces between silica probes and PMAA brushes

Up to now, the swelling factors and brush heights in liquid have been determined
from AFM scans, which have the disadvantage to disturb the brush configurations due
to the mechanical contact. In fact, swollen brushes have been reported to be very
soft [51] and can easily be compressed or forced apart by the AFM tip during the
measurements. To determine the contact point and interactions between the AFM
tip and the unperturbed brush, force profiles of an indenting AFM probe have been
recorded. It will be shown in the following that the measurements not only deliver
correction terms for the brush thickness, but also contain additional information such
as the grafting density and the character of the structure valleys. The interaction
between the AFM tip and a polymer sample is primarily determined by the geometry,
cantilever composition and the brush configuration. As previously shown [308], the
measured forces per unit area are much smaller when the brush is penetrated by a
sharp tip, than in the case of contact with AFM probes with large tip area or flat
plates. This observation is explained by the fact that the polymer chains are forced
apart in order to avoid densification. Compression occurs, however, for tip areas
which are significantly larger than the area of a polymer chain head (Fig. 5.12), e.g.
for colloidal probes [309] as used in this work (r=0.5 m and 1 m).

In order to analyze the compression behaviour of the PMAA brushes, AFM force-
displacement measurements have been performed in water and PBS as described in
Section 2.2.3. In general, when the spherical SiO2 AFM tip approaches the PMAA
brushes, it can be retracted reversibly, in which case purely repulsive forces are de-
tected. Typical curves are shown in Fig. 5.13 (curve 1 and 2). The plot depicts the
raw data, as recorded during force displacement measurements with di!erent maxi-
mum forces in water on the ”low” PMAA brush and reference samples. The loading
and unloading curves 1 and 2 overlap and no snap in/out of the tip is observed. Hence,
the polymer brush deformation is completely elastic and no attractive forces exist be-
tween the AFM probe and the sample. In fact, the interaction of the SiO2 tip and
the PMAA brushes is dominated by an electrostatic repulsion, as inferred from the
observations made by Drechsler et al. [293]. They measured the surface potentials of
PAA brushes and micro-sized silica spheres at varying pH and found comparable elec-
trostatic potentials over the whole range leading to a mutual repulsion. Additionally,
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Figure 5.13: Representative forward and backward force-displacement AFM curves: (0) water
on silicon, 730nm high PMAA brushes with maximum deflections of (1) 0.2V, (2) 2.5V and
(3) 4.5V and (4) inside the structure grooves.

at low distances, the tip indentation is subject to steric repulsion of the brushes. In the
present case, adhesion peaks were occasionally observed when retracting the tip (curve
3 in Fig. 5.13). Such isolated events have been also observed in other systems and are
attributed to a bridging e!ect of individual polymers [290, 310, 311] where during the
contact, parts of the polymer(s) weakly attach to the tip.When the tip is retracted,
they stretch to their limit and the bonds to the tip successively break as the distance
to the substrate increases. The overall identical curve shapes for a polymer brush at
slightly shifted positions (Fig. 5.13) confirm the reproducibility of the measurements.

Surprisingly, curve (4) measured in the polymer free structure grooves has a shape
similar to the curves recorded on the polymer film. It shows initially a slight increase
in slope, and after a piezo movement of 300-400 nm the slope approaches that of an
impenetrable substrate, as is the silicon wafer (curve 0 in Fig. 5.13). Consequently, the
AFM tip has not only pushed onto a bulk glass substrate with a negligible thin layer
of silane molecules (approx. 1 nm), but also indented into several hundred nanometers
of thick soft film on its surface. The film may be a part of the peripheral area of
the strongly extended polymer brush stripes, or an UV-irradiated region that is not
completely inactivated, such that polymers could have grown with a very low grafting
density.

As a next step, the loads and indentations of the measured displacement curves will
be determined. As has been mentioned in Section 2.2.3, a significant (but not easy
to determine) parameter is the contact point. Since the noise of the data and the
shape of the zero force line varied considerably, the contact point has been determined
visually. This procedure is subjective and depends strongly on the extension of the
data range: for large maximum loads, the contact point is chosen in steeper regions,
while for small maximum loads, due to the higher resolution of the displayed data, it
is found in less steep regions. The e!ect of the uncertainty becomes obvious in the left
plot of Figure 5.14, where the indentation-load curves of the ”low” and ”high” PMAA
brush in water are shown for three and two di!erent maximum loads, respectively:
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Figure 5.14: Left: Indentation-load curves of ”low” PMAA brush (1-3) and measurements on
”high” brush with maximum deflections of 1.4V (6) and 2.8V (7) in water. Right: Indentation-
load curves measured on PMAA brushes with a measured height of 300-400nm in diluted PBS
(0.15mM NaCl) (9) and 300nm (8), 880nm (10) and 1230nm (11) in PBS (138mM NaCl).
The curves, which result from measurements with di!erent maximum loads, overlap for the
same sample. The data are fitted with the Alexander-de Gennes model (black dashed lines).

the smaller the range of the applied forces is, the larger are the initial slopes of the
indentation-load curves. In the following all these curves are modeled using the same
theory in order to estimate the resulting error. The load-indentation curves of the
brushes in di!erent salt solutions, shown in Figure 5.14 (right) are subject to the
same error. They, however, can be compared reliably because they are derived from
displacement curves recorded in identical data ranges. The incubation times for the
PMMA brushes (Fig. 5.14, right) are as following: for the ”high” brush in PBS 1.5 h
(curve 11) and 2.5 h (curve 10), for the ”low” brush in diluted PBS 0.5 h (curve 8) and
another ”low” brush with only half the structure width (see Fig. 5.11 e and f) 0.5 h
(curve 9).

A number of theories have been developed for the modeling of the interaction forces
between two surfaces grafted with polymers, ranging from neutral brushes [312, 313]
to polyelectrolytes [283, 284, 314]. Amongst them, the Alexander-de Gennes (AdG)
theory [312], which considers (steric) osmotic repulsion and elastic energy of the brush
chains, gives the most general description of the forces between neutral and even elec-
trolytic brushes and is most widely used. For weak polyelectrolytes, for instance, the
model can be applied in the limiting cases of very low salt concentrations (at high
grafting densities) and very large amounts of salt ions in the surrounding medium.
In such cases the brushes are e!ectively neutral [306]. Recently, experimental studies
have shown that the AdG model also describes very well the compression of polyelec-
trolytes in solutions with intermediate salt concentrations: Block et al. [292] found a
good agreement between the AFM force curves on physisorbed poly(styrene sulfonate)
layers and the AdG theory for small surface separations, and added an exponential
electrostatic double-layer contribution [315] in order to describe the measured data
for large surface separations. Liberelle et. al [285], in contrast, have not detected the
existence of long ranged electrical double-layer forces in the presence of weak polyelec-
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trolytes (PAA brushes), indicating that most of the counter-ions are localized inside
the brush. Their study shows that the AdG model is applicable to measured SFA force
curves, when the electrostatic contribution of the counter-ions to the osmotic pressure
is considered in the pre-factor of the model. The applicability of the AdG model for
PAA brushes in the salted regime is also confirmed by Drechsler et al. [293]. For lower
salt concentrations, i.e. in the osmotic brush regime, they find, however, a mismatch
between the theory and their measured data.

The Alexander-de Gennes model describes the force per unit area f between two
parallel surfaces bearing uncharged end-grafted polymer brushes in good solvents (the
polymer chains are highly expanded) [312]:

f " kBT'
3
2

+!2h
D

" 9
4 $

!D

2h

" 3
4
,

(5.3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, ' the grafting
density, D the distance between the two surfaces, and h the equilibrium thickness of
the polymer brush. The first term describes the osmotic repulsion due to increasing
polymer concentration when the surfaces are pushed together, while the second term
refers to the decrease in elastic energy of the chains as they are compressed. This
model relies on the assumption that the density of the undisturbed brush is constant
within the brush and zero elsewhere. Since it also implies that there is no inter-
penetration of the polymer brushes, the equation can be rewritten for the case where
only one surface is grafted with polymers by the substitution D ' 2D and dividing
the right hand side of Eq. 5.3 by 2 [288]. To account for the tip shape, the total
force F is approximated by integrating f over the indented tip surface [290, 315].
Two cases have to be distinguished in case of a spherical indenter: a) the indentation
& = h $D is smaller than the tip radius (the indenter surface grows with increasing
indentation), and b) the indentation is larger than the tip radius, (the indenting surface
stays constant). The total force is then calculated as (see also Fig. 5.15):

F " 2#
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f(z) = 0.5kBT'
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(5.5)

and

z# = h for h$D = & < R, (5.6)

z# = D +R for h$D = & > R. (5.7)

The parameter r(z) is the radius of the indenter surface for a given distance to the
surface z. Therefore:

r =
-

R2 $ (z $ (D +R))2 (5.8)

, dr

dz
=

z $ (D +R)-
R2 $ (z $ (D +R))2

. (5.9)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: Schematic drawing of a spherical AFM tip with radius R at a distance D to the
substrate (at z=0) and the indentation & into a polymer brush (orange) with height h as used
in the Alexander-de Gennes model to calculate the total force from the force per unit area.

After substituting (5.5), (5.8) and (5.9) in Eq. (5.4) and performing the integration,
the total force is:

F " kBT'
3
2
4#

385
·
!20D4 + 55D3R$ 308Dh3 + 77h3R

(D5h3)
1
4

+

$132Dh+ 420h2 $ 132Rh
" (5.10)

for h$D < R, and

F " kBT'
3
2
4#
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·
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(D5h3)
1
4

+
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(h3(D +R))
1
4

" (5.11)

for h $ D > R. The above force laws are plotted in Figure 5.16 for a tip radius
R=1 m, an equilibrium film thickness of h=3 m, a grafting density of ' = 4 ·1016m!2

(i.e. an average distance between the grafting sites of s=1/
-
'=5nm) and the tem-

perature T=22 "C. Since the two cases lead to almost identical forces for indentations
larger than R, the complete range can approximately be described by equation 5.10.
An alternative relation between force and the separation of neutral polymer brushes
has been derived by Milner, Witten and Cates [313]. In contrast to de Gennes, who
assumes a step-like volume fraction profile of the polymer brush, they used a more re-
alistic parabolic profile. However, since force curves usually can be fitted equally well
with both methods [104, 292], their particular model will not be addressed in more
detail in this work.

The Alexander-de Gennes model (Eq. 5.10) is used next to fit the load-indentation
curves of the ”high” and ”low” PMAA brush in water and PBS (black dashed lines
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Figure 5.16: Alexander-de Gennes force law for the compression of a polymer brush with the
grafting density of ' = 4 · 1016m#2 and an equilibrium thickness of h=3 m by a spherical
AFM tip with the radius R=1 m. The continuous curve (red) describes indentations smaller
than R, while the dashed line (blue) gives the load for larger indentations.

curve '(!1015/m2) s(nm) hAdG(nm) hAFM(nm) #h(%)
1 1.4 26 741 780±180 (+320) 5 (33)
2 3.1 18 737 780±180 (+200) 6 (25)
3 3.7 17 612 780±180 (+160) 22 (35)
6 3.0 18 2102 3100±200 (+1300) 32 (52)
7 2.2 21 2719 3100±200 (+1880) 12 (45)

Table 5.1: Grafting density ', distance s and thickness h of the PMAA brushes in water
obtained from the fit of the curves in Fig. 5.14 (left) with the modified Alexander-De Gennes
scaling expression and brush heights determined from the AFM topographical images. #h
depicts the percental deviation of hAdG from hAFM

in Fig. 5.14). The fit parameters a = #kBT'
3
2 and the equilibrium film thickness

h describe adequately the experimental data. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the resulting
values for the grafting density ' and the average distance of the grafting sites s for
kB=1.38·10!23 J/K and room temperature T=295.15K. The brush heights obtained
from the fits are listed next to the values determined from the AFM topographical
images. The numbers in the brackets are corrections, which account for the compressed
brush height during the AFM scans with finite load. The values were derived from
the force distance curves and depend strongly on the choice of the contact point.
It is clear, that the experimental and the modeled curves match better in the cases
where the contact points are chosen in the less steep regions (e.g. curve 1, 2 and
7). Their fits also deliver more realistic values for the brush heights, which are (for
the measurements in water) consistent with the value range specified by the AFM
topographies. The method, however, strongly underestimates the brush thickness of
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curve '(·10151/m2) s(nm) hAdG(nm) hAFM (nm) #h(%) t1(nm)

8
3.9 16 91 300±20 (+50) 70 (74) 16
6.3 13 77 300±20 (+30) 74 (77) 10

9

3.2 18 135

400±100 (>120)

66 18
5.6 13 139 65 16
11.6 9 192 52 13
15.0 8 206 49 13

10

1.9 22 558 880±20 (+400) 37 (56) 81
1.8 23 390 880±20 (+360) 56 (69) 68
2.9 19 612 880±20 (+240) 30 (45) 60
2.7 19 582 880±20 (+300) 34 (51) 54
4.7 15 429 880±20 (+270) 51 (63) 43

11

2.0 22 959 1230±10 (+600) 22 (48) 73
2.0 22 861 1230±10 (+560) 30 (52) 93
1.3 27 725 1230±10 (+550) 41 (59) 61
2.2 21 650 1230±10 (+430) 47 (61) 65
2.0 22 560 1230±10 (+390) 54 (65) 83

Table 5.2: Grafting density ', grafting distance s and thickness hAdG of the PMAA brushes
in PBS obtained from the fit with the modified Alexander-De Gennes scaling expression. For
comparison the heights determined from the AFM measurements (hAFM ) and the percental
deviation #h of hAdG from hAFM are listed. The force distance curves decay approximately
exponentially with the decay length t1 (last column).

the unperturbed brush, which is given by the addition of hAFM and the corrections. It
has also to be noted that the determined distance between the grafting sites of about
20 nm is one order of magnitude larger than usually reported for surface-initiated
ATRP polymerization [304, 316], but about the same for all ”low” and ”high” brush
samples, indicating that their varying morphologies are not a result of di!erent grafting
densities, but other factors. The fact that the calculated grafting density does not
change significantly for varying salt concentrations, rules out the requirement that the
electrostatic contribution can be accounted in the prefactor of the AdG-fit, as proposed
by Liberelle et al. [285]. Figure 5.17 shows that the best fit functions deviate from the
measured data mainly for small applied loads, indicating the presence of an electric
double layer, in agreement with the potential measurements described earlier [293].
Modeling the curves with an exponential decaying function at small forces

F (&) = a# · e
1
l1
#

(5.12)

delivers the decay length l1, which is a measure of the range of interaction energy [292,
293]. In the case of pure electrostatic interactions between the brush and the silica
spheres, l1 should equal the Debye length, the characteristic thickness of the di!use
electric double layer. According to [315], the Debye length of PBS with 138mM NaCl
and KCl is .=0.8 nm and of PBS with 0.15mM salt it is .=24,8 nm. The latter
value agrees well with the measured decay length of 17 nm±1 nm for curve 9 in di-
luted PBS, indicating strong electrostatic e!ects. In the more concentrated solutions,
the measured decay lengths of 15 nm± 3 nm (curve 8), 60 nm± 20 nm (curve 10) and
75 nm± 15 nm (curve 11) are much larger than the Debye length, indicating a grow-
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Figure 5.17: Measured force-distance curves and corresponding AdG fits in the small-load
regime. For clarity, only 2 curves are shown, for water (8) and PBS (3). The overestimation
of the indented distance indicates the presence of additional repulsive forces caused by elec-
trostatic e!ects. The exponential decay (red line) indicates the presence of a di!use electric
double layer.

ing influence of the steric repulsion for large amounts of salts. However, the large
di!erences between the brush heights, determined with the ADG model and the ones
measured with the AFM (average deviation in water: 38± 5% and in PBS: 62± 2%),
cannot be explained by the missing electrostatic contributions in the AdG model, since
in this case the brush heights would have been overestimated and the deviations would
decrease with an increasing amount of salt [293]. Most likely the error is caused by a
non-uniform brush density and/or an insu"cient sampling depth due to the low spring
constant of the AFM probe.

In summary, three types of interactions have been detected, namely a repulsion
between the AFM tip and the PMAA brushes, due to steric and electrostatic e!ects,
and the attractive bridging e!ect. The AFM indentation results support the idea (also
recently published in di!erent context by other groups) that the Alexander-de-Gennes
model originally developed for the analysis of forces between neutral brushes can also be
applied successfully for polyelectrolytes. The advantage of this model is that quantities
such as the grafting density (otherwise di"cult to measure) and brush heights can be
derived. The observed inaccuracy of these quantities demands further experimental
work beyond the scope of this thesis. It was shown that brushes with smaller initial
height (in the dry state) swell less, and since the grafting density is constant for
all samples, they are shown to possess shorter chains with a more uniform height
distribution. In PBS solutions with a NaCl concentration of 0.15mM and 138mM the
brushes are in the salted regime, where the charges of the monomers are screened by
counter-ions. For small salt concentrations, the electrostatic interactions between the
tip and the sample are dominant, while for higher salt contents the influence of steric
repulsion increases.

5.3.3 Mechanical properties of PMAA brushes

In order to give access to the material mechanical parameters directly from measured
load-indentation curves, various models of the contact mechanics have been proposed.
An example for such models are those of Hertz [317] and Sneddon [318] (Sec. 5.6.1),
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Figure 5.18: 3D topographical images of a bulk-like gelatin film swollen in water. (Left) At
the border zones, a film height of up to 7 m is measured. This value equals the maximum
operation range of the utilized scanner. (Right) The film exhibits height variations on the
m-scale. For reliable force measurements the locations of the AFM tip indentation therefore

have to be chosen carefully (not in the film grooves).

which describe a purely mechanical contact (the sample and indenter are assumed to
be continous elastic media). Adhesion forces, acting outside and inside the contact area
have been incorporated by Derjarguin, Müller and Toporov (DMT-model) [319] and
respectively, Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR-model) [320], and additionally are
combined into one complex description by Maugis (MD-model) [321]. These theories,
however, can only be applied for samples with infinite thickness and linear elasticity.

As observed in the previous sections, the polymer film thicknesses range from a
few m (PMAA brushes swollen in water) down to only a few nm (PSPMA and PS-
BMA brushes with structure widths of only a few m in the completely collapsed
state). It is known that in the latter case (extremely soft, thin films on sti! substrates
with a thickness smaller than roughly a few hundred nanometers), the substrate in-
fluences the force measurement if deformations are larger than about 10% of the film
thickness [322]. Within this so called ”mechanical double-layer” the nanomechanical
response varies with the indentation depth. It is therefore necessary to consider this
e!ect when calculating the mechanical properties of the polymer films, otherwise their
sti!ness will appear too large.

In order to estimate this influence, measurements have been performed with a well-
known test model system for AFM force measurements [297, 322, 323]: thin gelatin
films. The molecular composition of gelatin is similar to the polymer brushes, being
a biopolymer, namely a denaturated collagen [324]. Gelatin can be easily prepared as
a gel in aquous solutions by lowering the temperature below " 30"C. Additionally, its
Young modulus can be adjusted through the pH and solvent quality (a high elastic
modulus can be achieved when the solvent quality is low, i.e. the solubility of gelatine
is small, for example, when using a propanol/water mixture instead of pure water as a
solvent). Its prior application as a coating material in cell culture plates [325] indicates
that the gel is a suitable reference material for the investigation of the polymer brush
mechanics (which are investigated in connection with human stem cell adhesion to
the brushes). However, it has to be taken into account that the two films adhere
di!erently to the glass substrate: while the polymer brush is covalently bound to its
surface, gelatin is merely attached via electrostatic interactions [323].
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Figure 5.19: Predicted indentation and contact radius according to the Hertz and Sneddon
models for a material with a Young’s modulus of 9 kPa and a spherical indenter with the radius
R=1 m.

Gelatin model system

In a first step the elastic modulus of gelatin was determined from the force-indentation
curves on a very thick gelatin layer of )7 m (Fig. 5.18). In this case, the film can be
considered to be bulk material and conventional models apply. Since no jump into/o!
contact of the AFM probe was observed (not shown here), there is no (or only very
small) adhesion between the tip and the gelatin, and the Hertz or Sneddon mechanics
(Sec. 5.6) are su"cient to describe the system. In order to choose the appropiate model,
the contact radius and indentation for both models have been calculated for given
forces, a theoretical Young’s modulus of 9 kPa (expected modulus for gelatin) and a tip
radius of 1 m (according to the used AFM probes). The results are plotted in Fig. 5.19.
Even though the contact radii follow di!erent curves for the di!erent models, the
calculated indentations do not diverge significantly in the range of forces applied here
(0-10 nN). Correspondingly, the Hertz fit of the measured data with equation (5.17) and
the average values of the calculated Young’s modulus according to Sneddon (Eq. (5.18)
and (5.19)), shown in Fig. 5.20, agree very well. Due to its simple functional form only
the Hertz model will be further evaluated in the following sections. The resulting elastic
moduli of 6.8 kPa to 11.8 kPa are close to 9 kPa, which is the value given by Benmouna
et al. [297] for gelatin 300 in deionized water. Considering the wavy appearance of the
gelatin film in Fig. 5.18, which is typical for a swollen spatially constrained gel [326–
328], it is likely that the properties of the gelatin film are not perfectly homogeneous.
The reason for the large deviations between the experimental data and the models
for very small indentations, lies in the uncertainty of finding the contact point, as no
snap-in point that can be used as reference is present.

After the elastic modulus of the bulk material has been determined, the thin gelatin
films are analyzed in a second step. The 3D AFM topography (Fig. 5.21) shows a small
section of the sample, where (due to the rotational movement of the substrate during
film preparation) material has piled up at the edge of the gelatin droplet, forming a
ridge with a measured height of about 3.4 m. Towards the center of the drop the
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Figure 5.20: Measurements of the elastic modulus of a gelatine film swollen in water (film
height about 7 m) taken at di!erent locations. (Left) The data (markers) are fitted with the
Hertz model (continuous lines): ! E=6.7 kPa, . E=9.9kPa, + E=10.2 kPa, / E=11.7 kPa.
(Right) The Young’s modulus of each data point is calculated with Sneddon’s equations. The
average values for indentation depths larger than 250nm are: ! E=6.8kPa, . E=9.7 kPa, +
E=10.7 kPa, /: E=11.8 kPa.
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Figure 5.21: Left: 3D topographical image of the edge of a spin coated gelatin film swollen
in water. Right: Profile at y "85 m. Force displacement curves have been recorded at several
x positions, labeled 1-8.

film flattens and forms a homogeneous layer of about 0.95 m. These height variations
were used to prove the dependence of the force-distance curves on the film thickness
on gelatin. The measurements were performed at several x positions, labeled 1 to
8, at y " 85 m (Fig. 5.21). The positions are, however, only a rough estimation of
the measurement locations, since the gelatin film has been scanned with the open loop
setup and scanner nonlinearities and hysteresis e!ects are not corrected. To obtain the
load-indentation curves in Fig. 5.22, the contact points were determined visually and
then corrected individually such that the curves satisfy the Hertz dependency F * &3/2

directly after ”contact”. In this case, the influence of the substrate is negligible, as
for small indentations the measured curve shapes (Fig. 5.22) match well with the
Hertz model with E=7.7 kPa. At larger deformations the tip compresses the gelatin
network and starts to interact with the substrate. Thus, the measured data points
deviate from the Hertz model. Curve 3 exhibits the smallest deviations to the bulk
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Figure 5.22: Indentation-load curves determined from measurements at the positions 1 to
8. The contact points were determined visually and then corrected individually such that the
Hertz dependency F* &3/2 is fulfilled directly after contact. The Hertz fit for small indentations
(grey continuous line) gives E=7.7 kPa. The maximum exponent of 7/2 limits the application
range of the Dimitriadis model to small loads (maximum load: black dots).

theory and the largest value for the maximum indentation (360 nm), indicating that
this measurement has been performed in the highest investigated region on the gelatin
film. Similar considerations reveal that the film height progressively decreases from
measurement 4 to 8 and suggest that the actual positions of the force-distance sweeps
have been actually shifted in respect to the locations indicated in Fig. 5.21 (right).
In the thinner regions of the gelatin layer, the indentation saturates at smaller loads.
Here, the compressed film has an apparent sti!ness, which is equal to or larger than
the sti!ness of the AFM probe. Measurement 2, performed at the edge of the rim,
reproducibly di!ers from the other measurements: for higher forces, the tip indentation
is larger than expected. It is likely that the probe has slid laterally, due to loose
substances which may have accumulated at the film border during sample preparation.

In total, the tip indents only between 10% and 20% into the gelatin layer, which is
a consequence of the low spring constant of the utilized AFM cantilever (k=0.08N/m)
and a large degree of film compression. The large indentation of around 150 nm at
position 1 indicates that a thin gelatin film exists even in the low regions of the sam-
ple (Fig. 5.21) because the glass surface should correspond to much higher loads (an
indentation of 150 nm into glass (E=2..70 GPa) would require forces of several 100 N).

In an attempt to describe the indentation of samples with finite thickness and deter-
mine its Young modulus we use the model of Dimitriadis et al. (Appendix 5.6) which
introduces higher-order correction terms to the Hertz solution (Eq. 5.20). The model
distinguishes the two cases where the sample is or is not bonded to the supporting
substrate. Additionally, the authors verified their model in an experiment similar to
the one used here (indentation into gel samples with spherical tips). Consideration
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Figure 5.23: Left: Dimitriadis fits (dashed lines) to curves 1-8 (continous lines) with
E=7.7 kPa deliver too low values for h (nb/b): 1) 465nm / 592nm 8) 555nm / 707 nm,
7) 487nm / 620nm 6) 593 nm / 755 nm 5) 584 nm / 744 nm 4) 752nm / 957nm 3) 1134nm
/ 1443nm. Right: For an alternative choice of the contact points the measured data and the
theory overlap at small loads

curve 1 8 7 6 5 4 3
E(Pa) 1496 666 2704 575 506 705 756
h(nm) 1440 950 5420 1060 1070 1950 2930

h7700(nm) 539 950 838 1160 1200 1990 4090

Table 5.3: The Young’s modulus E and the gelatin film thickness h, calculated from the 3
fit parameters found in Eq. 5.29, vary strongly. The heights h7700 are obtained from fits with
only 2 fit parameters and E=7700Pa.

of Equation 5.20 reveals that the Dimitriadis model has a limited application range:
the exponents of the correction term are (7/2 and therefore will not describe the full
curvature of the curves seen in Fig. 5.22. However, the model can be applied for small
indentations. The data points where the curves start to exceed 7/2 slope are marked
with black dots in Fig. 5.22. Fitting the measured data in the smaller indentation
regions with (5.22) and (5.24) gives values for the Young’s modulus E and the equilib-
rium brush height h, which are not related to the experiment: E varies between 0.05 Pa
and 530 Pa (non bonded version) or between 10Pa and 880Pa (bonded version) and
h is 35 nm (curve 1) to 280 nm (curve 3) and 5 nm (curve 1) to 200 nm (curve 3),
respectively. Figure 5.23 shows curve fits (dashed lines) with a fixed Young’s modulus
of E=7.7 kPa as estimated with the Hertz model. The fits and the measured data
do not match very well (left graph), but can be shifted to overlap for an alternative
choice of the contact point (right graph). In this representation it becomes obvious
that the bending of the measured curves cannot be recovered completely by the model
of Dimitriadis et al. Additionally, the determined thicknesses of 500 nm to 1500 nm
are much lower than the heights determined from the AFM scans (( 950-3500 nm).
The Dimitriadis model obviously underestimates the influence of the substrate on the
mechanical response of the polymer film, and in addition is restricted to the description
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Figure 5.24: Left: Cappella & Silbernagel fits (continuous lines) to indentation curves 1-8
(markers) with 3 fit parameters (a, b, d) represent the experimental data very well. Right:
Assuming E=7.7 kPa leads to a reduction of fit parameters (b, d) and to less matching curve
shapes.

of small indentations. Especially in this range, the measurements are prone to errors
due to noise and the uncertainty of the contact point.

A more general model, which deliberately includes the mechanical properties of the
substrate, has been developed recently by Cappella and Silbernagel (Appendix 5.6).
Figure 5.24 shows a good correlation of experimental and modeled data. The fits with
Eq. 5.29 (Esubstrate ' 0) and its 3 variables a, b and d match the measured curves
very well, as seen in the left graph. The elastic modulus and the film thicknesses h of
gelatin in water determined with Eq. 5.28 ('=0.5) and Eq. 5.31, respectively, are listed
in Table 5.3. The proportionality factor in the latter expression is calculated using the
fit parameters of curve 1 and the height h=950 nm, which was previously determined.
The reason for this choice lies in the low height variations of the gelatin film around
location 1, which lead to a high accuracy of the AFM height measurement even when
the x and y coordinates of the force-distance curves are not accurately known. Even in
this situation the fitted average elasticity is underestimated, with E=1000 Pa± 300Pa,
and the height values vary strongly for locations 1,8 and 7. As the fitting routine has 3
degrees of freedom (fit parameters), this is an indication that the fitting process is not
very stable. To minimize this problem, the number of variables was reduced to only
2 (b and d), while assuming E=7700 Pa. The corresponding fits (Fig. 5.24) overlap
less well with the experimental data, but the determined film heights h7700 (Table 5.3)
are consistent with the thicknesses measured by AFM (Fig. 5.21) (assuming that the
measurement points are shifted towards the indicated postions due to scanner non-
linearities). As previously indicated, uncertainties are introduced by the inaccurate
determination of the contact point, the incomplete topographical characterization of
the sample and insu"cient statistics for the proportionality factor (Eq. 5.31). Nev-
ertheless the theory of Cappella and Silbernagel proves to be a good model for the
interpretation of force measurements on thin gelatin films on glass substrates, as long
as representative average curves are measured or the exact heights or elastic modulus
are known. With this model the complete data range can be included in the data
analysis.
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Figure 5.25: Load-indentation curves on PMAA brushes in water (left graph) and PBS (right
graph). The data is fitted with the Cappella & Silbernagel model 5.29 (black dashed lines)
and the Hertz model (colored short-dashed lines) for small loads.

PMAA brush measurements

In view of the findings on the gelatin reference system, the PMAA polymer brush load-
indentation curves (Sec. 5.3.2) have been fitted with the hyperbolic function (5.29)
derived by Cappella and Silbernagel (Fig. 5.25). As the model was found to not
always lead to well defined solutions, the Hertz model was additionally applied for
small indentations (5-15% of the brush height), where the condition F* &3/2 is fulfilled.
In water, the thin film model adequately describes the experimental curves (Fig. 5.25,
left) and the determined film heights are in general consistent with the measured AFM
heights (Table 5.4). The theory predicts an elastic modulus of only a few Pa, which is
about three orders of magnitude smaller than the values measured for gelatin films in
water. The Hertz fits, in contrast, lead to a minimum Young’s modulus of 358Pa and
show a distinct tendency to increase with the curve number, i.e. the results strongly
depend on the chosen contact points. Despite this uncertainty the picture confirms
that the PMAA brushes in water possess a Young’s modulus much smaller than the
gelatin gel (7.7 kPa). Interestingly, the average moduli are about the same for the
”low” polymer brush and the ”high” PMAA brush (smaller than or equal to a few 100
Pa), which may indicate that both films are swollen to the same extent, have a similar
density profile, but di!er in their average chain length. The quantitative values E,
however, are only a rough estimation of the elastic moduli of the polymer brushes: in
addition to the lack of statistics, the non-uniform density profile of the PMAA brushes
(due to the fast polymerization) has to be considered.

In bu!er solution, it was not possible to find appropriate hyperbolic functions con-
sistent with Eq. 5.29 and describe the measured data (Fig. 5.25, right). This was
in particular the case for the higher polymer brushes and may be caused by height-
dependent non-uniform material properties (e.g. density, counter-ion distribution).
Since the experimental and the theoretical curves show a good agreement for very
small loads, the elastic moduli ES&C match well with EHertz (average deviations be-
tween -30% and +20%). Both quantities are strongly dependent on the chosen contact
point and therefore not representative for the material sti!ness. From Table 5.5 can
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curve 1 2 3 6 7
EHertz(Pa) 358 1187 1862 275 939
ES&C(Pa) 8 1 28 4 27
hS&C(nm) 1200 178 821 4596 5150
hAFM (nm) 1050 980 940 4400 4990

Table 5.4: Physical quantities derived from the load-indentation curves of PMAA in water.
The Young’s modulus ES&C is in the range of a few Pascals and much smaller than EHertz .
The film thickness hS&C is calculated from the fit of Eq. 5.29 and AFM reference height
measurements.

curve 8 9 10 11
EHertz(Pa) 995415700377686101230015400 598 794 12772937 907 954 1095
ES&C(Pa) 5247104942557598411527 9438 756 865 13924287 773 806 1143
hS&C(nm) 292 412 221 550 1068 898 1209106315383566269825703389
hAFM (nm) 350 330 520 1280112011801150179017801660

Table 5.5: Young’s modulus and PMAA brush thickness in PBS, as derived from the Hertz
theory and Eq. 5.29. The height h is calculated using the AFM heights of the lowest PMAA
brush. The multiple columns represent di!erent choices for the contact point as described in
Section 5.3.2

be concluded, however, that the moduli of the brushes in PBS increase with respect to
the measurements in water, i.e. the collapse of the brushes in salt solution manifests
in a higher film sti!ness. Additionally, the low polymer brushes (curves 8 and 9 in
Fig. 5.25) are by at least a factor 3 sti!er than the higher brushes (curves 10 and
11), indicating that the thinner polymer films are in a more collapsed state. These
di!erences can be attributed to the fact that the higher brushes were investigated be-
fore the system reached an equilibrated state (Sec. 5.3.1). The di!usion of salt ions
into the brushes has not been fully accomplished at the time of the measurements and
therefore the film has not completely collapsed.

5.4 Conclusions

For the applicability of the produced PMAA, PSPMA and PSBMA polymer brush
films to medical implant coatings, their compatibility with human mesenchymal stem
cells had to be guaranteed by testing the adhesion and morphology of the cells on
the brushes. Contrary to earlier reports on di!erent kind of surfaces [239, 329], the
cells have been shown to prefer the hydrophobic grooves over the hydrophilic polymer
surfaces. The PMAA brushes, in particular, diminish cell adhesion strongly. In or-
der to investigate the correlation between cell adhesion behaviour and properties of
the polymer films, the brushes have been imaged with atomic force microscopy and,
exemplarily, the mechanical properties of the PMAA films were determined.

AFM scans of the polymer brushes on micro-patterned substrates in water have
shown that the swelling abilities of the PMAA brushes are superior to the other poly-
mers and in expanded state, their volume occupies a considerable portion of the valleys.
In addition AFM indentation experiments have confirmed the presence of a polymer
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film in these areas. The Young’s modulus of the swollen polyelectrolytes in water was
determined to be only a few tenth of Pa ((0.3 kPa), already much smaller than the
average sti!ness of living cells such as human MSC cells (E=0.1 kPa-80 kPa) [330],
which belong to the softest specimens measured with the common techniques [331]. In
this swollen state it is therefore not likely that PMAA brushes provide an appropriate
substrate for MSC cell growth even if they exhibit favorable chemical surface charac-
teristics. Similar results were obtained by Saha et al., who investigated the e!ect of
substrate sti!ness on adult neural stem cell cultures using polyacrylamide gels with
varying elastic modulus [332]. The cells typically encounter mechanical environments
between E’=0.1 and 1 kPa in the brain and the authors reported, that cell spreading,
self renewal and di!erentiation were inhibited on substrates with E’=10Pa.

In their natural environment, however, cells are surrounded with salt ions in high
concentrations. To imitate these conditions, a NaCl-solution in a phosphate bu!er
(PBS) was used instead of pure water. In accordance with the results of Rühe and
coworkers [267], who investigated the influence of monovalent salts (sodium compounds
in particular) on the swelling behaviour of PMAA brushes, a severe decrease in the
brush heights could be observed (minimum sodium concentration in our PBS solutions
at pH=7.4: c=0.15mol/l). The determined sti!ness of the brush was larger than in
water, i.e. in the range of 0.6 kPa to 15 kPa, but could not been evaluated with high
accuracy. These values are consistent with the sti!ness of the natural environment of
hMSCs [254] such as the neural tissue (0.1-1 kPa) and the muscle (8-17 kPa). Therefore,
cell proliferation in these areas should be possible. However, special care has to be
taken, as it has been shown that 1) the equilibration time of a brush-solution-system
is remarkably long (up to several hours) and 2) the stem cells prefer sti!er material
regions [255] towards which they eventually migrate [298].

In summary, the fabricated polymer brush structures (with structure sizes in the m-
scale) can direct cell adhesion to certain areas (cells avoid the brushes and settle in the
structure valleys). A separate study that included the proliferation potential of hMCSs
in presence of the PSBMA brush by Steinbach, Tautzenberger and Pluntke et al. [296]
has even shown that the brushes don’t hamper the viability of the cell material. These
properties (control over cell adhesion without interfering with other cell functions)
widen the field of biomedical applications beyond the initial target to use the brushes
as organic matrix for biomineralization. The structured brushes are especially useful
for diagnostic purposes in biosensors and biochips (array type sensors) helping to avoid
biofouling of optical and electronic sensing surfaces by nonspecific adhesion of proteins
and cells, or for bioelectronic devices where they confine cells or biomolecules to certain
geographic locations in order to make a reproducible circuit [214, 333, 334].

Following the path of tissue engineering towards mechanical stable coatings for hard
tissue implants, in a next step, the structured polymer brush matrices would be min-
eralized with calcium phosphate. In this case the inclusion of mineral would lead to
a collapse of the brushes and one would expect a much higher sti!ness of the struc-
tures (in the GPa-range as measured for composite materials such as nacre [335] and
bone [336]). Due to this increase of sti!ness and the fact that the polymer brush
matrices are non-toxic to the hMCS cells, it is presumed that the chosen system is a
promising candidate for implant coatings.

From the design point of view, however, the polymer films still have to be optimized.
Due to the complex preparation process, the currently produced polymer brush pattern
vary strongly in height (brush length), shape, homogeneity and ability to swell. These
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5.5 Outlook

Figure 5.26: Optical density distribution (OPD) of the polymer brushes displayed as 3D-
image that enables quantitative measurement of the homogeneity along each stripe [337]. The
OPD is a measure of the brush thickness as well as the di!erence between the brush refractive
index and the index of the surrounding medium.

properties are expected to have a severe impact on the final composite film morphol-
ogy. Such variations are not acceptable when the micro-patterned polymer brushes are
fabricated as coatings of biomedical implants or cell culture substrates. In this case,
their structural integrity and uniformity have to be assured over extended areas (at the
cm2 range). In order to select e"ciently substrate candidates for a specific application,
one needs a reliable and non-destructive characterization method that quickly surveys
large surfaces for defects, homogeneity and height. Atomic force microscopy is a very
accurate procedure (vertically sub-Ångström resolution, laterally a few nanometers),
but su!ers from long measurement times due to the scanning operation. Additionally
AFM is restricted in the scanning area (max. 100 m) and it is possible to manipu-
late or even damage the soft samples. Contactless detection methods mostly rely on
optical e!ects such as di!raction (confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), near-
field scanning properties (NSOM/SNOM)), polarization (imaging ellipsometry) and
interference (interferometer, optical profilometer). Most of the common techniques,
however, sample with limited resolution (CLSM, ellipsometry, some profilometers), or
they have restricted scanning areas (NSOM/SNOM, some profilometers), as their tech-
nical basis is similar to the one of AFM. As proven by Letsche, Jacobs and Pluntke et
al. [337], a promising method is the Mach-Zehnder Interference microscope, combined
with a complex evaluation algorithm as being developed by coworkers of the Incelltec
GmbH [338]. Within only a few seconds, the topographical features of the patterned
polymer brushes could be reproduced in surface areas up to several cm2 with a resolu-
tion of 250 nm, which is su"cient to resolve structures in the micro range (Fig. 5.26).
In addition, with this method, inhomogeneities and other impurities in the bulk volume
can be identified and used to further enhance the polymerization process.

5.5 Outlook

The dynamic shear storage modulus G# of cell substrates have been shown to a!ect
the cell morphology, cytoskeletal structure and adhesion considerably [339]. Therefore,
instead of measuring the Young’s modulus E of the polymer brushes, which describes
the material’s response to deformations perpendicular to the surface, and has shown to
be di"cult to determine due to substrate influences, it may be more useful to investi-
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Figure 5.27: Storage (elastic) modulus G! (solid lines) and loss modulus G!! (dashed lines) in
dependence of the shear rate ( of a PMAA brush in water (left) and a PSBMA brush in PBS
(right), measured via particle tracking micro-rheology.

gate the polymer brush shear induced behavior [340]. Knowledge of the storage shear
modulus G# and the loss modulus G## of the polymer brush substrates would deliver
a second measure for the chain flexibility and help understanding the cell diminishing
e!ect of the substrates. In order to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the micro-
patterned substrates locally, micro-rheology techniques can be applied. They allow to
examine the viscoelasticity of complex fluids (polymers, colloids and biological assem-
blies) on the micrometer or sub-micrometer level and have already been successfully
applied to living cells, cell biological systems and cell environments ([341–343] and
references herein). In a preliminary experiment, particle tracking micro-rheology 10

was applied to PMAA and PSBMA brushes swollen in water and PBS respectively 11.
Figure 5.27 shows the typical dependence of the polymer brush dynamic moduli on the
shear rate measured from tracking polystyrene beads (size: 1 m). The curves were
calculated according to the theory of Mason et al. [344, 345]. They follow the typical
behaviour of linear polymers [346]. The values for G#, measured in presence of the
PSBMA brush in PBS, are higher (G#=0.5-1 Pa) compared to the ones in vicinity of
PMAA in water (G#=0.02-0.4 Pa), indicating a sti!er network (since the brush films
are very thin, it is possible that substrate e!ects have to be considered).

Further measurements may help to gain a more comprehensive picture of the me-
chanical properties of the polymer brushes in di!erent media. Additionally the fre-
quency dependence of G# and G## can be directly related to the local type of polymer
network (entangled, cross-linked, influence of charges [341, 346, 347]) and therewith to
the observed characteristics such as homogeneity and stability.

In perspective of our future goal to include nanoparticles with active agents into the
polymer brushes to provide better wound healing and tissue integration, microrheology
in combination with optical tweezers is seen as a very promising tool to investigate the
interactions between the nanoparticles and the polymer brushes and therefore the
success of particle integration.

10The most basic form of micro-rheology is particle tracking micro-rheology, where probe particles are
embedded in the viscoelastic specimen and the rheological characteristics are extracted from the
thermal-fluctuation spectra measured using a high speed camera.

11The assistance of T. Paust with micro-rheology experiments and data analysis is kindly appreciated.
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5.6 Appendix: Modelling of mechanical parameters

5.6.1 Hertz and Sneddon model

The Hertz model [317] considers two non adhesive elastic spheres, pressed together
with a force F (see Fig. 5.28). Under the assumption that the radius of the contact
area / is small compared to the sphere radii, / can be described by:

/3 = F
R#

E# (5.13)

where the e!ective elastic modulus E# is

1

E# =
3

4
·
!1$ '21

E1
+

1$ '22
E2

"
(5.14)

and the reduced radius R#

R# =
R1 · R2

R1 +R2
. (5.15)

E1 and E2 are the elastic moduli and '1, '2 the poisson ratios for each sphere. The
penetration depth & and the load F are then related by

& =
/2

R
=

! F 2

E#2 · R#

"
. (5.16)

In the case of a spherical AFM tip with radius R indented into a flat surface with
elastic modulus E, the radius R2 is infinite and therefore R# = R1 = R. The force to
achieve a certain penetration & for very soft materials E = E2 + E1 becomes:

F =
4

3

E

(1$ '21)

-
R · &

3
2 . (5.17)

This relation is only valid for small deformations and large tip radii. A better descrip-
tion is given by Sneddon [318]. He determined the force, exerted by a rigid spherical
punch to be:

F =
Eb

2(1$ '2b )

)
(/2 +R2) ln

!R+ /

R$ /

"
$ 2/R

*
. (5.18)

The elastic deformation is then given by

& =
1

2
/ ln

!R+ /

R$ /

"
, (5.19)

which can be solved using numerical methods. For //R + 1 the Sneddon mechanics
is approximated by the Hertzian model [348].

5.6.2 Thin film models

To describe the mechanical response of mechanical double-layers, more complex math-
ematical solutions and semi-empirical approaches have been introduced. Most of the
existing models exhibit major drawbacks [106, 349]: (1) they require extensive nu-
merical computations, which are di"cult to imply into routine analysis and contain
non-physical parameters, which have to be derived experimentally, or (2) they have a
very limited application range. An important step has been made by Blackmann et
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Figure 5.28: Left: Hertz-model with two spheres, pressed together with a force F . Right:
Indentation into a soft polymer film of height h with a spherical AFM tip.

al. [350], where it was shown that the force-indentation relation for thin layers depends
on wether the film is bonded or not to the substrate. The problem has been addressed
by Dimitriadis et al. [106], who introduced higher-order correction terms to the Hertz
solution which account for the finite film thickness. Their results are summarized in
the final relation
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with 0 =
-
R&/h. For the case when the sample is not bonded to the substrate, the

parameters a and b are

a = $0.347 · 3$ 2'

1$ '
, b = 0.056 · 5$ 2'

1$ '
. (5.21)

When these relations are inserted in equation (5.20) and the poisson ratio is assumed
to be ' = 0.5 for incompressible materials, (5.20) becomes
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For the bonded case

a = $1.2876 $ 1.4678' + 1.3442'2

1$ '
, b = $0.6387 $ 1.0277' + 1.5164'2

1$ '
(5.23)

and with ' = 0.5
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*
. (5.24)

Capella and Silbernagel showed experimentally [351] that in case of very weak or no
adhesion between polymer film and substrate (non bonded films), the load-deformation
curves exhibit two di!erent slopes, determined by either the mechanical properties of
the film (for small indentations) or of the substrate (for large indentations) and no
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transition region is present. In this case, the polymer can escape the inferred pressure
by moving in the vertical or lateral direction. For larger adhesion, its mobility is
restricted and the film is compressed. This manifests in a transition region with an
extent determined by the (increasing) bond strength. For very strong adhesion, the
curve is substrate dominated. Based on the knowledge that for &/h' 0 the Hertz
equation (5.17) is valid with E = Efilm and '1 = 'film and for &/h ' 0 with
E = Esubstrate and '1 = 'substrate, a hyperbolic fitting function was formulated a
hyperbolic fitting function in the form [352, 353]:

&
3
2 (F ) = aF + b$

-
c2F 2 + 2b(a$ d)F + b2. (5.25)

Its first derivative
1&

3
2

1F
= a$ c ·

F + b
c ·

a!d
c.

F 2 + 2 b
c ·

a!d
c F + b2

c2

(5.26)

approaches the values (a1c) for F ' ±0. Hence the slopes of the asymptotes (to the
hyperbola) are:

a$ c =
3

4

(1$ '2substrate)-
REsubstrate

; a+ c =
3

4

(1$ '2film)
-
REfilm

. (5.27)

For Esubstrate ' 0 (no indentation observed for high loads), equations (5.27) become

c = a; a =
3

8

(1$ '2film)
-
REfilm

(5.28)

which can then be substituted in Eq. (5.25).

&
3
2 (F ) = aF + b$

-
a2F 2 + 2b(a$ d)F + b2. (5.29)

The film thickness can be derived from the fit parameters according to

h * b

c
· (a$ c)$ d

d$ (a+ c)
, (5.30)

which for infinite hard substrates becomes:

h * b

a
· d

2a$ d
. (5.31)
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The high level of quality that we have grown accustomed to expect from medical im-
plants poses ever-increasingly complex challenges to material engineers. High-tech ma-
terials with extraordinary mechanical stability, micro- or nano-structure, bio-compati-
bility and, most certainly, low-cost and environmental compliance, are in high demand.
Nature, on the other hand, took millions of years to develop such materials. Indeed, we
find such materials as building blocks of almost every life form, from the exo-skeletons
of shells to human bone. The key to the unique combinations of complex shape and
high-strength is meanwhile known to be owed to the interplay between organic com-
pounds (insoluble matrices of proteins and polysaccharides, or soluble additives) and
inorganic constituents (calcium, magnesium, etc.). This interplay is essential not only
during material formation (nucleation and crystallization of minerals), but also in
the predominantly hierarchical final structure of a specimen, where organic matrices
contribute to the enhanced material elasticity. These interdependencies are however
of such high complexity, that up to the date it was not possible to fully replicate
bio-materials. The ambitious goal of this thesis is to study the current hypotheses
concerning the basic principles of nature’s mineralization strategy, and find suitable
simple model-systems on which they could be emulated in a laboratory or at industrial
scale.

Starting from the existing research in the field, three di!erent approaches for model-
ing the interface between the organic phase and inorganic salts were developed, which
included various organic monolayers with acidic functional groups promoting miner-
alization, at either the water surface or that of solid substrates. The specific goal
was not only to find very simple artificial organic systems that can control nucleation
and growth of inorganic crystals (and characterize their atomic-scale morphology and
chemical composition), but to also indicate the directions in which future research
should develop and concentrate.

In order to achieve this goal, the e!ects of designed changes in the structural prop-
erties and resulting charge distribution of organic matrices alone were investigated
first, by studying two type of molecular platforms in Chapter 3. Amphiphilic linear
molecules containing short nylon [m,n] oligomers and one carboxyl functional group
at the chain end (C18-Nylon [6,6] and C18-Nylon [7,5]) were chosen for this purpose,
and intended to deliver matrices with a specific ordering of the functional groups at
the water surface. Under the assumption that the molecules self-assemble at the water
surface, the matrix lattices (distances and angles) can be controlled by the crystalline
structure of the nylon chains. Atomic force and tunneling microscopy as well as molec-
ular mechanics simulations, which were based on the measurement results, have shown
that the later was indeed dependent on the composition of the nylon chains: even-m
oligomers lead to a two-dimensional stacked system of H-bonded monolyer sheets, while
the odd-m oligomers produce a three-dimensional interconnected structure. The sub-
tle di!erences between the nylon-oligomers self-organizing properties prove, however,
to have no influence on the CaCO3 crystal growth. The experimental investigations
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reveal that, in both cases, the nylon chains arrange parallel to the water surface in
almost identical matrices, resulting in a small density of functional groups at the water
surface. To correct these shortcomings, another base system and corresponding func-
tional groups has been proposed: hairpin peptides with four di!erent combinations
of alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino-acids. Preliminary investigations
have shown that their molecules succeed in forming highly-ordered structures with a
dense system of acidic functional groups. As the distinct molecules can initiate calcite
crystals with di!erent crystallographic orientations, we consider the hairpin peptide
system to be the suitable platform for the more specific future investigations.

Two-dimensional matrices are not the only instrument nature has deployed for con-
trolling crystal growth. For example, adding poly-electrolytic additives to the miner-
alization medium changes completely the mineralization pattern. Instead of distinct
single CaCO3 crystals, as observed in the absence of additives, it is possible to produce
continuous crystalline films. In Chapter 4, a variety of measurement techniques such
as cryo-scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy were employed to show how polyacrylic acid additives stabilize
an amorphous CaCO3 phase in a first stage, appropriately named polymer-induced liq-
uid precursor (PILP), that later accumulates in amorphous nano-particles underneath
the organic (polystyrene-block-polyacrylic acid) Langmuir monolayer. Subsequent ad-
dition of energy to the system leads to a solid-solid transformation of the aggregated
amorphous particles into a polycrystalline calcite film (fused microtablets). The inves-
tigation leaves several possibilities open on how this last step occurs: the polymorph
is either selected by the particular average charge density of the monolayer/additives
(the polymer coil structure creates a random charge distribution), or due to other more
speculative factors, such as the CO2 evaporation rate during mineralization or the local
pH-value. Subsequent stacking of the individually formed monolayers is shown to pro-
duce a material with a structure highly similar to that of nature-designed nacre: thin
organic films with hydrophilic and hydrophobic sides, alternating with calcite micro-
tablets composed of nanoparticles. Although stability tests in water or simple scratch
tests show that the strength of the synthetic product is considerably inferior to that
of nacre, the significance of the result is clear: the mineral assembly has been actively
controlled by the organic compounds. The applied procedure is similar to the natural
biomineralisation process and unlike other known techniques, where pre-assembled in-
organic building blocks are subsequently embedded into the organic matrix. The lack of
stability and interaction between the organic and inorganic phases could be promoted
in two ways: a) by providing an additional bonding capability between the additives
in the solution and the organic matrix at the water interface and b) by cross-linking
the polymers forming the organic matrix.

A systematical control of the shape of crystalline films described above may be
achieved when the inorganic material can be accumulated over structured polymer
brushes (attached to a substrate) possessing relevant biomineralization groups. In
Chapter 5 it is shown that, although intuitive, the validation of this model is chal-
lenging: the brush geometry depends on a large number of parameters such as the
polyerization time, initiator density and the structure width as well as the pH-value
and salt concentration of the medium. PMAA, SBMA and SPMA polymer brush
stripes were produced with di!erent heights and widths, and in view of the potential
applications in the biomedical field, the adsorption of human stem cells was tested
on the produced pattern. The fact that the cells adhere predominantly to the low-
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height polymer regions can be traced back to unfavorable low values of the elastic
modulus of the patterned polymer brushes, which has been determined by matching
AFM measurements to models that extend the classical Hertz indentation. The mod-
els accommodate for the finite thickness of the brushes and sti!ness of the underlying
substrate and enable the direct extraction of the polymer brush E-modulus as a fit
parameter. The resulting values in water and salt bu!er indicate that the PMAA
brushes are significantly softer than typical substrates for cell growth, which is a result
of their extensive swelling behaviour. Because the viability of the cells is, however,
not a!ected by the polymers, we infer that the brushes are perfect candidates for 3-
dimensional matrices in composite-coatings for human bone implants. The inclusion
of minerals, in particular, enhances the sti!ness of the organic films by several orders
of magnitude, providing a more convenient substrate for cell adsorbtion and a suc-
cessful integration of the implant material. The challenge behind the experimental
investigations in this chapter is due partly to the di"culties of producing polymer
brush samples with reproducible properties, and partly to the additional complication
of measuring E-moduli on shallow soft films by AFM. Alternatively, it is proposed to
study the material’s response to shear forces using particle tracking micro-rheology,
which allows the detection of very small changes in the brush chain flexibility.

To conclude, the work presented here clarifies many significant aspects of the inter-
play between organic and inorganic compounds, and indicates how this can be used to
create composite materials following Nature’s example. The multitude of angles from
which the formation of these novel materials has been investigated was only possible
due to the interdisciplinary framework in which this research has been performed.
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7 Zusammenfassung

Bedingt durch die hohe Qualität heutiger medizinischer Implantate und immer weiter
zunehmenden Anforderungen sehen sich Materialwissenschaftler einer steigenden Kom-
plexität gegenüber. Die Nachfrage nach technologisch hoch entwickelte Materialien
mit herausragenden mechanischen Eigenschaften, Mikro- oder Nanostrukturierung,
Biokompatibilität und (natürlich auch) ökonomischer und ökologischer Nachhaltigkeit
ist sehr groß. In der Natur finden sich bereits solche Materialien als Bausteine fast aller
Lebensformen, z.B. in den Schalen von Muscheltieren oder in menschlichen Knochen.
Es ist bekannt, dass diese einzigartige Kombination von Form und mechanischer Fes-
tigkeit auf der Wechselwirkung von organischen Sto!en (in Form von nicht lösbaren
Matrizen aus Proteinen und Polysacchariden oder gelösten Proteinen) und anorgan-
ischen Bestandteilen (Kalzium, Magnesium usw.) beruht. Deren Zusammenspiel ist
nicht nur beim Materialaufbau (Nukleation und Kristallisation der Mineralien) von
großer Bedeutung, sondern auch für den hierarchischen Aufbau der Proben verant-
wortlich, wobei die organische Matrix zu einer erhöhten mechanischen Elastizität führt.
Aufgrund dieser hoch komplexen Abhängigkeiten war es bis jetzt nicht möglich Bio-
materialien zu replizieren. Das durchaus anspruchsvolle Ziel dieser Arbeit war die als
grundlegend angenommenen Prinzipien der natürlichen Mineralisation zu untersuchen,
um ein geeignetes Modellsystem für die Herstellung biologisch inspirierter Materialien
im Labor oder auf industrieller Skala aufzustellen.

Ausgehend vom heutigen Stand der Forschung im Bereich der Biomineralisation
wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit drei verschiedene Ansätze zur Gestaltung der organ-
isch/anorganischen Grenzfläche entwickelt. Hierbei sollten unterschiedliche organische
Monolagen mit spezifischen Säuregruppen die Bildung anorganischer Kristalle unter
der Wasseroberfläche oder auf Festkörpersubstraten initiieren. Ziel der Arbeit war zum
einen die Entwicklung eines möglichst einfach aufgebauten organischen Systems zur
Steuerung von Keimbildung und Wachstum anorganischer Kristalle (und die Bestim-
mung dessen Struktur und chemischer Zusammensetzung auf atomarer Skala), und zum
anderen sollten die Ergebnisse auch richtungsweisend für anschießende Forschungspro-
jekte zur Herstellung von neuartigen Verbundmaterialien sein.

In einem ersten Schritt wurden zu diesem Zweck die Auswirkungen von struk-
turellen Abweichungen vergleichbarer organischer Matrizen und der damit verbun-
denen spezifischen Ladungsverteilungen untersucht (Kap. 3). Dazu wurden zunächst
amphiphile lineare Moleküle ausgewählt, die mit jeweils einem Nylon [m,n]-Oligomer
und einer Carboxylendgruppe ausgestattet waren (C18-Nylon [6,6] und C18-Nylon
[7,5]), um an der Wasseroberfläche Matrizen mit spezifisch angeordneten funktionellen
Säuregruppen ausbilden zu können. Dabei wurde davon ausgegangen, dass sich die
Moleküle an der Wasseroberfläche selbst organisieren und die entstehenden Molekülgit-
ter (bzw. deren Abstände und Winkel) durch die Kristallstruktur der Nylonketten
bestimmt werden. Die durchgeführten rasterkraft- und rastertunnelmikroskopischen
Untersuchungen, sowie auf deren Ergebnisse basierende molekularmechanische Simu-
lationen, bestätigten diese Annahme indem sie zeigten, dass die Matrixstruktur von
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der Zusammensetzung der Nylonketten abhängt: Geradzahlige m-Oligomere erzeugten
Monolagen mit einem zweidimensionalen Wassersto!brückensystem, ungeradzahlige
m-Oligomere dagegen bildeten eine 3-dimensional verknüpfte Struktur aus. Die da-
raus resultierenden Unterschiede in der Selbstorganistation der Nylon-Oligomere an der
Wasseroberläche zeigten allerdings keinen Einfluss auf das CaCO3-Kristallwachstum.
Die in dieser Arbeit beschriebenen Experimente lassen erkennen, dass sich die Ny-
lonketten in beiden Fällen parallel zur Wasseroberfläche ausrichteten und in beinahe
identischen Matrizen mit einer nur geringen Dichte von Carboxylgruppen resultierten.
Auf diesen Ergebnissen basierend, wurde ein verbessertes System aus haarnadelförmi-
gen Peptiden mit vier unterschiedlich kombinierten abwechselnd hydrophilen und hy-
drophoben Aminosäuren vorgeschlagen. Voruntersuchungen hatten gezeigt, dass diese
Moleküle hochgeordnete Strukturen mit dichtgepackten Säuregruppen ausbilden kön-
nen. Ergänzend hierzu werden in dieser Arbeit rasterkraftmikroskopische Topogra-
phien und Phasenbilder von Langmuir-Blodgett Filmen gezeigt, die auf eine regelmäßige
Anordnung gespiegelter *-Faltblätter schließen lassen. Da die Langmuirfilme der ver-
schiedenen Moleküle das Wachstum von Kalzitkristallen mit unterschiedlichen kristal-
lographischen Ausrichtungen initiierten, ist das Haarnadel-Peptidsystem als eine ge-
eignete Platform für weiterführende Untersuchungen anzusehen.

Doch vermutlich wird das Wachstum von Biomineralien in der Natur nicht nur
durch zweidimensionale organische Matrizen gesteuert. Das Mineralisationsverhal-
ten kann zum Beispiel deutlich verändert werden, wenn polyelektrolytische Addi-
tive zum Mineralisationsmedium gegeben werden. Anstelle von einzelnen CaCO3-
Einkristallen, welche ohne Zugabe von Additiven entstehen, ist es in diesem Fall
möglich einen zusammenhängenden kristallinen Dünnfilm herzustellen. Hierzu wird
in Kapitel 4 anhand von rasterkraftmikroskopischen Abbildungen und spektroskopis-
cher Analyse gezeigt, wie eine amorphe Phase des Kalziumkarbonats, vermutlich das
sogenannte PILP (Polymer-Induced Liquid Precursor), durch in der Subphase gelöste
Polyacrylsäure stabilisiert wurde, sich in Form von Nanopartikeln an die organis-
chen Langmuirmonolage (bestehend aus Polystyren-Block-Polyacrylsäure) anlagerte,
und sich bei anschließender Energiezufuhr über einen fest-fest Phasenübergang in
einen polykristallinen Kalzitfilm umwandelte. Möglicherweise wurde die Bildung des
Kalziumkarbonat-Polymorphs Kalzit durch die spezifische mittlere Ladungsdichte der
Monolage und Additive bestimmt (wobei die Ladungsanordnung aufgrund der vor-
liegenden Polymercoilstruktur zufällig und nicht geordnet war), aber auch Faktoren
wie die CO2 Verdampfungsrate und der lokale pH-Wert könnten hierbei eine Rolle
gespielt haben. Durch das Übereinanderschichten einzelner Kompositdünnfilme wurde
schließlich ein dem natürlichen Perlmutt sehr ähnliches Material gestaltet. Diese Ähn-
lichkeit bezieht sich zum einen auf den alternierenden Aufbau von Kalzit- und organ-
ischen Schichten, und zum anderen auf die hierarchische Struktur der aus Nanopar-
tikeln zusammengesetzten Kalzitmikroplättchen. Obwohl Stabilitätsuntersuchungen in
Wasser und einfache Kratzversuche zeigten, dass die Festigkeit des synthetischen Pro-
dukts maßgeblich geringer ist als die von Perlmutt, sind die hier gewonnenen Erkennt-
nisse von großer Bedeutung. Denn anders als bei schon bekannten Verfahren zur Her-
stellung von perlmuttähnlichen Materialen, wo vorgefertigte anorganische Bausteine
nachträglich in eine organische Matrix eingebettet werden, ist der hier beschriebene
Ansatz dem natürlichen Prozess, in dem die organische Matrix den Aufbau der anor-
ganischen Struktur aktiv steuert, schon sehr ähnlich. Der Mangel an mechanischer
Stabilität kann durch eine verstärkte Wechselwirkung zwischen der organischen Mono-
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lage und den adsorbierenden Nanopartikeln verbessert werden: a) durch ein Angebot
weiterer Bindungen zwischen den Additiven in Lösung und der organischen Matrix auf
der Wasseroberfläche, und b) durch Vernetzung der Polymere.

Die Geometrie der oben beschriebenen kristallinen Dünnfilme kann beeinflusst wer-
den, indem das anorganische Material an (substratgebundene) strukturierte Poly-
merbürsten, mit für die Biomineralisation relevanten funktionellen Gruppen, ange-
lagert wird. In Kapitel 5 stellt sich heraus, dass die Validierung dieses Ansatzes
eine große Herausforderung ist, da die Struktur der eingesetzten polyelektrolytischen
Bürsten, und damit deren Geometrie, von einer Vielzahl von Parametern abhängt.
Beispiele sind die Polymerisationszeit, die Initiatordichte, die Strukturbreite, das Umge-
bungsmedium, der pH-Wert und die Salzkonzentration. Für diese Arbeit wurden
PMAA, SBMA und SPMA Polymerbürsten mit unterschiedlichen Höhen und Breiten
hergestellt und zusätzlich, mit dem Ausblick auf mögliche Anwendungen in biomedi-
zinischen Bereichen, auf die Adsorptionsfähigkeit von menschlichen Stammzellen getes-
tet. Die Tatsache, dass sich diese Zellen hauptsächlich in Regionen mit niedriger Struk-
turhöhe anlagern, kann auf die unvorteilhaft niedrigen Werte des Elastizitätsmoduls
der strukturierten Polymerbürsten zurückgeführt werden. Letztere wurden durch An-
passen von geeigneten Modellen an die mit einem Rasterkraftmikroskop gemessenen
Kräfte für die Indentation einer Messspitze bestimmt. Die verwendeten Theorien
basieren auf der klassischen Herztheorie, berücksichtigen aber zusätzlich die endliche
Bürstenhöhe und das hohe Elastizitätsmodul des darunterliegenden Substrats und
ermöglichen die Extrahierung des E-Moduls der Polymerbürsten in Form eines Fitpa-
rameters. Die resultierenden Werte in Wasser und Salzpu!er zeigen, dass die PMAA
Bürsten bedeutend elastischer sind als die typischen Substrate für Zellen, was eine
Folge ihres außerordentlichen Schwellverhaltens ist. Da die Viabilität der Zellen je-
doch nicht durch die Polymere beeinträchtigt wird, sind die Bürsten trotzdem als drei-
dimensionale Matrizen für den Aufbau von Kompositbeschichtungen für menschliche
Knochenimplantate geeignet. Insbesondere kann die Einlagerung von Mineralien die
Steifheit der organischen Filme um mehrere Größenordnungen erhöhen und liefert
dadurch geeignetere Bedingungen für die Zelladsorption und damit für die erfolgre-
iche Integration des Implantats im menschlichen Körper. Die Schwierigkeit bei den
in diesem Kapitel beschriebenen experimentellen Untersuchungen bestand zum einen
Teil darin, Polymerbürsten mit reproduzierbaren Eigenschaften herstellen zu lassen,
und zum anderen Teil in der Bestimmung des E-Moduls der relativ dünnen und we-
ichen Polymerfilme mittels Rasterkraftmikroskopie. Alternativ könnten die Reaktionen
der Bürsten auf Scherkräfte mit Partikel-Tracking Mikrorheologie untersucht werden.
Diese Methode würde die Detektion geringster Änderungen in der Flexibilität der
Bürstenketten ermöglichen.

Die hier vorgestellte Arbeit bewegt sich in einem fächerübergreifenden Rahmen, in
dem verschiedene Aspekte zur Bildung von organischen Matrizen und deren Einfluss
auf die anorganische Komponente Kalziumkarbonat untersucht wurden. Die Ergeb-
nisse sind richtungsweisend für den Entwickler der Zukunft, der neuartige Materialien
nach dem Vorbild der Natur gestalten möchte.
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